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Moritz RumpfOver the past decades we witnessed a tremendous shift in the principles of architectural 
design based on the advancement of computer aided design and manufacturing. Com-
putation in architecture came with a whole new set of techniques as well as theories that 
did change the way we build and design today. 
This research investigates ways to embed computational simulation and optimisation into 
architectural design processes at an early, conceptual stage. Simulation and optimization 
are not seen as a post-design strategy to improve performance aspects of a well-devel-
oped design, but rather as design strategies in their own rights. Therefore, design ap-
proaches employing simulation and optimization were developed, tested and discussed. 
Conditions and prerequisites for successfully embedding simulation and optimization into 
architectural design processes were formulated and benefits were derived. 
Design approaches that use digital simulation and optimization are characterised by not 
favouring rational form finding above intuitive form making, or vice versa – they rather 
support informed design decisions. Therefore, Informed Form Generation is established 
as a design approach within this thesis. It is not one specific, universally applicable pro-
cess, but rather comprises a category of approaches and constitutes an attitude. 
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Abstract 

Abstract 
Over the past decades we witnessed a tremendous shift in the principles of 
architectural design based on the advancement of computer aided design and 
manufacturing. Computation in architecture came with a whole new set of tech-
niques as well as theories that did change the way we build and design today. Of 
particular interest to my research are those approaches that take computation as 
an integral part of the design process. 

Key terms are simulation and optimization, whereby optimization is facilitated 
only through simulation and evaluation. Computational simulation and optimi-
zation are in this research not meant as a post-design strategy to ensure and/or 
improve one or multiple performance aspects of a well-developed design, but 
rather as design strategies by themselves. Design approaches where simulation 
and possibly optimization is embedded into the process in an early, conceptual 
stage are therefore being developed, tested and discussed in regard to their bene-
fits and opportunities as well as challenges and limitations. 

These design approaches shall promote, what I refer to as informed form 
generation. They are characterized by not favouring form finding above form 
making, or the other way around. Informed form generation is not one particu-
lar, universally applicable process, but rather comprises a category of approaches 
and constitutes an attitude. 

Since the discipline of design research lies between theory and practice, 
two different, though complementary modes – one being experimental, the 
other theorising – are employed for this research. Based on the examination of 
relevant theoretical discussions, and backed up with the analysis of references 
from architectural practice, design approaches employing various computational 
tools for simulation and optimization were tested in an academic context. Just as 
simulation and optimization within the design process shall shed light onto the 
design problem, the testing of and particularly the reflection on these case studies 
provides insights into the proposed and tested approaches facilitating informed 
form generation. Consequently, an in depths presentation and discussion of case 
studies is core to this thesis. 

With respect to the scope of tools, the research focused on physic simulation, 
structural simulation as well as light, energy and acoustic simulation. The combi-
nation of tools from multiple domains is also subject of investigation. 

Since the field is growing rapidly with new computational tools being released 
continuously, the focus is less on the tools themselves, but rather on the precon-
dition for and the benefits of their application. 
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The research provides findings into which simulation, or which combination 
of simulation and optimization, is meaningfully applicable at what point in the 
design process, why this is so, and under what circumstances are the approaches 
transferable. In addition, it will be shown how insights into and for the design 
process can be gained by embedding computational simulation and optimization. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Zusammenfassung 
In den letzten Jahrzehnten haben wir, basierend auf der rasanten Entwicklung 
digitaler Entwurfs- und Fertigungsmethoden, einen enormen Wandel in den Prin-
zipien des architektonischen Entwerfens erlebt. Der Einzug des Computers in die 
Architektur brachte eine ganze Reihe neuer Techniken und Theorien mit sich, 
die unsere heutige Art zu konstruieren und zu entwerfen grundlegend verändert 
haben. Von besonderem Interesse für meine Forschung sind solche Ansätze, 
die digitale Werkzeuge als einen integralen Bestandteil des Entwurfsprozesses 
betrachten. 

Schlüsselbegriffe sind Simulation und Optimierung, wobei eine Optimierung 
nur durch Simulation und Evaluation ermöglicht wird. Computerbasierte Simu-
lation und Optimierung werden in dieser Arbeit nicht als post-design Strategien 
verstanden, mit denen ein oder mehrere Aspekte der Leistungsfähigkeit eines 
weitgehend durchgearbeiteten Entwurfes bestätigt und/oder verbessert werden 
sollen. Vielmehr sollen Simulation und Optimierung als Entwurfsstrategien 
an sich begriffen werden. Solche Entwurfsansätze, bei denen Simulation und 
möglicherweise Optimierung in einem frühen, konzeptionellen Stadium in den 
Entwurfsprozess eingebettet werden, werden daher hinsichtlich ihrer Vorteile und 
Chancen sowie ihrer Herausforderungen und Grenzen entwickelt, erprobt und 
diskutiert. 

Ziel ist es, dass diese Entwurfsansätze begünstigen, was ich als informierte 
Formgenerierung bezeichne. Sie zeichnen sich dadurch aus, dass sie weder 
Formfindung gegenüber Formgebung bevorzugen, noch Formgebung vor 
Formfindung. Informierte Formgenerierung ist dabei nicht als ein spezifischer, 
universell anwendbarer Prozess zu verstehen, sondern beschreibt eine Kategorie 
von Ansätzen und repräsentiert eine Entwurfshaltung.

Die Disziplin design research ist zwischen Theorie und Praxis angesiedelt. 
Daher werden für diese Forschung zwei verschiedene, sich ergänzende Modi 
– einer experimentell, der andere theoretisierend – verwendet. Ausgehend von 
der Untersuchung relevanter entwurfstheoretischer Diskurse, sowie gestützt auf 
die Analyse realmaßstäblicher architektonischer Referenzen, werden Entwurf-
sansätze, die unterschiedliche digitale Simulations- und Optimierungswerkzeuge 
verwenden, im akademischen Kontext erprobt. So wie Simulation und Optimi-
erung innerhalb des Entwurfsprozesses das Entwurfsproblem beleuchten sollen, 
bietet das Testen und insbesondere die Reflexion dieser Fallstudien Erkenntnisse 
über die vorgeschlagenen und getesteten Entwurfsansätze, die eine informierte 
Formgenerierung ermöglichen sollen. Folglich ist eine vertiefende Darstellung 
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und Diskussion von Fallstudien der Kern dieser Arbeit. 
Im Hinblick auf das Spektrum der Werkzeuge liegt der Schwerpunkt der Arbeit 

auf der Simulation physikalischer Gesetze, Tragwerkssimulation sowie Licht-, 
Energie- und Akustiksimulation. Die Kombination von Werkzeugen aus mehr-
eren Domänen wird ebenfalls untersucht.

Das Feld der digitalen Simulations-Werkzeuge wächst schnell und neue 
Werkzeuge werden kontinuierlich bereitgestellt. Daher liegt der Fokus der 
Untersuchung weniger auf den Werkzeugen selbst, sondern vielmehr auf den 
Voraussetzungen für ihre Anwendung und den aus ihrer Anwendung resultieren-
den Vorteilen. 

Die Arbeit liefert Erkenntnisse, welche Simulationen, bzw. welche Kombi-
nation von Simulationen und Optimierung, zu welchem Zeitpunkt im Entwurf-
sprozesses sinnvoll anwendbar ist, warum dies der Fall ist und unter welchen 
Umständen die Ansätze übertragbar sind. Darüber hinaus wird gezeigt, wie 
durch die Einbettung von Simulation und Optimierung Einblicke in und für den 
Entwurfsprozess gewonnen werden können. 
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Structure of this thesis 
In the following, the structure of this work is presented. On the one hand, by 
a graphic representation of the structure, and, on the other hand, through brief 
introductions to the individual chapters. 

Illustration of the structure 

Manifesto

Introduction

State of the art      >>     Problem statement and arising objectives     >>     Methodology 

- Theory
- Technology

Assessment
- form finding approaches
- form making approaches
- informed form making approaches

Sugestions
- epistemology
- workflows

Implications
- scalability
- measurability
- combinability

>> >>

>> <<

- The nature of design research
- Theory and literature
- Case studies

A1) Stable Equilibrium
- physic laws in custom param. def.
- playfull design space exploration

A2) Formwork simulation
- advanced design space exploration
- simulation as design driver

A3) Exhibition hall
- combining top-down and bottom-up
- find and/or control

Form finding Informed form generation Form making

Generalization and Conclusion

Confession

A) Physic simulation

WHY, WHAT AND HOW

PREAMBLE

OWN RESEARCH

RESULTS

EPILOGUE

Intro

01

02

03

Conclusion

Intro

01

02

03

Conclusion

Intro

01 02

03

Conclusion

Intro

01 0203

Conclusion

B1) Festival pavilion
- sun studies as design driver
- combining struc.- and sun-analysis

B2) Adaptable acoustic ceiling
- material- vs. geometry-dependency
- intangible criteria

B3) Vaulted Auditorium
- objectifying subjectivity
- combining struc. and acoustic perf.

B) Light, energy and acoustic simulation
Intro

01 0203

Conclusion

C1) Möbiusbank
- geometry- and cross-section opt.
- limiting solution space

C2) Hinged foldet pavilion
- global and local approaches
- computational trial and error

C3) Apartment building, Vaduz
- two stage optimization
- constrained topology optimization

C) Structural simulation
Intro

01 0203

Conclusion
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Structure of this thesis 

Introduction to the chapters
0_Preamble [Manifesto]
The preamble is a preface to the actual thesis. It allows to contextualise the 
research and to delimit its body of thought against the vast field of architecture. 

The central argumentation is presented as a manifesto. The two (opposing) 
design approaches of form finding and form making are established on the basis 
of several examples. They are contrasted in order to argue for a novel design 
approach established by the author – namely informed form generation. 

1_Introduction
The introduction clarifies the questions Why? What? and How? 

Why? In order to contextualise the research, the dominant streams of discourse 
as well as the relevant developments in technology in computational design are 
presented as state of the art. The motivation for the research arises from the inter-
est in the enormous paradigm shift in the principles of architectural design based 
on the advancement in digital design and manufacturing over the past decades. 

What? By stating known problems and challenges, some research objectives as 
well as several, loosely formulated research questions arise. 

How? Against the background of the speculative, exploratory and accumula-
tive nature of design research, the specific methodology is presented. Two differ-
ent, though complementary modes – one being theorising, the other experimental 
– are employed within this research. 

A total of nine case studies, categorised into three groups, form the central 
part of the research. Three case studies are presented and discussed per subject 
area, whereby two of these case studies have emerged in an academic context 
as part of my research. They originated from the ambition to develop and test 
approaches in which simulation and optimization are embedded into the design 
process. A demonstrator was produced as a proof of concept in each academic 
project. The respective third case study is a precedent from architectural practice. 

2_Physic simulation
Gravity plays a central role in the three case studies subsumed under physic sim-
ulation. The approaches tested and discussed within this chapter are very closely 
related to established, analogue (structural) form finding methods. 

It will turn out that physic simulation can be applied in a straightforward, 
unpretentious way in an early design stage. The approaches might even be 
employed for direct form generation. They have in common that they can be 
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used in a playful manner to explore the solution space defined through their 
integration. 

3_Light, energy and acoustic simulation
These three case studies are presented and discussed in order to investigate how 
the simulation and possibly the optimization of energy and light aspects as well 
as acoustics can be embedded in the architectural design process. 

It will turn out that embedding simulation, or even optimization, of these 
aspects at an early stage is only partially successful. The approaches as well as 
techniques are less established. It is harder to abstract them and numerically 
evaluate and assess their results. A significant correlation between these aspects 
and geometry might be missing. This is why some approaches can only be used 
indirectly for the generation of form. 

4_Structural simulation
The last three case studies will be presented and discussed with the focus on 
structural simulation and optimization. Such approaches are well established and 
might therefore be embedded into the design process with reasonable effort. 

It will turn out that structural aspects can be perfectly numerically cap-
tured, their abstraction is established and a correlation to form is obvious. The 
approaches presented are based on less obvious structural principles than in the 
case studies employing physic simulation, making the approaches less playful. 
They can be sorted between the first three and the second three case studies. 

5_Generalization and conclusions
In order to generalize the findings from the nine case studies, they are assessed 
to what extend form finding, form making and informed form generation 
approaches have been applied respectively. Conditions for the applicability of the 
developed and tested simulation and optimization approaches are, whether the 
considered aspects are scalable, measurable and combinable. Precision, iteration 
and epistemology are the found benefits of the design approach of informed form 
generation established within this work. 

6_Epilogue [Confession]
As an epilogue, the perspective will be once again widened and the proposed 
approach will be discussed against the background of established design-theoret-
ical considerations. 





PREAMBLE
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0_Preamble [Manifesto] 

0_Preamble [Manifesto] 
0.1_Positioning architecture
It is a challenging thing to position oneself as a designer within the vast field 
called architecture. It becomes even harder when positioning oneself as a 
researcher in architecture within a scientific setting. To contextualise my research 
presented in this dissertation I therefore would like to start with the attempt to 
position architecture within science. 

0.1.1_Natural sciences, social science and the humanities 
In the German-speaking context, science is typically subdivided into three major 
branches. There are Naturwissenschaften which can be translated as natural 
sciences and comprises disciplines such as physics, chemistry and biology. 
Sozialwissenschaften translates to social science and includes amongst others 
ethnology, political science, sociology and economics. History, art, literature, 
music, etc. are those disciplines encompassed in the English Humanities as well 
as the German Geisteswissenschaften. However, Geisteswissenschaften does not 
translate to Humanities precisely since it typically describes a wider field. 

It has to be noted that there is no consensus about the division into scientific 

Fig. 0.1: In Orbit by Tomás Saraceno at K21 in Düsseldorf (Germa-
ny) 2013. Saraceno can be taken as one example of an artist who 
creates architectural art. 

Fig. 0.2: nonLin/Lin Pavilion from 2011 by Marc Fornes 
/ theverymany. Part of the permanent collection of the 
FRAC Centre, Orleans (France). While being trained and 
experienced as an architect, Fornes’ works are recog-
nized within the art-world. 
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branches – neither in the English-speaking 
academic world nor in the German-speaking. 
Even opposing classifications can be found. 
For instance, sometimes the humanities are not 
even regarded as science but rather contrasted 
to them. 

However, trying to position architecture in 
any of the three above-mentioned branches 
(Naturwissenschaften, Sozialwissenschaften 
and Geisteswissenschaften) helps us to better 
understand what architecture is. 

Does it belong to Geisteswissenschaften/the 
humanities? Yes; the very act of creation and 
conception – entitled designing in the realm 
of architecture – is not dissimilar to the act 
of composing in music and literature or the 
creation of an artwork. In some instances, the 
demarcation between art and architecture even 
blurs.[1]

Does it belong to Sozialwissenschaften/
social science? Yes; architectures purpose is to 
satisfy its users requirement. One could even 
argue that this is precisely what distinguishes 
architecture from art. From such basic needs as 
protection against rain, wind and sun[2] to more 
specific and elaborated demands that have to 
be fulfilled in a certain financial framework as 
well as schedule. Therefore, it is a discipline 

1 Tomás Saraceno is trained as an artist as well as an architect. His pieces are spatial and often 
accessible for the visitor; i.e. users (Fig. 0.1). As an architect recognized for his work in art, 
Marc Fornes / theverymany can be named. Trained and experienced as an architect his pieces are 
part of the collections or have been exhibited in various art museums such as the FRAC Centre 
(Orleans) (Fig. 0.2), Centre Pompidou (Paris) or the Guggenheim (New York). (THEVERYMA-
NY 2017)

2 The relationship between man and the natural environment can be regarded as the fundamental 
basis for the creation of architecture. The origins of architecture are explored in the concept 
of ‘The Primitive Hut’. It goes back to Vitruvius but only gained popularity during the age of 
enlightenment, when it was theorised by, amongst others, Abbé Marc-Antoine Laugier. Laugier 
provided an allegory of a man in nature and his need for shelter in Essai sur l’Architecture / An 
Essay on Architecture (1753) (Fig. 0.3).

Fig. 0.3: Allegorical representation of ‘The Primitive Hut’ by 
Charles Dominique Eisen as the cover image/frontispiece of 
Essai sur l’Architecture (An Essay on Architecture) by Abbé 
Marc-Antoine Laugier. 
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0_Preamble [Manifesto] 

dedicated to humans and their society.
And does architecture belong to Naturwissenschaften/natural science? Yes; 

architecture necessitates materialisation; i.e. the implementation of buildings in 
the real physical world. This, in turn, entails to deal with all the intricacy caused 
by physical laws such as gravity. Architecture is therefore inseparably connected 
to civil engineering – a discipline belonging to the field of (applied) natural 
science.[3] 

0.1.2_Firmitas, utilitas, venustas
Looking back in history – just a little more than 2000 years – one can find archi-
tectures wide scope and its affiliation to diverse branches already expressed. In 
his treatise De architectura (On architecture) published as Ten Books on Archi-
tecture the roman architect and supposedly first architectural theorist Vitruvius 
postulates three attributes for architecture: firmitas, utilitas, venustas. Those 
properties, also known as the ‘Vitruvian virtues’ or the ‘Vitruvian Triad’, became 
influential for the architectural discourse no later than the renaissance and still 
are so to date. 

Firmitas can be translated as solidity, stability or durability. Utilitas can be 
translated as usefulness, utility or functionality. And venustas can be understood 
as beauty, meaningfulness or atmosphere. 

I argue, that the questions concerning firmitas are dealt with in ‘Naturwissen-
schaften’/natural science and particularly applied natural science. Issues from 
the realm of utilitas are dealt with in ‘Sozialwissenschaften’/social science. And 
subjects from the field of venustas are dealt with in ‘Geisteswissenschaften’/the 
humanities and the arts. 

Therefore, the attributes firmitas, utilitas and venustas – already established in 
classic antiquity – might best reflect the diversity within the discipline of archi-
tecture till today. 

In the first of his ten books, which deals with the education of the architect, 
Vitruvius mentions the significance of sciences as well as of arts for architecture: 
“Architecture is a science arising out of many other sciences, and adorned with 
much and varied learning; by the help of which a judgment is formed of those 
works which are the result of other arts.” (Vitruvius Book I; from Thayer 2009) 

3 According to Bill Addis (Addis 2007, 233 ff.) the division between architecture and civil 
engineering began in the second half of the 18th century with the formation of civil engineering 
as an independent discipline. However, architecture is often subsumed under or combined with 
engineering and therefore classified as/under natural science. 
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However, Vitruvius does not establish sciences and arts as an antagonism but 
rather as two poles of one entity. 

0.1.3_Engineering and/or design
Fields of Science and Technology (FOS) 
As mentioned above there is no general consensus about how science can be 
divided into branches. To enable an international framework for monitoring, 
evaluation and allocation of funds for research and development, the Organisa-
tion for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) provides a classi-
fication entitled Fields of Science and Technology (FOS) (OECD 2007). The FOS 
consists of six major fields with a varying number of sub-categories comprising 
multiple disciplines respectively. Strikingly, architecture is not assigned as a 
discipline to any of them. However, we find ‘architecture engineering’ as a 
discipline assigned to ‘2.1 Civil engineering’ under the field ‘2. Engineering and 
Technology’ and ‘architectural design’ as a discipline assigned to ‘6.4 Art’ within 
the field ‘6. Humanities’. 

This emphasizes on the one hand, what a vast field architecture is; spanning the 
range from engineering to design. On the other hand, it shows the often opposing 
poles with its particular traditions and schools of thought. 

École Polytechnique and École des Beaux-Arts 
Two opposing schools of thought can also be recognized in architectural educa-
tion and training when contrasting the École des Beaux-Arts with the École Poly-
technique and their traditions and legacy. 

The Beaux-Arts tradition of the 19th century[4] promotes learning through 
imitation. Its very idea is based on the emulation of ideals and ideas from classic 
antiquity. The ‘Prix de Rome’ – granting a scholarship to visit Rome and study 
its classical architecture and design for three to five years – can be seen as the 
culmination of this approach. The Beaux-Arts tradition fosters learning through 
repetition, revision and imitation of the existing (Fig. 0.4). And it clearly focuses 
on design and aesthetics. 

4 The École des Beaux-Arts in Paris was one of the most influential schools for art and architec-
ture in the 19th century. Founded as Académie des Beaux-Arts already in 1648, the school was 
renamed École des Beaux-Arts in 1863. The architectural department became an independent 
institution entitled École nationale supérieure d’architecture (ENSA) after the student protest at 
the Sorbonne in 1968. The art school continued to exist as École nationale superieure des Beaux-
Arts (ENSBA).
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The polytechnical tradition of the 19th 
century[5] on the other hand has its focus on 
engineering. Jean-Nicolas-Louis Durand 
(1760-1834), the first head of the depart-
ment of architecture at the École Polytech-
nique in 1795, might already best embody 
this approach. He refused artistic decoration 
and promoted a rationalistic and possibly 
functionalistic (Fig. 0.5) approach with a 
strong emphasis on economic aspects and 
utility (Pfammatter 2000, 53ff.). The polytechnical 
tradition furthermore produced an archi-
tectural training guided by a curriculum, 
a schedule and measurable educational 
objectives. 

Even today architectural education is 
offered by art academies on the one hand 
and technical universities on the other 
hand.[6] To attribute a general or even 
common school of thought to the first or 
the later would be too much of a simplifi-
cation though. The approaches are far too 
differentiated and diverse to be described as 
two opposing poles. And any architectural 
training covers various aspects of both, art 
and engineering. 

However, contrasting the approach 
embodied by the École Polytechnique and 

5 Eponym is the Parisian École Polytechnique, founded during the French revolution in 1794 and 
turned into a military academy by Napoleon Bonaparte in 1805. Even though it has a rather dif-
ferent orientation today, the school can be regarded as the ancestor for later polytechnical schools 
worldwide as well as the German technical Universities.

6 Die Angewandte (Vienna), the Städelschule (Frankfurt) or The Royal Danish Academy of Fine 
Arts (Copenhagen) are amongst the best-known art academies offering architectural education. 
Excellent reputation for their architectural training have some of the leading technical universi-
ties, such as the ETH Zurich or the TU Delft. Well known institutions offering solely architectur-
al education, such as the AA or The Bartlett (both London), SCI-Arc (Los Angeles) and till 2012 
the Berlage Institute (Rotterdam) can neither be categorized to art academies nor to technical 
universities.

Fig. 0.4: The illustration from the 17th century of Kallimachos 
drawing leaves of an acanthus, to which innumerable theorists 
have referred, goes back to a report by Vitruvius. Vitruvius (IV I, 
10) claims: “according to this model he [Kallimachos] created 
the Corinthian column” (Vitruvius Book IV; from Thayer 2009; 
translated from German by the author)
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the École des Beaux-Arts reflects nicely the categorization into ‘architecture 
engineering’ and ‘architectural design’ utilized in the FOS. One approach tending 
towards engineering, the other approach tending towards art. 

0.1.4_Design approaches
Apparently, a convenient way to position oneself as an architect is by defining 
and describing the design approach applied, since different schools of thought 
produce different methods; or at least varying methods represent varying atti-
tudes. 

Within this research I argue for a novel design approach combining an engi-
neering attitude in the tradition of the École Polytechnique with an artistic 

Fig. 0.5: The Marche à suivre (Path to follow) by Jean-Nicolas Durand (Durand, 1802-1805, 2nd part, Pl. 21) depicts the four 
fundamental operations in the design process of a villa: basic grid, layout of the room system, wall sections and placement of 
columns. The detailed composition is developed thereupon. Hence, the drawing is dominated by spatial order, rather than the 
‘order of the columns’. 
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attitude in the tradition of the École des Beaux-Arts. 
In order to delimit the coordinate system for this novel design approach I will 

contrast ‘form finding’ as a design approach, to one I describe as ‘form making’. 
While the first is based on knowledge from the natural science and centres on 
architectural attributes often related to firmitas, the later prioritizes attributes 
related to venustas and can be seen in the tradition of the humanities. (Fig. 0.6)

Fig. 0.6: Relating branches of science to the Vitruvian virtues, the opposing traditions of the École Polytechnique and the École 
des Beaux-Arts as well as two contrasting design approaches. 

While the three main branches of science can be related to one of the Vitruvian virtues respectively, the author argues that 
the tradition of the École Polytechnique is closer to firmitas and utilitas on the one hand, and that of the École des Beaux-Arts 
is closer to venustas on the other hand. Through opposing the two design approaches of form finding – rooted in structural 
aspects and hence related to firmitas – and form making – seen in the tradition of the École des Beaux-Arts, it is possible to 
delimit the vast field called architecture. 

Natural sciences (Naturwissenschaften)
- physics 
- chemistry 
- biology 
-…

Social sciences (Sozialwissenschaften)
- ethnology 
- political science 
- sociology 
- economics
-…

Humanities (Geisteswissenschaften )
- history 
- art 
- literature 
- music 
-…

Firmitas
- solidity 
- stability 
- durability 
-…

École Polytechnique
- measurable educational objectives
- rationalistic
- functiolalistic
-…

Utilitas
- usefulness 
- utility 
- functionality
-…

Venustas 
- beauty 
- meaningfulness 
- atmosphere
-…

École des Beaux-Arts
- learning through imitation
- design
- aesthetics
-…

Form �nding
- universal
- procedural
- rational
-…

Form making
- individual
- intuitive
- emotional
-…
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0.1.5_Form [Interlude]
The approaches form finding as well as form making, discussed in the next two 
sections, both contain the term ‘form’ and so does the approach thereupon sug-
gested by the author entitled ‘informed form generation’. This should, however, 
not lead to the assumption that ‘form’ is the focus of interest. 

In this regard, I don’t care about form per se. Only, there is no architecture – 
no build structure and no conceptual design – without form. The term ‘form’ is 
effectively synonymous both to ‘shape’ – as it is used in the context of shape 
optimization for example – or to ‘geometry’ – as often used in the context of 
fabrication. 
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0.2_Form finding

0.2.1_As hangs the flexible line
“2. The true Mathematical and Mechanical form of all manner of Arches for Building, with 
the true butment neceffary to each of them. A Problem which no Architectonick Writer hath 
ever yet attempted, much lets performed. abcccddeeeeefggiiiiiiiillmmmmnnnnnooprrssst-
tttttuuuuuuuux” (Robert Hooke 1676; as cited by Ochsendorf and Block 2014, 7)

Hooke’s law of inversion
‘Ut pendet continuum flexile, sic stabit contiguum rigidum inversum.’ (As hangs 
the flexible line, so but inverted will stand the rigid arch.) is the solution to the 
above quoted anagram published in 1676[7] by the English engineer and scientist 
Robert Hooke (1635-1703). According to John Ochsendorf and Philippe Block 
(Ochsendorf and Block 2014, 7ff.) it is the “earliest example of structural form finding for 
an arch.” At any rate, it is the most obvious and illustrative example of a form 
finding approach. 

The idea of ‘Hooke’s law of inversion’ is, that the geometry of a hanging 
chain, which is under pure tension and free of bending, equals – when inverted – 
the shape of a rigid catenary arch under compression only (Fig. 0.7). 

Employing physical laws
By varying the span/rise ratio (L/d) an infinite number of arches can be ‘found’ 
with this approach. Manipulating the weight also influences the resulting shape; 
while a chain with a constant weight per unite results in the typical catenary 
shape, the chain forms a parabola when the weight is uniformly distributed hori-
zontally. Further differentiation of the self-weight or the application of external 
loads cause respective results of the form finding. (Fig. 0.8)

The technique of inverting a hanging shape under tension only into a structure 
under pure compression is not only applicable for a single arch; i.e. with a line, 
but as well for shells; i.e. with a surface or net of lines. 

While it is important for arches and shells to have a form that allows for the 
transferal of loads primarily through compression with as little bending as pos-
sible, it is a precondition for membrane- and cable-net-structures to be always 

7 It is the second from a total of ten ‘Inventions’ all published by Hooke in the form of anagrams 
of Latin phrases in order to protect his ideas. The solutions to the anagrams where only published 
in 1705 – two years after Robert Hooke died – by Richard Waller. The most famous is the third 
invention which is now known as Hooke’s law of elasticity. (Ochsendorf and Block 2014, 7 ff.)
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under pure tension. To ensure a shape for tensile structures that fulfils their struc-
tural requirements – no compression forces, no bending forces – under specific 
given boundary conditions, a multitude of form finding techniques have been 
developed in this field. A variety of examples and protagonist of form finding 
will be given below (section 0.2.2). 

As Martin Trautz points out in regards to form finding approaches in general, 
“The expression finding correctly suggests a goal-oriented procedural char-
acter” (Trautz 2004, 12-15; translated from German by the author). At the same time the term 
‘finding’ does not imply that a solution is found by coincidence or in a random 
manner. The opposite is the case; it is “scientific and strategic”, as Werner 
Sobek and Martin Kobler (Sobek and Kobler 2006) state. 

Fig. 0.7: Hooke’s low of inversion, depicted as a hanging 
flexible line below the mirror plane and a rigid arch above. 
Visualised by Giovanni Poleni in 1748, who was commis-
sioned in 1742 to investigate the cracks in the dome of St. 
Peter’s in Rome. 

Fig. 0.8: The Flemish engineer Simon Stevin (1548-1620) 
used diagrams to illustrate the parallelogram of forces and the 
influence of suspended weights on a funicular shape in his 
book De Beghinselen der Weeghconst (The principles of the 
Art of Weighting 1586). 
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Form finding approaches are typically consistent, transparent and systematic – 
just as scientific experiments in physics, chemistry or biology are supposed to be. 

0.2.2_Spectrum of form finding techniques
Since the 17th century and the days of Robert Hooke, all kinds of techniques 
were developed and the term ‘form finding’ describes a well-established design 
approach in architecture today. The techniques typically focus on structural 
aspects (firmitas) but are not necessarily limited to the load bearing capacities of 
a building. 

Amongst the pioneers of experimental form finding techniques were architects 
and engineers such as Antoni Gaudí (1852-1926), Heinz Isler (1926-2009) as 
one of the most productive representatives of the shell builders of the first half 
of the 20th century and – possibly strongest associated with the term form finding 
– Frei Otto (1925-2015). More recently the established physical form finding 
techniques where translated into, and complemented with, digital form finding 
methods. 

Concealed behind beauty – Antoni Gaudí
The work of the Catalan master-builder Antoni Gaudí (1852-1926) is discussed 
under highly diverging perspectives. On the one hand, his buildings and struc-
tures attract countless tourists every year. Gaudí’s buildings exert a fascination 
for their curved lines, smooth forms, their motives from flora and fauna and – not 

Fig. 0.9: Gaudí’s Casa Batlló (Barcelona; 1904-1906) has a richly decorated and colourful façade with floral and free-curved 
elements in the style of the ‘Modernisme’ – attracting countless tourists every year.
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least – for the often opulent use of colour. Gaudí considered his buildings as a 
Gesamtkunstwerk and designed everything from the overall shape to the smallest 
detail in the style of ‘Modernisme’ – the Catalan version of the still popular Art 
Nouveau evolving at the turn of the 19th to 20th century. (Fig. 0.9)

On the other hand, within the architectural disciplinary discourse it is fre-
quently referred to Gaudí because of his design approach.[8] He is inevitably 
associated with the extensive use of hanging models for form finding. Gaudí 
transferred Hooke’s invention of the flexible hanging line not only from two 

dimensions into three dimensions, but into 
complex spatial structures. (Fig. 0.10)

Although only the crypt has been realized, 
the church of Colònia Güell[9] is a good exam-
ple to illustrate Gaudí’s design process, since 
the 1:10 hanging model has been reproduced 
and is now on display at the Sagrada Família 
Museum, Barcelona. 

The original scale model (Fig. 0.10) was 
6 m wide and 4 m high and produced in a 
shed next to the site. The floor plan of the 
church was attached upside down to the ceil-
ing. The load bearing elements of the building 
– columns and intersections of walls – where 
modelled gradually from interconnected 
strings in Hooke’s fashion. Small weights rep-
resenting the dead load of the devised struc-
ture where attached to the strings, creating the 
catenary curvature of the arches and vaults. 
The physical three-dimensional model was 
turned into two-dimensional drawings with 
the aid of photographs that where painted 
over. After ‘finding’ the overall shape with the 
aid of the hanging model, Gaudí worked out 
the details – extensively applying geometric 

8 Amongst others: (Tomlow 2011), (M. Burry 2016) or (Addis 2014, 37).

9 The industrialist family Güell commissioned some of Gaudí’s most outstanding work, such as 
the Güell palace, the Park Güell and the never finished church of Colònia Güell that Gaudí was 
working on from 1898. Due to financial problems of the industrialist family and the death of 
Eusebi Güell in 1918 only the crypt of the main church has been built.

Fig. 0.10: Antoni Gaudí in his workshop in front of the 1:10 
hanging model for the Colònia Güell Chapel (Santa Coloma 
de Cervelló, Barcelona,1898-1906). 
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forms like paraboloids, hyperboloids, helicoids and cones. (Addis 2007, 443) 
While Gaudí is well-known to the general public for the aesthetic and playful-

ness of his buildings – most outstanding clearly the Sagrada Família – that are 
so much richer and more complex than any hanging model, he has been and is 
influential for generations of architects because of his design approach and the 
utilization of Hooke’s invention as a form finding method. 

Testing form and/or developing form – Felix Candela and Heinz Isler
Concrete shells are amongst those structures that are explicitly dependent on 
their form. Therefore “The design of concrete shells excludes a separation of 
form, structural behaviour and construction within the design process.” as 
Philipp Eisenbach (2017, 31) formulates it. This, in turn, can be identified as a rea-
son why form finding techniques evolved rapidly between the 1930s and 1960s 
– a period where concrete shells were particularly popular. 

Arches, domes and vaults have been built for centuries around the globe. 
Masonry arches; i.e. structures capable to withstand primarily compression by 
default, have already been build long before[10] the days of Robert Hooke and 
their form served as a reference for ever new structures. The stability of masonry 
structures is independent from their scale. It depends only on geometry and thus 
is virtually independent from strength and stiffness. Bill Addis (2007, 478) argues 
that “The fact that no engineering science is needed to use scale models for the 
design of masonry structures helps explain why masonry structures developed to 
such a high degree of sophistication so early in building history.” 

Arches and vaults can carry compression only, shells can – according to 
membrane theory – carry both compression and tension. However, neither can 
carry bending.[11] Again, this underlines their dependency on geometry – just as 
Gaudí’s designs. 

Yet, due to their slenderness, shells are sensitive to buckling failure. Buckling 
is, like bending, a structural phenomenon that does not vary linearly with scale. 
Relations of the structural performance of a model and a structure are therefore 
highly complex in the case of thin reinforced concrete shells. The performance of 
a scale model and a real scale structure can, however, be related through non-di-

10 Antecedents of masonry domes are in fact dating back even before roman times. In a timeline 
depicting technologies employed during the ‘ancient times’, Bill Addis dates the “earliest known 
brick arch in a building” to 1400 B.C. in Ur, Mesopotamia. (Addis 2007, 9-10)

11 An elaborate and illustrative description of the different load bearing behaviour of vaults and 
shells is given by Fred Angerer in his book Bauen mit tragenden Flächen. (Angerer 1960, 23 ff.)
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mensional constants.[12] 
According to Bill Addis (2007, 480) the first widespread application of these 

non-dimensional ratios to model testing in building engineering was the devel-
opment of thin, curved concrete shells during the first half of the 20th centu-
ry.[13] Through this, it was possible to use scale models to predict accurately the 
behaviour and performance of an envisioned (shell) design. Furthermore, model 
testing in combination with prototype (1:1) testing “allowed innovative struc-
tural engineers to take their design beyond the range of familiar experience with 
confidence.” (Addis 2007, 488) 

All of the great shell builders – like Pier Luigi Nervi (1891-1979), Eduardo 
Torroja (1899-1961), Felix Candela (1910-1997), Eladio Dieste (1917-2000) 
and Heinz Isler (1926-2009) – made use of physical scale models for testing, 

12 An in-depths discussion of the importance of the scale and the development of non-dimensional 
constants can be found in section 5.2.2.

13 An accurate and reliable design method employing non-dimensional constants was established 
by Franz Dischinger and Ulrich Finsterwalder from Dykerhof & Widman AG (Dywidag) after 
collaborating with Walter Bauersfeld from Zeiss for a planetarium in Jena. (Addis 2007, 480-
488)

Fig. 0.11: The HyPar (Hyperbolic Paraboloid) geometry can be generated by moving a hanging parabola along a standing pa-
rabola (left bottom). Or by moving a straight line along two straight, non-parallel lines (left top). The latter property Felix Candela 
took advantage of in the construction of the formwork for his restaurant Los Manantiales in Xochimilco (Mexico, 1958) (right).
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predicting structural capacity or even dimension-
ing. At the same time, not all of them necessarily 
employed physical models in order to develop 
form; i.e. for form finding. 

Felix Candela, the Spanish architect practicing 
in Mexico most of his life, conceived the shape of 
his shells from mathematical models and geomet-
ric considerations for example. The geometry of 
the hyperbolic paraboloid (Fig. 0.11) he used in 
numerous variations was in fact first identified in 
mathematics before conceived and constructed by 
a designer or engineer. (Addis 2007, 495)

The Swiss engineer Heinz Isler, the last[14] of 
the great shell builders of the 20th century, accord-
ing to Addis (2007, 37), and the most eminent one 
by number of realized structures (Eisenbach 2017, 25) 
developed and refined over his career multiple 
form finding approaches in order to conceive the 
shape of his shells. 

While physical models were primarily impor-
tant to Candela in order to test forms and predict 
their performance, Isler used them to develop 

forms – as inspiration for and anticipation of various geometries. Clearly Isler 
used physical scale models for testing as well. 

The form finding methods Isler developed can be subdivided into three catego-
ries: 

a) hanging fabric
b) bubble-shapes
c) extrusion- or flow shapes

The ‘hanging fabric’ can be seen as a successor of Hooke’s inverted catenary 
and the precedents by Gaudí. However, it takes into account the capacity of con-
crete shells to withstand some in-plane shear force. The geometry derived from a 
wet cloth frozen during the cold period, or a piece of textile soaked in plaster or 

14 Stefan Polónyi and Wolfgang Walochnik describe this, in an obituary of Heinz Isler in 2009, 
affectionately as follows: “When Dischinger and Bauersfeld completed the reinforced concrete 
shell for the planetarium in Jena in 1926, Heinz Isler was born in Zollikon, Switzerland. He was 
just ten years old when Eduardo Torroja’s spherical shell evolved for the market hall in Alge-
ciras. And when Felix Candela built his HP-shells, Isler studied civil engineering at the ETH 
Zurich.” (Polónyi and Walochnik 2009; translated from German by the author). 

Fig. 0.12: Restaurant Los Manantiales by Felix Candela  
in Xochimilco (Mexico, 1958). 
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resin, therefore deviates from the shape of a hanging model of a shear-deform-
able cable net. The shear-resistant material may produce wrinkles and negative 
curvature at the free edges (Fig. 0.13-a and Fig. 0.14-a). 

Isler’s ‘bubble-shapes’ are derived from membrane pillows put under pressure. 
They are characterized by synclastic double-curved surfaces. The main differ-
ence compared with hanging models under dead-load is that the force-vector is 
not vertical but perpendicular to the surface (Fig. 0.13-b and Fig. 0.14-b). 

‘Extrusion- or flow shapes’ are very similar to the aforementioned ‘bubble 
shapes’ only that they are derived from PU-foam expanding out of a rectangular 
pipe (Fig. 0.13-c and Fig. 0.14-c).[15] 

The architect Felix Candela did not employ form finding but was rather 
inspired by mathematic and geometric considerations. The engineer Heinz Isler 

15 The three methods were first presented by Isler in 1959 at the first congress of the International 
Association for Shell Structures (IASS) in Madrid. His paper was entitled New shapes for shells.

Fig. 0.13: Isler’s employed three main form finding approaches: a) hanging fabric, b) bubble-shapes and c) flow shapes. 

Fig. 0.14: Isler’s respective buildings derived from the three main form finding methods: a) The form of the four adjacent shells 
of this Tennis hall for the Norfolk Health & Racquets Club (Norwich, UK, 1987), are derived from an inverted hanging fabric – 
with the positive side-effect that the shape also follows the trajectory of a tennis ball. b) Hundreds of Isler ‘bubble’ shells were 
constructed, typically with spans of 20 × 20 m, such as these for Willi Bösiger AG in Langenthal, Switzerland. The shell of 
the Coop Warehouse in Wangen, Switzerland, is the largest shell build based on pneumatic form finding method or ‘bubble 
shapes’. It spans 54.6 × 58.8 m with a rise of 9 m above the supports and a thickness (or better thinness) of 15 cm; increasing 
towards the edges. c) The Geometry for the Wyss Garden Center in Solothurn, Switzerland, was loosely derived from an extru-
sion experiment. It covers an area of 650 m2 and is just 70 mm thick. The folded edges are added to stiffen the sides. 
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– who was apparently influenced and inspired by the work of Candela[16] – on 
the other hand made excessive use of form finding in pursuit of a new formal 
spectrum.[17] 

While shell structures are still intriguing to many engineers and architects 
today, the number of realised objects decreased significantly since their heyday 
in the 1950s and 1960s. The increase in salaries overcompensated the saving 
on building material for these materially efficient but labour intense struc-
tures. Today’s technical advancements as well as intensified efforts to build in 
a resource conserving way might reverse this tendency – and stimulate design 
approaches that make use of form finding. 

Breaking the vicious circle – Frei Otto 
A second group of form finding approaches was triggered by challenges arising 
when designing tensile structures. As mentioned above, membrane- and cable-
net-structures have to be always under pure tension in order to work. This simple 
truth makes their design rather intricate. The forces, stresses and deflections of 
tensile structures can only be calculated once their geometry is established and 
known and can be expressed in a mathematical equation (Addis 2007, 554). At the 
same time, the magnitude and direction of forces within the structure, the stiff-
ness of the membrane or the cables as well as the way a double-curved mem-
brane is fabricated from pieces of planar material dictates the shape of a tensile 
structure. So, the forces are – as in any structure – dependent on the geometry 
while the geometry is – and this is the tricky part – determined by the forces. 
These constraints lead to a vicious circle between forces and geometry. 

This vicious circle could potentially be “solved by a very large number of 
complex, iterative calculations – far too complex for the computers available in 
the 1960s and 1970s”, as Addis (2007, 554) points out. So how comes membrane- 
and cable-net-structures developed to such a high level of finesse in this period? 
Clearly through a multitude of form finding techniques that have been developed 
in this field. 

The arguably most notably and eminent figure for the use of form finding was 
the German architect Frei Otto. In particular he has been “a great innovator in 

16 Maria E. Moreyra Garlock and David P. Billington (Garlock and Billington 2014, 247 ff.) de-
scribe how Isler aspired a visible thin edge for his own buildings after encountering a photograph 
of Candela’s Restaurant Los Manantiales (Fig. 0.11).

17 Since Heinz Isler wrote very little, his paper Generating shell shapes by physical experiments 
(Isler 1993) is worth reading, in order to understand his philosophy in his own words. Recom-
mended by Bill Addis. (Addis 2007)
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the use of models to determine the form[18] of tension structures.” (Addis 2014, 38) 
He developed novel design and manufacturing processes for models in order to 
break the above described vicious circle. 

Otto’s form finding models can be classified into three categories according to 
the material employed: 

a) inelastic chains, nets and fabrics 
b) elastic sheets
c) soap films 

Since none of these model materials represent the materials in full-size 
structures in an adequate way, typically models of all three materials were used. 
The form finding models are an abstraction of the actual full-size structure to be 
build. 

We have to bear in mind, that these models are intricate and time-consuming to 
be build. And they are difficult to be studied, measured and surveyed – particu-
larly the soap-film models. At the same time, the precision had to be high enough 
to be scaled up maybe a hundred times. Otto developed a machinery that allowed 
to make photographs of a nearly parallel projection of soap-bubbles on a screen. 
Taking photographs from above while projecting parallel horizontal lines from 

18 To ‘determine the form’ can be understood as to ‘find the form’ in this sense. 

Fig. 0.15: Deutscher Pavillon at the Expo 1967 in Montreal: a) Soap-film form finding corresponding to the experimental setup 
for the German Pavilion. b) Competition model from 1965. c) Measuring model (scale 1:75) for the determination of the shape, 
for the measurement of forces and deformation as well as for establishing the cutting pattern for the cable-net and the covering 
membrane. d) German Pavilion during assembly 1966 in Montreal. 
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the side, reveals the shape of the bub-
ble just as contour lines reveal hilly 
terrain on a map. A regular grid was 
drawn on models from elastic material 
to provide a series of points whose 
position could be measured – similar 
to the knots of models from inelastic 
chains or nets. (Addis 2007, 556) 

Moreover, scaling the anticipated 
loads between scale model and full-
scale structure and vice-versa poses a 
challenge. The reliability of the pro-
cess was tested with smaller structures 
spanning only a few meters before 

applied to buildings like the German Pavilion at the Expo 1967 in Montreal (Fig. 
0.15) or the famous roof of the Munich Olympic Stadium from 1972. 

The complex geometry of the Montreal and Munich roof were developed 
employing a cyclical process, whereby results from an initial mathematical anal-
ysis were used to make the first physical model, which’s findings and insights, in 
turn, helped to establish a more accurate calculation to inform the next genera-
tion of physical models and so on. (Addis 2007, 556) 

This iterative method anticipates todays computational approaches. In fact, 
structural engineers not only pioneered the use of scale models to anticipate a 
full-scale structures performance, they belong as well to the very first once of the 
disciplines of building engineering to integrate computers into their work.[19] 

When Frei Otto designed a multifunctional hall for the Bundesgartenschau 
1975 in Mannheim, Germany, he collaborated with the structural engineers 
from Ove Arup & Partners who conducted computer analysis of the structure. 
The design process of the so called Multihalle (Fig. 0.16) is well known and 
described which allows us to specify and analyse the moments where Frei Otto 
and his team made use of form finding and how this was backed up with com-
puter analysis.[20] 

19 Bill Addis gives a comprehensive narration how computers were used for the structural design of 
Sydney Opera, Denver Airport and the Multihalle in Manheim. (Addis 2007, 540)

20 Amongst others by Bill Addis (2014, 33-43), Klaus Linkwitz and Diederik Veenendaal (2014, 
143-156), Chris Williams (2014, 239-246), Edmund Happold and W. Ian Liddell (1975), 
Berthold Burkhardt et al. (1978) as well as John Chilton and Gabriel Tang (2017, 25-44). The 
following paragraphs are based on information from these sources.

Fig. 0.16: Bird’s eye view of the Multihalle Mannheim by Frei Otto 
(Germany, 1975). 
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The preliminary shape and dimensions of the overall structure – which 
consists of a main hall, a second smaller hall and linking tunnels and entrances 
in between them – was established with a 1:500 scale wire-mesh model (Fig. 
0.17-a). This model was developed in collaboration with the architect Mutschler 
+ Partner that were responsible of the respective area of the Bundesgartenschau 
comprising the Multihalle.[21] To ‘establish’ the ‘preliminary shape and dimen-
sions’ cannot be understood as form finding in the true sense. It can rather be 
regarded as form making, supposedly affect by Otto’s knowledge of the geome-

21 The original concept for the Multihalle were large umbrellas arranged in a row. Frei Otto’s office 
Atelier Warmbronn and their idea of a large span timber gridshell only came in after the initial 
proposal was rejected.

Fig. 0.17: Multihalle Mannheim. a) 1:500 wire-mesh model to establish the basic shape. b/c) 1:98.9 model to determine the 
boundary supports. d) 1:60 Perplex model tested in the elastic range. 
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try of timber gridshells that he started exploring earlier.[22]

However, this initial wire-mesh model allowed to measure the required dimen-
sions to build a 1:98.9 scale hanging-chain model (Fig. 0.17-b/c) in order to 
determine the geometry of the boundary supports that would give the best geom-
etry for the roof. This technique of repeatedly adjusting the supports in order to 
gain a satisfying roof structure is in fact a form finding approach. ‘To determine 
the geometry’ could also be expressed as ‘to find the form’. 

In a further step an elaborated 1:100 scale hanging-chain model was built and 
then surveyed using photogrammetry[23] to determine the true geometry of the 
shell. The measured three-dimensional coordinates of all nodes were then used 
for both physical and computer analytical models. 

The structural engineering and the computational structural analysis were con-
ducted by Arup’s Structures 3 group, headed at this time by Ted Happold. The 
digital model represents an abstraction of the full-scale building as well. Due to 
limited computational power the model was simplified by increasing the spacing 
of the laths from 300 mm, as built, to 900 mm and hence reducing the number 
of nodes that had to be calculated by nine. Moreover, a 1:60 scale Perplex model 
(Fig. 0.17-d) was constructed and tested. The results were used to validate the 
results from the computer model. A non-dimensional constant to relate model 
collapse and full-size structure collapse was before established with models of 
the timber gridshell built in 1962 in Essen. This is an early instance of calibrating 
a computer model with a physical model. 

The Multihalle Mannheim stands for a bold approach of using models not 
primarily to establish a shape but to find a suitable form as well as to test a con-
ceived geometry. Bill Addis (2014, 42) comments this as follows: “Testimony to the 
success of the use of models during the design of this truly remarkable structure 
is that, despite being proposed as a ‘temporary’ building, it is still standing 
forty years later, after only one refurbishment in the early 1980s, and is a listed 
building.”

The advancement of computers was rapid, so that by the early 1980s their 
speed had increased sufficiently that executing a very large number of intricate, 
iterative calculations became feasible. Since, more and more design approaches 
devised by Frei Otto and others, can be done computationally. 

22 The first timber gridshell by Otto and his team was built for the Deubau (German Building Exhi-
bition) in Essen, Germany, already in 1962.

23 By Prof. Klaus Linkwitz and his Institut für Anwendungen der Geodäsie im Bauwesen at the 
University of Stuttgart.
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Nowadays in the zoo – Daniel Piker
“Catenary/Funicular structures and Surface Relaxation are now relatively established methods 
of form-finding in design, but I think there is potentially a huge variety of other ways in which 
physical laws could be used (and misused) to create forms which are somehow optimal, inter-
esting, useful, perhaps even beautiful.” (Piker 2010)

Daniel Piker (1982-) described with these words at an early stage when devel-
oping kangaroo – a live physics engine for interactive simulation, optimization 
and form finding directly within the visual scripting environment Grasshopper 
for the three-dimensional modelling software Rhinoceros – the potential he sees 
in digital form finding.[24] 

Two expressions are particular interesting. First, the idea of ‘misusing’ 
physical laws which implies a radical extension of the idea of form finding in a 
traditional sense. Furthermore Piker states: 

“Like the reversal of gravity to find ideal forms for masonry arches, I think an environment 
which allows the designer to play, to flip and twist the Laws of Nature, to cross the wires and 
combine forces in a way that might be impossible in the real world – all within an easy but 
powerful visual programming environment and with rapid feedback – could make a fertile 
ground for the growth of powerful and exciting new techniques.” (Piker 2010)

Precisely this “twisting” of the laws of nature is a continuation of existing 
form finding approaches established upon Robert Hooke’s seminal considera-
tion of inverting the hanging flexible line – the “reversal of gravity” as Piker 
describes it – as well as a widening and expansion – with a distinct playful 
connotation. 

The second expression I want to emphasise, is the phrase “to create forms 
which are somehow optimal, interesting, useful, perhaps even beautiful”. While 
form finding derives in its origins from structural considerations and is – in its 

24 The plug-in kangaroo is based on the method of particle-spring simulation. A particle-spring 
system consists of a network of particles, at all notes and ends of the springs, and springs 
interconnecting the particles. Masses and loads can be assigned to the particles. They can also be 
assigned to be supports. Springs get assigned a certain rest length, stiffness, damping, etc. The 
objective of the simulation is to find a statical equilibrium in the system. For example, gravity 
pulls on a mass and thus causes a displacement of the respective particle. Subsequently the elon-
gation of the springs attached to the particle creates a counter force. The iterative process aims to 
find an equilibrium of all forces. (Bhooshan, Veenendaal and Block 2014, 100-113), (Veenendaal 
and Block 2014, 115-129) and (Kilian and Ochsendorf 2005) Particle-spring systems are based 
on Newton’s law of motion and Hooke’s law of elasticity.
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narrower sense – often understood as limited to aspects of firmitas, Piker here not 
only widens the aspirations to utilitas (‘useful’) but also to venustas (‘perhaps 
even beautiful’). 

0.2.3_Limitations and demarcation
The spectrum of examples, depicted in the previous paragraphs, can be sub-
divided into five most considerable form finding techniques. They were all 
established using physical models initially and have computational equivalents – 
approximating physical behaviour – today. 

These five, most considerable form finding techniques are: 
a) hanging cables and cable-nets (Gaudí)
b) hanging fabrics (Isler)
c) pneumatic or bubble shapes by inflating membranes (Isler)
d) extrusion- or flow shapes (Isler)
e) minimal surfaces from soap film or elastic sheets (Otto)

We have seen the use of a) hanging cable nets for masonry structures with 
Gaudí’s Colonia Güell where the technique guaranteed a geometry stable under 
compression, as well as with Frei Otto’s timber gridshell Multihalle in Mann-
heim where it provided a form that could then be further tested with physical and 
computational models. 

Heinz Isler employed b) hanging fabric, c) bubble shapes and d) flow shapes to 
find appropriate forms for slender concrete shells serving, amongst others, as ten-
nis courts, a warehouse and a garden centre respectively. The relative shear-re-
sistance of the fabric produces shapes suitable for slender concrete shells that can 
bear shear forces as well. 

For tensile structures, such as the wide spanning cable-net roofs in Montreal 
and Munich, Frei Otto utilized e) minimal surfaces from soap film or elastic 
sheets. They allowed to find a suitable form that fulfils their structural require-
ments (no compression, no bending) under specific given boundary conditions 
before actually calculating the forces. 

Sacral buildings, warehouses, halls for various purposes and large spanning 
roof-structures were amongst the examples. However, there were no buildings 
for housing or offices. In general form finding is rarely used when it comes to 
multi-storey buildings due to the impracticalities of curved and double-curved 
floor slabs. Highly tilted walls also impede furnishing. 

Form finding approaches are notably used, when structural considerations 
(firmitas) are of paramount importance – as in long span structures for example. 
Instead of the force following the form as in the majority of architectural designs 
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conceived using conventional design approaches, when a form finding approach 
is employed, form follows force. 

In an extended understanding of form finding, comprising functional aspects 
(utilitas) as well, one could argue that for Louis Sullivan’s seminal postulation 
that “form should ever follow function”[25], respective form finding approaches 
could and should be developed. Shape grammars[26] can be seen as such 
approaches. However, for the sake of distinctiveness they have not been dis-
cussed in this section. 

Martin Trautz (2004) subsumes further methods under form finding, such as 
the creation of form with the aid of animation-software (Greg Lynn, Bernhard 
Franken) or through arbitrary physical experimentation and exercises (Coo-
phimelb(l)au, Frank Gehry). Trautz claims “Since the sequence of these proce-
dures, or the simulation of these processes, aims to obtain forms or structures, 
they are also to be called form finding methods.” (Trautz 2004, 12-15; translated from 
German by the author). To the author these examples do not fall into the realm of form 
finding. The reasoning is to some extent comprehensible, however, the term form 
finding becomes too broad to be useful for a distinction from other methods if it 
includes any process and method whose goal is a form. Therefore, the term form 
finding will only be used for such approaches that are motivated by rationality. 

Nevertheless, Trautz (2004) formulates further aspects that help to demarcate 
form finding from what he calls ‘Formgebung’ and which the author translates 
to form making. Trautz argues, that any form finding process is characterized 
by being passive – which is only true for the process itself but not for the design 
of the process – from the designer’s view. Whereas, any form making process 
implies an immediate and intentional action driven by the designer’s motivation 
and attitude. 

Moreover, a form making process does not have to be regulated (rule based) 
regarding content and sequence. The process is solely driven by the creativity of 
an individual designer. (Trautz 2004)

The opposite is the case with form finding approaches. They are driven by an 

25 The American architect Louis Sullivan coined the phrase ‘Form follows function’ which became 
one of the central principles with modernist architecture. It is generally used to express the 
principle that the shape of a building (or object) should be based on and thus represent its func-
tion. His initial formulation “form ever follows function, and this is the law.” (Sullivan 1896) 
suggest a broader understanding and comprises also the idea that all things in nature (‘eagle’, 
‘apple-blossom’ or ‘work-horse’) have a form that derives from function.

26 Shape grammars are rule-based methods to generate two- and three-dimensional shapes. In 
the architectural context, they are used for smaller and clearly defined problems such as highly 
constrained floor-plan layouts for housing or hospitals.
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external force, typically related to structural concerns. Mark Burry states about 
Antoni Gaudí and Frei Otto when analysing their role as precursors of today’s 
computational design approaches: 

“They [Antoni Gaudí and Frei Otto] were inspired to call on gravity, one of nature’s ultimate 
parametric design inputs, to inform rather than plan architectural form as an essential physi-
cal determinant within the design process.” (M. Burry 2016, 34)

The significance of laws of nature – not limited to physical laws such as grav-
ity – for form finding approaches resonates also in a quote by Bill Addis about 
Frei Otto: 

“The natural world was an inspiration for Otto, as well as a source of fundamental truth.” 
(Addis 2007, 556)

The notion of nature as a source of fundamental truth should not be confused 
with a truth found in a higher order, that others who relate their work to natural 
phenomenon might relate to, or some transcendent truth philosophers aim to 
recognise through metaphysic. It is clearly the truth one can see in the laws of 
nature. This distinguishes Frei Otto as an advocate of ‘natural since’. 
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0.3.1_Eureka! Eureka!
“Während dieser [Archimedes] darüber nachdachte, ging er zufällig in eine Badestube und, 
als er dort in die Badewanne stieg, bemerkte er, daß ebensoviel wie er von seinem Körper in 
die Wanne eintauchte, an Wasser aus der Wanne herausfloß. Weil (dieser Vorgang) einen Weg 
für die Lösung der Aufgabe gezeigt hatte, hielt er sich daher nicht weiter auf, sondern sprang 
voller Freude aus der Badewanne, lief nackend nach Hause und rief mit lauter Stimme, er 
habe das gefunden, was er suche. Laufend rief er nämlich immer wieder griechisch: ‚Ich hab’s 
gefunden! Ich hab’s gefunden’.”[27] (Vitruv 1964, 409, Buch IX – Vorrede) 

Vitruvius reports in the introduction of the ninth of his Ten Books on Archi-
tecture the above cited anecdote about Archimedes (ca.  287- 212 BC) who 
jumps from his bath, shouting “Eureka! Eureka!” (I have found!) and runs to 
Hiero, king of Syracuse, to report that he came up with a solution for an issue he 
requested him to solve.[28] 

Since Archimedes was a Greek mathematician, physicist and engineer in clas-
sic antiquity, one might not consider him and his discoveries as an ideal starting 
point to discuss an artistic design approach that shall be contrasted to the pre-
viously discussed form finding, which is rooted in natural science. But perhaps 
that is precisely what makes the above anecdote an obvious and evident example 
for the moment of coming up with something entirely new. Archimedes was not 
conducting a scientific experiment – he “happened to go to the bath”.

Two aspects have to be stressed here. First is the subliminal. Archimedes sup-
posedly got the idea, while thinking about the problem was not his main activity. 
Apparently, he was relaxing and taking a bath. 

Secondly, it is striking how Vitruvius emphasizes on Archimedes emotions by 
saying “full of joy” and claiming that he did not even dress and kept on shouting 

27 Which translates to: “While he [Archimedes] thought about it, he happened to go to the bath. 
When he went into the bathtub, he noticed that as much as he dipped from his body into the tub, 
water came out of it. Because (this process) had shown a path to the solution of the task, he 
therefore did not rest, but jumped out of the bathtub full of joy, ran home naked and shouted that 
he has found what he seeks. In Greek he kept on shouting: ‘I have found! I have found!’.”

28 Basically, Archimedes invented or rather found at this point a method to identify the specific 
density of any material. The procedure is as follows: take a vessel full of water, place an object 
whose weight is known into the vessel and some water will run over, after removing the object 
refill the vessel while measuring the amount of water needed to do so, by relating the weight of 
the object to the amount of water one gets the specific density of the material.
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while leaving the bath. Design and creation is a highly emotional process.[29]

Heuristic
Heuristic, the art of problem solving with limited information and within a 
short time span, is supposedly named after Archimedes exclamation “Eureka! 
Eureka!”. Heuristic techniques do not guarantee an optimal or perfect solution 
but one that is satisfactory for an immediate goal. They are typically employed 
where the amount of information is insufficient or finding an optimal solution is 
impossible or impractical. 

Well known heuristic strategies are, amongst others, ‘trial and error’ as well as 
‘diagnosis by exclusion’ (lat.: per exclusionem). The latter is particularly rele-
vant, in realms where no objective method exists to verify a diagnosis or assump-
tion – which is often the case in a design process. 

Heuristic techniques are based on experiences. This particular aspect of heu-
ristic evocates a reminiscence to the tradition of the École des Beaux-Arts whose 
very idea is based on the emulation of ideals and ideas from classic antiquity. 
These (individual) experiences might be falls and adapted from distorted percep-
tions. 

Taking advantage of the subconscious
One’s experiences accumulate both, in a store of knowledge as well as an indi-
vidual character. Society, language, climate, culture – all aspects of our environ-
ment – have a significant impact on the development of a personality. The way 
we think and the way we feel evolves from the sum of our experiences. 

It might be surprising that, of all architects, Bruno Taut (1880-1938) depicts 
his design approach as follows: 

“Man überlegt zunächst rein verstandesgemäß alle Bedingungen der Sache, die Himmels-
richtungen, die landschaftliche Lage, kurz alles, was das Ganze beeinflusst, und zeichnet ein 
Schema auf. […] Dann aber, am besten nachts, wenn nichts Störendes kommen kann, konzen-
triert man das Gefühl auf die Sache, doch zunächst ohne zu zeichnen. […] Man muss warten, 
bis das, was bisher Schema war, beginnt sich mit Leben zu füllen, bis man aufhört zu denken 
und tatsächlich nur noch fühlt. […] Es wächst ganz unklar im Gefühl das, was man die ‚Idee’ 
nennt. Das Gefühl ist wie ein Filter; es hält nur d i e Erfahrungen und d a s Wissen fest, das für 

29 Christian Gänshirt uses the anecdote of Archimedes as well as further examples to depict positive 
and negative emotions during the act of designing in his book Werkzeuge für Ideen. (Gänshirt 
2007, 72 ff.)
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diese neue Aufgabe zu gebrauchen ist. Dann beginnt schließlich die Hand zu zeichnen, beinahe 
automatisch oder bewusstlos. Der Kopf ist ausgeschaltet.”[30] (Taut 1936, 38 f.; as cited by Gänshirt 2007, 
77)

As an eminent figure of the movement ‘Neues Bauen’ and thus an advocate of 
rationalization and typification in construction, emerging at the beginning of the 
20th century, it is not surprising that Taut suggests to think through all constraints 
with logical reasoning in the beginning. However stunning is his recommenda-
tion to stop thinking eventually and only to feel. To use one’s feelings as a filter 
to grasp only those experiences and knowledge that is relevant for the design. 
Taut argues, that his “head is off” when he sketches his designs. 

Christian Gänshirt (2007, 77) states the obvious finding, that the brain processes 
more information unconsciously than consciously. As a consequence, he claims, 
only decisions made upon an emotional assessment and evaluation can be based 
on those perceptions that do not get into consciousness. Often rational justifi-
cations are constructed in retrospect for these decisions, which are perceived as 
‘intuitive’ or ‘emotional’. Rational might follow a one-dimensional logic and 
disregard relevant factors or ignore the complexity of a design task. 

Admittedly, in order for a designer to take a ‘good’ or the ‘right’ design deci-
sion based on – possibly even subconscious – emotions, those have to be trained. 
Consequently, one can learn to design through repetition, revision and imitation 
of the existing – just as a musician learns to play his instrument virtuosic or a 
painter acquires the excellence to create an artwork. 

0.3.2_Spectrum of form making techniques 
Dissimilar to form finding, form making is a less established expression. While 
multiple categorisations exist in regards to form finding, there is no structured 
overview of form making approaches.[31] The examples given in the next para-
graphs are solely representatives without claiming to be exhaustive. 

30 Which translates to: “First of all, one thinks rationally through all the conditions of the thing 
– the orientation, the landscape, in short everything that influences the whole – and draws a 
schema. […] But then, preferably at night when nothing can disturb, one centres the feeling on 
the thing – but first without drawing. […] You have to wait until what has been a schema starts 
to fill with life – until you stop thinking and actually only feel. […] It grows quite unclear within 
the feeling what we call the ‘idea’. The feeling acts as a filter; it only holds t h o s e experience 
and t h a t knowledge which is relevant for this new task. Then, finally, the hand begins to draw – 
almost automatically or unconsciously. The head is off.”

31 At least not to the knowledge of the author. 
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To start with – Nine-square grid problem and the Narrative task
Under the assumption that architectural design can be taught through repeti-
tion and revision of specific tasks, various so-called kit-of-parts exercises were 
developed for basic architectural education. They were particularly common 
in introductory studios in the US from the late 1970s until the early 1990s. The 
arguably most prevalent one is the nine-square grid problem. The ‘task’ itself 
was developed by John Hejduk (1929-2000) at the University of Texas in Austin 
already in the mid-1950s.[32] 

According to Timothy Love (2003) the idea behind the design task can be traced 
back to the analysis of the geometry of Palladian Villas by the German-American 
art historian Rudolf Wittkower (1901-1971) who claimed, that one basic geomet-
ric pattern underlies all the villas. The similar organizational schemes are only 
variations of this nine-square grid, according to Wittkower. Wittkower’s student 
Colin Rowe (1920-1999) extended these analyses to precedents of modernity and 
brought the idea to Austin, where he was teaching together with John Hejduk. 

Both were appointed by Harwell Hamilton Harris (1903-1990), the first direc-
tor of the School of Architecture at the University of Texas in Austin founded 
in 1951. Harris was an admirer of the pedagogic approaches of the painter and 
art-historian Josef Albers (1888-1976) who was teaching the so called ‘Vorkurs’ 
(preparatory class) at the Bauhaus from 1923 until it was closed by the Nazis 
in 1933. Harris’ ambition was to implement an architectural education distinct 
from the then common functionalist approaches of post-war modernism.[33] The 
emphasis on influences from and the analysis of architectural history was one 
aspect. 

The ‘kit’ given to the students consists of two kinds of ‘parts’; columns (i.e. 
linear elements/lines) and walls (i.e. surface elements/planes). As a base serves 
a given nine-square plan or cage within which the architectural elements – 
columns and walls – should be added and arranged. The exercise ensured an 
abstract architectural language based on the dialectic between the cage (plan) and 
the space constituting architectural elements. 

The nine-square grid problem is all about composition. It focuses on the spe-

32 Timothy Love gives a detailed and descriptive historical outline of both the theoretical back-
ground as well as the consequences of the pervasiveness of the of the nine-square grid problem 
in the 1970s in American architecture schools in his article Kit-of-Parts Conceptualism – Ab-
stracting Architecture in the American Academy. (Love 2003)

33 The group of architects and art-historians teaching in Austin in the 1950s was later referred 
to as the Texas Rangers. Beside Colin Rowe and John Hejduk, they were Robert Slutzky, Lee 
Hodgden, John Shaw, Werner Seligmann and Bernhard Hoesli.
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cific attributes and the operational interrelation of columns and walls in order to 
encourage students to think through spatial relations. One distinctive aspect of 
the nine-square grid problem is its notion of interpenetrating spaces that can be 
defined simultaneously.[34] 

This approach clearly centres on aspects of venustas while pretty much ignor-
ing firmitas and utilitas. The students are encouraged to focus on spatial relations 
and their manifestation in form. Issues such as the relation of structure and con-
struction constrains and form as well as the relation of function or programme 
and form are not considered. Timothy Love (2003) claims: “While the kit-of-
parts problem refocused design education on the definition and articulation of 
space […], the exercises most decidedly de-emphasized the material aspects of 
architecture and the role of program in the thinking-through of an architectural 
project. […] The material and construction facts of building were no longer part 
of the architectural agenda.”

Exercises such as the nine-square grid problem and other kit-of-parts tasks also 
imply the believe that architecture is a language to learn. This is a very different 
conception from systematized problem-solving approaches based upon (techni-
cal) knowledge. According to Love (2003) this both “encouraged and reflected the 
general return to autonomy in the discipline of architecture in the late 1960s and 
1970s.” One might also argue, that aspects of venustas were underrepresented 
in functionalist and technocratic ideas in some late modern approaches and only 
regained their relevance as disciplinary specific problems in post-modernism. 

While the nine-square grid problem clearly focuses on spatial effects of 
form as one aspect of venustas (atmosphere, beauty), the aspect of meaning or 
meaningfulness is not necessarily covered. What they are missing, according to 
Timothy Love (2003), is a “juicy story” or a “big idea”. Kit-of-parts exercises are 
lacking content as design driver (and maybe legitimation) for an abstract archi-
tectural solution. They generate extremely formal solutions, with little meaning. 
Consequently, another category of foundation exercises, referred to as ‘Narrative’ 
problems, gained popularity around the 1980s.[35] Memorials often served as a 
design task in order to develop a “weighty narrative to justify meaningful archi-
tectural production” (Love 2003). The design of a memorial with no programme 
and no constrains arising from building physics, aims at the development of 
meaning through iconography or formal metaphors. 

34 Love (2003) relates this characteristic to Colin Rowe’s and Robert Slutzky’s seminal essay 
Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal.

35 Their development as well as the role of important protagonists can also be found in (Love 
2003).
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The nine-square grid task, derived from historic analysis, focuses on spatial 
aspects and the narrative problem on cultural aspects – both at the price of elimi-
nating design decisions based on the physical world. 

Entangled with art and philosophy – Deconstructivism
Peter Eisenman (1932-) can be regarded as a representative of various 
approaches of form making. Eisenman, strongly influenced by Colin Rowe, 
belongs to an early generation of architects employing the nine-square grid 
problem as a design approach. A series of houses he designed from the late 1960s 
to the mid 1970s clearly illustrate the above depicted technique.[36] The argua-
bly most radical is the House VI (Fig. 0.18) in Cornwall, Connecticut, realized 
between 1972 and 1975 for Mrs. and Mr. Frank. It features a red stair which does 
not lead anywhere and hereby embodies Eisenman’s contempt of functionalism 
– and in this instance even function.[37] With the ambition to build a manifesta-
tion of the transformation process; i.e. the manipulation of the nine-square grid, 
Eisenman defied many of the users’ requirements. This motivated, or one might 

36 House I, House II, House III and House VI were built; House IV and House X remained unbuilt. 
(Eisenman 2018)

37 Dieter Bartetzko elaborations on this aspect in his article Die Odyssee der Form – Peter Eisen-
man zum Achzigsten. (Bartetzko 2012)

Fig. 0.18: Peter Eisenman’s House VI (USA, 1975); exterior view (left) and – not so functional – bedroom (right). 
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say, provoked Suzanne Frank to write the book Peter Eisenman’s House VI – The 
Client’s Response (Frank 1994) two decades later. 

At the time of his Houses-series, Eisenman did belong to a group of architects 
referred to as ‘The New York Five’. The denomination comes from a 1969 show 
at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) entitled Five Architects and particularly 
from the homonymous publications from 1972 and 1975 respectively (Eisenman, 
Graves, et al. 1975). Alongside Michael Graves, Charles Gwathmey and Richard 
Meier, John Hejduk, the former fellow teacher of Colin Rowe in Austin and 
inventor of the nine-square grid task was also part of this informal network. The 
five did not collaborate in practice but shared the idea that mere architectural 
form (i.e. venustas) should be valued higher than social, functional and techno-
logical concerns (i.e. utilitas and firmitas).[38] 

A second exhibition at the MoMA almost 20 years later and the herewith asso-
ciated external attribution to a group had an even bigger significance for Peter 

38 Both, Colin Rowe’s Introduction as well as Kenneth Frampton’s critique of the projects present-
ed in the book Five Architects (Eisenman, Graves, et al. 1975) make this very clear.

Fig. 0.19: The design process of Peter Eisenman’s House VI shows the utilization of the manipulation of the nine-square grid. 
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Eisenman. In 1988 Philip Johnson (1906-2005) and Mark Wigley[39] (1956-) 
curated the seminal exhibition Deconstructivist Architecture and thus established 
the term ‘Deconstructivism’ in architecture. The show featured ten projects by 
the seven architects: Coop Himmelb(l)au (Wolf D. Prix and Helmut Swiczin-
sky), Peter Eisenman, Frank O. Gehry, Zaha M. Hadid, Rem Koolhaas, Daniel 
Libeskind and Bernard Tschumi. (The Museum of Modern Art 1988) 

Although Philip Johnson claims in the preface to the exhibition catalogue 
that “Deconstructivist architecture is not a new style. […] Deconstructivist 
architecture represents no movement; it is not a creed.” (Johnson and Wigley 1988, 7), 
Deconstructivism is today commonly regarded as a movement and often even a 
style. The latter is not surprising, when one realizes that the seven architects have 
been chosen for the formal similarities of their designs. The press statement from 
1988 emphasises these “striking formal similarities” (The Museum of Modern Art 1988, 
1) and describes the approach of the seven architects as follows: “Using twisted 

volumes, warped planes, and clashed lines, they 
intentionally violate the cubes and right angles 
of modernism. By challenging traditional ideals 
of order and rationality, their projects under-
mine basic assumptions about building.” (The 
Museum of Modern Art 1988, 1) 

The denial of traditional ideas of rationality 
can already be seen in Eisenman’s Houses-se-
ries. Based amongst others on the nine-square 
grid problem, they challenged traditional ideas 
of order on the one hand but were inspired by 
them – notably from Renaissance and Modern-
ism – on the other hand. The formal advance-
ment in Deconstructivism lies especially in 
turning away from the prevalent right angle. 

Mark Wigley relates this in his text for the 
exhibition catalogue (Johnson and Wigley 1988, 10-20) 
to Constructivism and Suprematism; Russian 
avant-garde art movements of the early 20th 
century. Wigley correlates paintings from pro-

39 Incidentally Mark Wigley was working in Peter Eisenman’s office in 1986 and was a visiting 
critic in Eisenman’s graduate design studio course at Ohio State University which was working 
on the Biozentrum competition as a design task. (Lynn 2013, 68) The Biozentrum competition 
was the project presented in the Deconstructivist Architecture exhibition.

Fig. 0.20: Kasimir Malevich. Suprematist Painting. 1915-
16. Oil on canvas. (49 × 44.5 cm)
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tagonists such as Vladimir Tatlin, 
Kasimir Malevich (Fig. 0.20) and 
Aleksandr Rodchenko to architec-
tural designs, such as Peter Eisen-
man’s design for a ‘Biozentrum’ 
(Fig. 0.21) in Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany.[40] 

Strikingly, in 1988 Wigley limits 
the interpretation of the projects 
as deconstructive to their form. He 
interprets their appearance in dependence to artworks and denies a connection to 
Jacques Derrida’s philosophical concept of Deconstruction: 

“It is the ability to disturb our thinking about form that makes these projects deconstructive. It 
is not that they derive from the mode of contemporary philosophy known as ‘deconstruction’. 
They are not an application of deconstructive theory. Rather, they emerge from within the 
architectural tradition and happen to exhibit some deconstructive qualities.” (Johnson and Wigley 
1988, 10-11) 

Nevertheless, Deconstructivism in architecture is nowadays commonly associ-
ated with the homonymous[41] philosophical school of thought. 

Deconstruction in linguistic philosophy is inseparably connected to the French 
philosopher Jacques Derrida (1930-2004). Derrida introduced the majority of 
ideas influential within deconstruction already in 1967 in his book Of Gramma-
tology. Deconstruction describes a form of semiotic analysis; i.e. the deconstruc-
tion of binary terms such as presence/absence.[42] A central critique of Derrida is 
that most of Western philosophy privileges an immediate access to meaning and 
therefore prioritises presence above absence, while he emphasizes their mutual 
dependence and necessity of one for the existence of the other. 

The underlying assumption for transferring concepts from deconstruction 

40 The design process of the Biozentrum will be discussed in more detail in the following section.

41 In philosophy, the term ‘Deconstruction’ is more common and used rather than ‘Deconstructiv-
ism’.

42 Derrida’s discourse on the ‘chora’ in Chora L Works (Derrida and Eisenman 1997, 15-32) shows 
this quite nicely. It uses the concept of the chora, introduced by Plato in the Timaeus, it is some-
thing that: ”belongs to a ‘third genus’ […]. One cannot even say of it that it is neither this nor 
that or that it is both this and that.” (Derrida and Eisenman 1997, 15) Employing this concept, 
he tries to demolish logics of binary (yes/no) such as mythos/logos.

Fig. 0.21: Peter Eisenman Architects. Competition de-
sign for the Biozentrum in Frankfurt am Main (1987). 
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philosophy to deconstructivism in architecture is 
that architecture is a language capable to commu-
nicate meaning. A formal, architectural interpreta-
tion of the dialectic of presence and absence can 
be seen in contrasting the binary terms solid/void. 
Consequently, the solid bears in themselves the 
void and vice versa. At the same time, the two are 
each a precondition for the existence of the other. 
The meaning of the solid can only be understood 
through the void and the meaning of the void only 
through the solid. 

It is remarkable, that Derrida often assigns the 
same value to opposing entities and does not pri-
oritise one above the other. Another pair of binary 
terms deconstructed by Derrida is reason/passion. 
For this discussion, one could put form finding 
on one level with reason and form making on one 
level with passion. Derrida argues that reason is 
commonly privileged over passion. However, 
while prioritising one side, one risks to fail to 
acknowledge the merits and value of the other 
side. To deconstruct in the Derridean sense means 
to dismantle our loyalty to any idea and learn the 
aspects of truth that might lay buried in its oppo-
site. Although both sides are on to something; both 
are a bit wrong but need each other. (The School of Life 
2016)

Derrida’s influence in architecture and on archi-
tectural theory comes arguably through his friend-
ship with leading figures such as Bernard Tschumi 
(1944-) and particularly with Peter Eisenman. Ber-
nard Tschumi, who won the design competition for 
the Parc de la Villette[43] in Paris in the early 1980s 
and realized the project between 1984 and 1987, 

43   The design was also part of the Deconstructivist Architec-
ture exhibition. 

Fig. 0.22: Peter Eisenman Architects. Parc de la Villette (Paris, 
1987). 
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introduced Eisenman to Derrida (Derrida and Eisenman 1997, 125). He invited them to 
submit a proposal for one of the gardens for Parc de la Villette together. The 
design (Fig. 0.22) was never realized but their unprecedented collaboration 
marked the beginning of a period where contemporary philosophical discourse 
had a strong influence on architectural discourse. 

In a more recent discussion, a significant example for the influence of philos-
ophy on architecture and architectural theory is the philosophical concept of the 
diagram as an abstraction machine. This idea, fundamentally associated with the 
French philosophers Michel Foucault, Félix Guattari and Gilles Deleuze – all 
studying and working at the University of Paris VIII Vincennes St. Denis in the 
1970s and 1980s – was highly influential in the late 1990s and 2000s. [44] 

Technology and theory – Blobitecture
“We ended up writing some generative procedures based on fractal theory to come up with 
different compositions. Then Peter’s office [Eisenman Architects] selected the configurations 
that fit the functions of the program. I don’t know to what extent Peter is willing to admit it, but 
in the end it was a human selection process. […] 
We also experimented with morphing. At the time we called it transitioning, one shape chang-
ing into another and doing so dynamically and interactively. This means the program runs by 
itself, but allows for a user to interfere with and redirect it.” (Chris Yessios; as cited by Lynn 2013, 66)

The above quote refers to an early implementation of computer technology in 
architecture. It is taken from an interview by Greg Lynn (1964-) with Chris Yes-
sios about the use of the computer for the design of the before-mentioned Bioz-
entrum in Frankfurt am Main, Germany in 1987 (Fig. 0.21/23). The Biozentrum 
in Frankfurt was a closed international design competition that Peter Eisenman’s 
New York office was working on, but at the same time it was the task for the 
graduate design studio course that Eisenman was teaching as a Visiting Professor 
at Ohio State University (OSU). The facilities of the letter made it possible to use 
computers. 

This scenario allowed, according to Yessios (Lynn 2013, 69), for a continuous 
intellectual intercourse between a professional and an academic environment. 

44 The influence of their concept becomes very evident in various publications such as Peter 
Eisenman’s Diagram Diaries (1999) or Ben van Berkel and Caroline Bos’ Design Models (2006) 
as well as issues of various periodicals dedicated to diagrams such as ANY #23: Diagram Work 
(van Berkel and Bos 1998), OASE #48: Diagrams (Bijlsma, Garritzmann and Deen 1998) or 
DAIDALOS #74: Diagrammania (2000). And also emphasised in the article The Diagram De-
bate, or the Schizoid Architect by Bart Lootsma published in Datutop #22 (2002). 
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While the office was concerned with the realities of the project – such as the 
above-mentioned functions of the programme – in the academic setting it was 
feasible to experiment and to use the computer “as an explorer and generator of 
architectural form.” as Greg Lynn analyses in retrospective. (Lynn 2013, 67)

Interestingly, not only the interviewee Yessios was involved[45] in the design 
of the Biozentrum, but also the interviewer Lynn himself, who was working as a 
draftsman for the competition in Eisenman’s office at the time. Greg Lynn kept 
on working for Peter Eisenman until 1994 when he established his own office 
Greg Lynn FORM. During this period, Lynn was at the forefront of the use of 
computer technology in architecture, whereby it was not only used as a digital 
drafting board but as a “procedural modelling tool capable of drafting predefined 
figures at varying alignments and scales in endless sequences based on logical 
statements in code.” As Lynn describes the use for the Biozentrum competition. 
(Lynn 2013, 217) 

Benjamin Gianni, who was the daily instructor at the studio of Peter Eisenman 
at OSU (Lynn 2013, 68), states in another interview by Greg Lynn about their use of 
the computer: 

45 Chris Yessios was teaching at OSU from 1973 till 1995. He was conducting courses in computer 
aided architectural design (caad) for Eisenman’s studio. Based on this experience he developed 
FormZ and co-founded Automated Design Systems (AutoDesSys) in 1990. (Lynn 2013, 133)

Fig. 0.23: Peter Eisenman Architects. Biozentrum Frankfurt am Main (1987). 
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“At that point in time we were mostly interested in what we called macrotransformations, 
essentially a routine that would group sets of transformations – translation, rotation, scale – 
into a single operation. You could apply it once, and then apply it again and apply it a third 
time to see how things would transform over several iterations. This created a notion of an 
organic iterative transformation.” (Lynn 2013, 57)

This, as well as Yessios’ use of the term “morphing” in the above quote, exem-
plifies how the computer was regarded to be more than a mere drawing machine. 
And, to a certain extent, it anticipates the use of the computer for animation, 
which became of paramount importance for Greg Lynn few years later.[46] 

Working with Peter Eisenman in the late 1980s and early 1990s, Greg Lynn 
was not only involved with an avant-garde use of computer technology but at the 
same time situated in an environment highly affected by a theoretical discourse 
referring to then contemporary French philosophy. One prevalent concept of 
the early 1990s was Gilles Deleuze’s (1925-1995) concept of the fold.[47] Its 
most obvious impact on built architecture – or at least on the discourse on built 
architecture – is marked by the publication of an Architectural Design (AD) issue 
entitled Folding in Architecture (Lynn 2004; first published in 1993). It was guest edited by 
Greg Lynn and published in 1993 – the same year that Deleuze’s book The Fold 
– Leibniz and the Baroque (Deleuze 1993) was first published in English.[48] 

In his (main) article Architectural Curvilinearity – The Folded, the Pliant and 
the Supple (Lynn 2004 first published in 1993) Greg Lynn elaborates on the use of the 
Deleuzian concept in architecture. The central argument is the incorporation of 
the contradictory. Lynn states: “If there is a single effect produced in architec-
ture by folding, it will be the ability to integrate unrelated elements within a new 
continuous mixture.” (Lynn 2004, 24; first published in 1993)

He argues, whereas for the previous decades architects have mainly tried to 
emphasise the “heterogeneous, fragmented and conflicting” – first and foremost 
Robert Venturi (1925-) with his book Complexity and Contradiction in Architec-
ture from 1966 (Venturi 1966) which played a central role for both deconstructivism 
as well as post modernism – or in turn the “unity and reconstruction” – i.e. in 

46 Greg Lynn’s arguably most influential book is entitled Animate Form; see (Lynn 1999).

47 The idea is present in different of Deleuze’s writings but was first and foremost presented in the 
book The Fold – Leibniz and the Baroque; first published in France in 1988 as Le Pli: Leibniz et 
le baroque.

48 Actually, one of the articles in this periodical is The Pleats of Metter by Gilles Deleuze (Deleuze 
2004; first published in 1993) which is the first chapter of his book.
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Neo-Classicism, Neo-Modernism and Regionalism, now architects formulate 
“continuous yet heterogeneous system” (Lynn 2004, 24; first published in 1993) as an 
alternative. 

An example one could stress is the design for the Rebstock Park Masterplan 
(1990-1992) in Frankfurt, Germany by Peter Eisenman.[49] In the competition 
for that master plan Peter Eisenman used two grids – one covering the whole 
Rebstock park as part of the Mercator Grid, one obscuring the actual area of the 
master plan – which were then compressed on the respective perimeters. Thus, 
an initially more or less functionalist fashion like typology described as Siedlung 
form, consisting of uniform, linear bars of buildings is differentiated in response 
to the global morphology of the site (Fig. 0.25). Or, as Greg Lynn puts it: “In 
this manner the manifestation of the fold is in the incorporation of differences – 
derived from the morphology of the site – into the homogenous typology of the 
housing and office blocks.” (Lynn 2004, 30; first published in 1993)

In the following years Lynn continued the discourse on complexity in various 
articles, out of which two should be highlighted here. In 1995 the article Blobs[50] 
and in 1996 Blobs – Why Tectonics is Square and Topology is Groovy[51] were 
first published respectively. Their relevance does not only result from their con-
tent but also from the fact that the term ‘blob’ was established in these articles as 
an architectural concept. Based on this, the term ‘blob-architecture’ or ‘blobitec-
ture’ has been coined for free-form structures. 

From comparing – or one could say deconstructing – the terms complexity and 

49 This project is depicted in detail in the same issue of AD in (Eisenman, Folding in Time – The 
Singularity of Rebstock 2004; first published in 1993) and (Eisenman, Rebstock Park Masterplan 
2004; first published in 1993).

50 First published in Journal of Philosophy and the Visual Arts (6/1995). 

51 First published in Any #14 (May 1996). 

Fig. 0.24: Rebstock Park Masterplan (Frankfurt am Main, 1990-1992). a) Perspective and b) Masterplan. 
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simplicity, Lynn arrives at a discussion of multiplicity and singularity in these 
articles. He argues for a new theory of complexity that avoids the “dialectic con-
tradiction” between conflicting differences; i.e. the multiple, and unified wholes; 
i.e. the singular. In the article Blobs he states: “Such a state of organization 
would have to be distinguished from the merely contradictory or complicated as 
it is organized as a singularity, yet it would be distinguished from the wholistic 
by its internal multiplicity.” (Lynn 1998, 162; first published in 1995) 

As an image or allegory for this “state of organization” he refers to a class 
of topological geometric types for modelling complex aggregates that, to him, 
exhibits the qualities of multiplicity and singularity. As the most interesting 
example from these topological types he regards: “isomorphic polysurfaces or 
what in the special effects and animation industry are referred to as meta-clay, 
meta-ball or blob models.” (Lynn 1998, 163; first published in 1995) 

What was new about these “blob models” (Fig. 0.26) was, that their geometry 

Fig. 0.25: Concept drawings of the Rebstock Park Masterplan (Frankfurt am Main, 1990-1992) showing the superposition and 
transformation; i.e. folding of the grids as well as respective typological fabric. 
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and “singular characteristics” are defined by an accumulation of interacting 
local forces. Each object is defined with internal forces of mass and attraction. 
Furthermore, their center, surface area, mass and organization are influenced and 
dependent on their neighboring objects. Dependent on the distance to any neigh-
boring object, they either connect to form a single surface or influence and inflect 
each other.[52] Hence, Lynn argues, that “In this sense, an aggregate geometric 
object such as this is a multiplicity; it is simultaneously singular in its continu-
ity and multiplicitous in its internal differentiation. From the perspective of the 
unified surface it is a singularity (as it is contiguous but not reducible to a single 
order) and from the perspective of the constituent components it is a multiplicity 
(as it is composed of disparate components that are put into a complex rela-
tion).” (Lynn 1998, 164; first published in 1996) 

While the so called Bubble (Fig. 0.27), an exhibition Pavilion for the BMW 
Group at the IAA in Frankfurt in 1999, represents a quite literal utilization of an 
animation similar to the above described blob models, Lynn refers to the work by 
the Japanese architect Shoei Yoh to illustrate his concept of blob architecture. 

Lynn refers particularly to some designs for large scale roof structures; 

52 The term ‘blob’ originates from eponymous Hollywood B-movies. The original, starring Steve 
McQueen, is from 1958. It has a remake from 1988. The blob in the movies is an “aqueous, al-
ien structure that moves through the city absorbing materials.” (Lynn 1998, 170; first published 
in 1996) Lynn adopts the term because “a B-film blob is a gelatinous surface with no depth per 
se; its interior and exterior are continuous. […] These blobs are neither singular nor multiple 
since they have no discrete envelope. Essentially, a blob is a surface so massive that it becomes 
a proto-object. Gelatinous organisms, like fluids, have no internally regulated shape, but depend 
on contextual constraints or containment for their form. Although they have minor shaping forc-
es such as surface tension and viscosity, they possess neither a global form nor a single identity.” 
(Lynn 1998, 170-171; first published in 1996)

Fig. 0.26: ‘Meta-balls’ in formation. Stills of the blob modelling package within the animation software Explorer 3Design by 
Wavefront Technologies used by Greg Lynn. 
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amongst others for the Galaxy Toyama Gymnasium in Imizu from 1992 (Fig. 
0.28). The roof consists of a differentiated space frame with structural members 
that are similar but not identical. It is based on the MERO system only with cus-
tomized knots and rods. Thus, Yoh was able to vary the height in order to respect 
and account for the specificities of the programme as well as particular snow and 
wind loads. This results in the repetition of a homogeneous system with a slight 
and continuous differentiation. 

Or, as Lynn puts it: “In this manner, Yoh’s work subtly complicates the dis-
tinctions between a global system and local components, between the general 
structure and particular variations and even between industrialized fabrication 
techniques and indigenous construction. […] The forms are both continuous and 
heterogeneous in their shape and construction. They are intensively determined 
by slight variations in their context yet alien in their continuity and connectivity. 
This multiplicity of minor variations does not add up to a single, simple global 
structure but instead manifests a blobular singularity, or, if you will; a blob.” 
(Lynn 1998, 180; first published in 1996) 

To a certain degree this anticipates ‘digital architecture’ for the decade to 
come – using gradient differentiation, computer numeric controlled fabrication 
and geometry informed by specific (often structural) performance criteria. So, 
while Lynn discusses the work by Shoei Yoh under the premises of a disciplinary 
specific theoretical discourse; i.e. in regards to its meaning and formal novelty 
(aspects of venustas), it could be taken as an example for a design approach 
focusing on programme (utilitas) and structural performance (firmitas) when 
discussed from a different perspective. 

Fig. 0.27: Bubble-Pavilion by Bernhard Franken for BMW (1999). The form is a literal translation of the design idea, which is 
based on an animation of two drops of water fusing due to their surface tension. 
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0.3.3_Critique and legitimation
The examples for form making approaches reported in the previous section have 
in common that they are inseparable from certain protagonists. The emergence 
of the approaches is linked with their personal experiences – with the people 
they learned from and the people who learned from them. On the one hand, 
the approaches reflect the knowledge that is available to them – based on the 
analysis of historical buildings, contemporary art or philosophy. On the other 
hand, they are an expression of their personal character, which has evolved from 
the accumulation of their experiences, and therefore always a manifestation of a 
specific zeitgeist. 

Thus, they are not only in the tradition of the École des Beaux-Arts by imi-
tating and adopting ideas and ideals, but they are heuristics in the best sense. 
When employing form making approaches, design decisions are necessarily not 
exclusively based on objective considerations but there is also always something 
subliminal and emotional to them – just as to the moment when Archimedes 
“happened to go to the bath” and was “full of joy” when solving a problem 

Fig. 0.28: The Prefectura Gymnasium by Shoei Yoh is used by Greg Lynn as a reference to illustrate his concept of blob archi-
tecture. Lynn states: “The gymnasium projects announce an emerging blob aesthetic […] The spatial theme evident in all of 
Yoh’s recent work is the enclosure of a diverse group of programs under a single roof.” (Lynn 1998, 180; first published in 1996) 
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which he had previously been unable to unscramble by rational strategies alone. 
Against this background, I hope the reader appreciates that the given exam-

ples were not selected purely rationally. The spectrum of techniques presented is 
not a strictly analytical listing of all relevant form making approaches – if only 
because there is no such thing. In fact, it is a chronological account of individual 
concepts and biographies that have influenced each other as well as subsequent 
ones.

In the case of John Hejduk’s nine-square grid task, the idea is based on Rudolf 
Wittkower’s and Colin Rowe’s analysis of the Palladian villas; i.e. the approach 
is derived from precedents in architectural history. The nine-square grid task 
focusses on formal and spatial aspects at the price of eliminating design deci-
sions based on physical laws. The latter also applies to the narrative problem, the 
second depicted assignment developed for basic architectural education, which 
put cultural aspects forward. 

The protagonist of the early Deconstructivist movement, which were gathered 
by Mark Wigley and Philip Johnson in the exhibition Deconstructivist Architec-
ture, shared the idea that mere architectural form (venustas) should be valued 
higher than social, functional and technological concerns (utilitas and firmitas). 
Initially related to Constructivism and Suprematism; i.e. developments in con-
temporary art, and later to Derrida’s concept of Deconstruction; i.e. tendencies 
in contemporary philosophy, the form making approaches in Deconstructivism 
embody the underlying assumption that architecture is capable to communicate 
meaning. In some of Peter Eisenman’s work, this is taken to an extreme and 
functionality is not supplemented by meaning but sacrificed in its favour.

The form making approaches employing animation software, conceived and 
propagated amongst others by Greg Lynn, are not only characterized by the use 
of the computer or numeric controlled fabrication, but much more decisive, by a 
theoretical discourse. Lynn’s architectural discourse seems to strive for more fun-
damental insights, just as Gilles Deleuze concept of the fold, that Lynn’s theory 
is based on. Thus, the freely formed designs are not based exclusively on formal 
considerations, as one might initially suppose, but explicitly on conceptual and 
theoretical considerations. 

The presented form making approaches share the assumption that architecture 
is a language capable to communicate meaning through adopting ideas and ideals 
from architectures own history as well as other disciplines such as art and phi-
losophy and possibly many further disciplines from the field of humanities. And 
the approaches presented share the assumption that architecture is a language to 
learn – through repetition, revision and imitation. 
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Form making approaches emphasize spatial and formal considerations (e.g. the 
nine-square grid task), meaningfulness (e.g. Deconstructivism) or a disciplinary 
theoretical discourse (e.g. Blobitecture) – all aspects from the realm of venus-
tas. On the other side of the coin, none of the approaches relates to the natural 
sciences and much of it ignores aspects of firmitas and utilitas. 

Various form making approaches can also be read as a critique to an overem-
phasis on usefulness within late modern concepts; i.e. Sullivan’s ‘form follows 
function’. In this sense, Archigram member David Green criticises in the preface 
to the book Form to Programme by Kevin Rhowbotham (1995, 7) architectural 
education for its focus on legitimating form through programme: 

“However, one cannot deny that in architecture the element of programme is one that differ-
entiates it from other creative disciplines. It can be claimed though, it is too often used as a 
screen behind which the mediocre is concealed […].” 

This argument spun further, one could criticize the legitimacy with only phys-
ical considerations, as with form finding approaches, as well. Perhaps it needs 
further, higher or let’s call it metaphysical reasoning in order to supplement 
stability and usefulness. 

In the Derridean sense it is worth trying to assign the same value to physical 
reasoning and metaphysical reasoning and not to prioritise one above the other.[53] 

53 Interestingly, meta-physic is often considered something ‘beyond’ physical laws; i.e. something 
that stands above. However, the Greek prefix ‘meta’ can not only be translated as ‘beyond’ but as 
well as ‘after’. In fact, an explanation for the etymology of the term ‘metaphysics’ goes back to 
the writings of Aristotle (384-322 BC) or more precisely to the way Andronicus of Rhodes (fl. c. 
60 BC), an editor of Aristotle’s works sorted them – first the books on physics, right afterwards 
the books on general topics of philosophy which he named ‘metaphysics’ accordingly.
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0.4.1_Insight, not numbers
“The Purpose of Computing Is Insight, Not Numbers.” (Hamming 1986, v; first published in 1962)

The American mathematician Richard Hamming (1915-1998) prefaces his 
book Numerical Methods for Scientists and Engineers, first published in 1962, 
with the above cited motto. He states that numeric methods are used to simulate 
mathematical processes, which, in turn, aim to simulate real-world situations. 
Hamming argues that not only the results of a simulation but also the way the 
computing progresses as well as the choice of a particular formula or algorithm, 
often sheds light on the problem. And “Thus computing is, or at least should be, 
intimately bound up with both the source of the problem and the use that is going 
to be made of the answers – it is not a step to be taken in isolation from reality.” 
(Hamming 1986, 3; first published in 1962)

This attitude pretty much mirrors the authors point of view on simulation and 
optimization in architectural design. Not only the finding of a simulation or the 
outcome of an optimization but the act of setting them up as well as observing 
how they progress influences our understanding of the design problem. Against 
this background the proposed approach of informed form generation shall be 
understood. 

With the idea of informed form generation, I want to position myself between 
the two poles of form finding – based on knowledge from the natural science and 
centred on architectural attributes often related to firmitas – and form making – 
which prioritizes attributes related to venustas and can be seen in the tradition 
of the humanities. Informed form generation is characterised by not favouring 
form finding above form making, or the other way around. This design approach 
assumedly delivers both, desired – as intended by a creative individual – and 
emergent – as resulting from specified constrains – results. 

Informed form generation is in the best sense ‘Vitruvian’ through the combina-
tion of all aspects encompassing stability, usefulness and beauty. 

Form makingInformed form generationForm �nding

universal, procedual 
and rational

individual, intuitive 
and emotional

universal AND individual, procedual AND intuitive 
as well as rational AND emotional

Fig. 0.29: The proposed design approach ‘Informed form generation’ is positioned between the opposing poles of ‘form find-
ing’ and ‘form making’ and thus neither prioritizes rational nor intuitive design approaches. 
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0.4.2_Spectrum of informed form generation techniques
Informed form generation is not one particular, universally applicable process, 

but comprises a category of approaches. Informed form generation represents or 
rather constitutes an attitude. 

In each of the three chapters 3 (Physic simulation), 4 (Light, energy and acous-
tic simulation) and 5 (Structural simulation) three case studies will be discussed 
in detail – two developed within an academic context and one from architectural 
practice respectively. The scope of case studies elaborated on within these three 
chapters delimit the spectrum of techniques. On account of this, only one exam-
ple will be given in the next paragraphs. 

200.000 variants – Skylink at Frankfurt Airport
“Initially, it was thought that the computer’s main advantages were accuracy and speed of cal-
culation, but it soon became clear that its ability to carry out the same calculation again and 
again with new input data – the process of iteration – was even more important.” (Addis 2007, 541)

Iteration is not only a central concept in computation[54] but all architects, even 
when working analogue, are familiar with repeating design steps over and over 
again. Producing a new model after assessing the implication of an initial one 
is as common as modifying the layout, location or orientation of a staircase in 
a floor plan after analysing and evaluating a range of options. Both allow the 
designer to gain insight. Either by creating one option at a time and trying to 
implement the findings while creating the next option, or by developing multiple 
versions in parallel and, upon their evaluation, strive to use their best aspects 
respectively for the next generation. 

This iterative process accompanies the evolution of any design. The solution 
that emerges – or that has been envisioned and can finally be reached – is con-
strained and conditioned by the setup (what are the aspects, i.e. parameters, that 
can be changed), the criteria (what are the goals or the aims and how can they 
be assessed) as well as the technique (how to come up with new and how to sort 
variants). Together setup, criteria and technique determine the solution space. 

Parameterisation, automated and fast analysis as well as the use of a genetic 
algorithm in order to navigate through the solution space allow to increase the 
number of variants by a multiple compared to the above depicted analogue 

54 Referring to a process of multiple times repeating the same or a similar action in order to suc-
cessively approximate a solution, the term ‘iteration’ was first used in mathematics. The result of 
each iteration is used as the input for the next iteration until the results converge. 
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examples. This can be exempli-
fied with reference to the so called 
Skylink, a bridge at Frankfurt Airpor 
(Fig. 0.30). 

The bridge, completed in 2012, 
was designed by the architects 
Lengfeld & Wilisch in collabora-
tion with the engineers Bollinger + 
Grohmann. It serves for a cable car 
that connects an office building with 
a multi-storey car park about 300 m 
away. 

Due to its visual exposure from the highway as well as the railways, the 
construction had to meet a very high aesthetic standard. The general architec-
tural idea is to answer this requirement with a distinctive and irregular structure. 
According to Fahlbusch et al. (2012, 639) the proposed steel framework should 
therefore not be based on a traditional typology and hence, conventional design 
approaches were not suitable. 

The slightly curvilinear bridge crosses a series of streets with different widths 
and orientations as well as a drainage basin, which results in nine segments with 
spans of 12 to 90 m (Fig. 0.31-a). The truss steel structure consists of four longi-
tudinal girders forming a cross-section of 5 by 5 m. Irregularly arranged vertical 
and horizontal diagonals are connecting the two upper and two lower girders 
(Fig. 0.31-b). (Fahlbusch, et al. 2012, 638)

Precisely the layout of the diagonals that appears to be random is the distinc-
tive feature of the design. It has been generated with a computational approach 
incorporating structural simulation and optimization. An evolutionary approach 
utilizing a genetic algorithm (GA) was employed to inform the design decisions. 

Fahlbusch et al. (2012) in Skylink am Flughafen Frankfurt as well as Clemens 
Preisinger (2013) in Linking Structure and Parametric Geometry are giving a 
detailed description of the procedure: The diagonals are grouped to sets of three 
elements – two vertical and one horizontal at either the top or the bottom. These 

Fig. 0.30: The distinctive and irregular structure of the bridge Skylink 
(Frankfurt am Main, 2012) was designed, using simulation and optimiza-
tion at an early design stage. 

Fig. 0.31: Skylink (Frankfurt am Main, 2012) . a) Site plan and b) Parametric set-up. 
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u-shaped sets enclose the box-like bridge from above and below respectively 
(Fig. 0.26-b). Initially these sets of diagonals are distributed in a random fashion, 
whereupon their position was subject to optimization. The structure is analysed 
with a finite element (FE) software to identify areas with higher displacement as 
well as diagonals without load transfer (zero bars).[55] The latter were removed 
from the structure or rather repositioned to a more efficient location through 
the genetic algorithm (GA). Their location is described through variable that 
are also referred to as genes in the context of evolutionary optimization. In the 
case of Skylink these variables amounted up to about 400, which made it a very 
large-scale problem for a GA approach, according to Preisinger (2013), and led to 
roughly 200.000 variants of truss layouts that were tested. 

The mass of the steel as well as the maximum displacement served as numeric 
criteria for evaluating the solutions. While the maximum displacement should 
not exceed a certain limit, the self-weight should be minimized. These quantifi-
able fitness measures allow the GA to compare versions and evolve supposedly 
superior ones.[56] Preisinger (2013) stresses, that the truss layout arrived at is prob-
ably not the global optimum. Nevertheless, it provided a feasible alternative to a 
conventional and regular truss since it performed similar in respect to maximum 
displacement and total mass. 

The result of the depicted approach is a highly irregular structure, which does 
not reveal the influences from the load carrying behaviour at the first glance. Due 
to the irregular boundary conditions – the varying spans and the slight curvature 
of the bridge – there is no symmetry nor repetition. The Skylink bridge was not 
designed – or one could say determined – according to an established typology 
with a familiar layout in a top-down fashion. Rather a process was designed 
that allowed for a form to emerge from a very large solution space. In this way, 
a structure was created that meets the structural requirements, but whose load 
carrying behaviour is not easily recognisable and extends the formal spectrum of 
trussed girders. 

The design combines both aspects of form making and of form finding. To 
choose a steel lattice girder as the structural system and to set the goal to design 
a bridge with an irregular, distinctive visual appearance beyond the established 

55 According to Fahlbusch, et al. (2012) the calculation considers the relevant load cases resulting 
from the cable car.

56 ‘Dimensioning’ is a further approach of structural optimization that was employed in this project 
according to Fahlbusch, et al. (2012). In favour of clarity it is not discussed here. Dependencies 
of global and local optimization approaches will be discussed amongst others in the case study 
Möbiusbank (section 4.2).
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and familiar form of lattice girders can be characterized as a form making 
approach. To search for the particular truss layout that emerges from a solution 
space defined by boundary constraints with the aid of a GA can be characterised 
as a form finding approach. The realized design has a form whose generation was 
informed through computational simulation and optimization – in this instance of 
its structural behaviour and capacity. 

0.4.3_The necessity of the impossible
Taking for granted that it is desirable, the question arises as to how the design 
process applied for the Skylink is transferrable to other design tasks. 

The German philosopher Max Bense (1910-1990) distinguishes three kinds of 
processes – strongly determined, loosely determined and non-determined pro-
cesses. Christian Gänshirt (2007, 71), referring to Max Bense, states that strongly 
determined processes can be described step by step so precisely that others can 
repeat and understand them by following this description. Most mathematical 
problems can be solved with this category of processes. Unfortunately, design 
problems typically demand for loosely determined processes. 

Horst Rittel (1930-1990) and Melvin Webber (1920-2006) in their seminal 
text Dilemmas in a General Theory of Planning (Rittel and Webber 1973) established 
the distinction between tame problems and wicked problems, in which math-
ematical problems belong to the first and design problems belong to the latter. 
While tame problems can be solved with strongly determined approaches in 
a recipe like fashion, wicked problems require hardly predictable and loosely 
determined processes. In the reverse conclusion, it is a straightforward thing to 
establish an applicable strongly determined processes after once having solved 
a specific tame problem, while it seems impossible to carve out a transferable 
loosely defined approach from reflecting on a design problem once solved. Or, as 
Christian Gänshirt (2007, 71) states: 

„Sie [schwach determinierte Prozesse] lassen sich zwar im Nachhinein beschreiben, aber diese 
Beschreibung bleibt entweder so allgemein und ungenau oder wird so speziell und detailreich, 
dass sie auf andere Probleme kaum übertragbar ist und sich daraus keine erfolgversprechende 
Wiederholung ableiten lässt.”[57]

57 Which translates to: “They [loosly determined processes] can be described in retrospect. Howev-
er, this description remains either so generic and inaccurate or becomes so specific and detailed 
that it is hardly transferable to other problems and no promising reiteration can be derived from 
it.” 
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Should one resign and give up because of this oppressive and burdensome per-
ception? There are good reasons to try and prove the opposite – which the author 
is attempting with the proposed approach of informed form generation. 

In his text Die Denkweise von Designern (The Reasoning of Designers) first 
presented in 1987 by Horst Rittel, he argues that our abilities to design human 
living conditions are not so perfected that we could lean back and ignore the dif-
ficulties associated with the activity of designing. (Rittel 2012, 48 f. ; first published in 1988) 
Hence, he calls for a science of design. He postulates that this science of design 
should follow three goals. First, to continuously develop a theory of design. Sec-
ondly, to do empirical studies on the effects of design compared to its intentions. 
And finally, to develop methods (!) in order to support designers in their work: 

“Der menschliche Geist ist fehlbar. Methoden sollten gesucht werden, um seine Fähigkeiten zu 
erweitern, auch wenn sie nur dazu dienen, uns davor zu bewahren, den eigenen Idiosynkrasien 
zum Opfer zu fallen. 
Selbst wenn solche Mittel nicht leicht gefunden werden können – können wir es uns leisten, 
nicht weiterzusuchen?”[58] (Rittel 2012, 48 f.; first published in 1988)

This polemical and obviously rhetorical question is a nice motivation to 
develop, test and describe novel methods, i.e. the approach of informed form 
generation. 

58 Which translates to: “The human mind is fallible. Methods should be sought to expand their 
abilities – even if they only serve to prevent us from falling prey to our idiosyncrasies.  
Even if such methods can not be found easily, can we afford to stop searching?”
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0.5_Integration 
A workflow, as one particular kind of process, can also be distinguished between 
strongly determined, loosely determined and non-determined, in the sense of 
Max Bense. Since a non-determined workflow lacks repeatability as well as com-
municability and a strongly determined workflow will most likely not be applica-
ble to a complex or wicked problem, the challenge arises to establish workflows 
that are strongly enough determined to be repeatable and communicable but 
loosely enough to be applicable for architectural design problems and possibly 
transferable from one task to a task of a different kind. 

One possible solution is seen in the decomposition of the workflow into indi-
vidual elements. Such a workflow would comprise elements that can either be 
incorporated and used or left out – depending on the specific design task and the 
applicability of these elements. Their purpose would be to gain information as 
early as possible, while retaining design freedom as long as possible. 

The proposed strategies would assist the designer in deciding which elements 
could be instrumental and of avail as well as which requirements have to be ful-
filled in order for the elements to be employable. This design strategy, or rather 
design approach gives guidance when to integrate and how to integrate specific 
methods or tools. 

The methods focused on, are simulation and optimization. The aim is – as 
the subtitle of this thesis says – to embed them into architectural design. They 
should, however, not be understood as post-design strategies to improve one or 
multiple aspects of a given or refined design but rather as design strategies and 
design drivers by themselves – in the sense of Richard Hamming. 

The overall goal is, in the vocabulary associated with simulation and optimi-
zation, to increase the performance of a design – with respect to firmitas, utilitas 
and venustas. 
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“Technology is the answer …  But what was the Question?” (Bon mot by Cedric Price; source unknown) 

1.1_Computation in architectural design
Over the past decades we witnessed a tremendous shift in the principles of archi-
tectural design based on the advancement of digital design and manufacturing. 
Computation in architecture came with a whole new set of techniques as well as 
theories that did change the way we build and design today. Of particular interest 
to my research are those approaches that take computation as an integral part of 
the design process. 

A key term is optimization, which is facilitated only through simulation and 
evaluation – whereby optimization is not meant as a post-design strategy to 
improve one or multiple aspects of a given design but rather as a design strategy 
by itself. 

Procedures that incorporate optimization of one or multiple criteria tend to be 
iterative and non-linear and therefore favour parametric or associative design 
processes. The field of parametric tools is growing rapidly with new software 
tools being released continuously. Furthermore, the combination of tools for 
structural analysis and other applications allows integrating multi parameter 
optimization into design at an early stage. 

1.2_Current theoretical discourses and technological develop-
ments
In order to outline the current state of research I will give an overview of both, 
the dominant recent streams of theoretical discourse, as well as the relevant 
current developments in technology. Often the evolution of the two goes hand in 
hand and it is difficult to distinguish whether the first is influenced by the latter 
or the other way around. 

1.2.1_State of research in theory 
The most relevant positions of the past two decades in the field of computational 
architecture are presented below. It is referred to the interactions between these 
theories and the protagonists, which are inseparably connected with the respec-
tive positions, are named.
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Digital Tectonics
Neil Leach, David Turnbull and Chris Williams propagated the concept of 
digital tectonics with their correspondent publication from 2004. Their concept 
was certainly not the first theoretical discourse on the topic of computers in 
architecture after their advent within the discipline in the 1980s and their rapid 
proliferation ever since. Nevertheless, it marks a shift, as it belongs to the first 
concepts that take the role of the computer in almost every aspect of architectural 
production for granted. Not only that, but after a period where innovative digital 
design meant mainly the production of seductive computer imagery and expres-
sive geometry, the interest in actual materials and material properties began now 
to merge with the realm of the digital; what Leach et al. call: “a new paradigm 
of thinking in architectural culture.” (Leach, Turnball and Williams 2004, 4) A further 
predominant theme within this discourse is the relationship between architects 
and engineers that culminates in the suggestion of a new discipline: “an ‘archi-
tecture-engineering’ of the digital age.” (Leach, Turnball and Williams 2004, 11) 

Emergence and Morphogenesis
The term and scientific discourse of emergence appears already within the 
concept of digital tectonics.[1] Its popularity gained the theory of emergence and 
morphogenesis through a number of publications by Michael Hensel, Michael 
Weinstock and Achim Menges. 

Emergence could be translated or interpreted with ‘coming into place’ and 
refers to non-linear behaviour and self-organising systems. It derives from 
system-theory, where it defines properties of a system, which cannot be derived 
from the sum of its parts.[2] The term morphogenesis derives from the two Latin 
words morph (meaning shape) and genesis (meaning creation). 

Evolutionary (techniques), fitness (criteria), population, specie, genetic (algo-
rithms as design tools) and a multitude of other terminology from biology are 
frequently used in the discourse around emergence and morphogenesis. Though 
the question of optimization is not formulated explicitly, these are the same ref-
erences that provide a source of inspiration for almost any approach of optimi-
zation. The term performance was however already introduced, which hints to a 
discourse that since then became more popular within digital design theory and 
is still in use. 

1 Amongst others, Leach uses the term in the context of swarm behaviour in his text Swarm Tec-
tonics. (Leach, Turnball and Williams 2004, 70-77)

2 See (Carpo 2013, 158) for a comprehensive explanation of the roots of the term.
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Performative Design
The discourse I want to summarize here relates as well to the phrases perform-
ative, performance-based and performance-oriented design and architecture 
respectively. 

The paper Computing the Performative in Architecture by Branko Kolarevic 
from 2003 is an early instance of the use of the term as well as a seminal text 
for the discourse. (Kolarevic 2003) The book Performative Architecture: Beyond 
Instrumentality by Branko Kolarevic and Ali Malkawi in 2005 (Kolarevic and Malkawi 
2005) followed it and comprises some of the texts of paramount importance for 
this discourse. Kolarevic defines performative design very generally as a design 
paradigm in which the performance of a building – in financial, social, cultural, 
spatial, physical and material terms – becomes a guiding principle. Already in 
the above-mentioned paper from 2003, he proposes to utilize simulation, and 
consequently optimization, as an integral part of the design process, rather than a 
post design tool: “Instead of being used in a passive, ‘after-the-fact’ fashion, i.e., 
after the building form has been articulated, […] analytical computation could 
be used to actively shape the buildings in a dynamic fashion […].” (Kolarevic 2003, 
462) And this at a time, as Kolarevic argues, in which the software is not ade-
quate for building performance simulation as useful tools in conceptual design.[3] 
Furthermore, Kolarevic addresses the dilemma of measurability, whereby criteria 
such as cultural performance seem intangible and criteria such as acoustics might 
be quantifiable but hardly qualifiable in any digital simulation. 

Another theorist with a significant impact on the discourse of performative 
design is Rivka Oxman. She emphasises the importance of generative systems; 
i.e. parametric or associative design procedures that enable to establish a schema 
of dependencies, or co-dependencies, of elements within geometric models. 
Her key argument is, that both generative and evaluative capabilities have to be 
integrated within one computational environment. This would lead to a design 
environment that she depicts like this: “Instead of analyzing the performance of 
a design, and modifying it accordingly, ultimately it may be possible to directly 
inform, generate and modify the design model using performance-based simula-
tions.” (R. Oxman 2008, 5) Rivka Oxman refers back to the concept of morphogen-
esis, for which she claims “is the key for supporting form generation by perfor-
mance.” (R. Oxman 2008, 7) 

3 See (Kolarevic 2003, 457), where “the inadequacy of existing software for building performance 
simulation as usable tools in conceptual design” is discussed and “the development of software 
that can provide dynamic processes of formation based on specific performance objectives.” is 
proposed.
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An AD Primer from 2013 entitled Performance-Oriented Architecture: 
Rethinking Architectural Design and the Built Environment by Michael Hensel 
(Hensel 2013) proves the continuance of this discourse. 

Material Based Design and Material Computation
Achim Menges articulates the interest in material and material systems already 
in the context of emergence and morphogenesis. In the article Polymorphism 
(Menges 2013; first published in 2006), he starts to synthesise aspects of morphogenesis 
and performative design when he talks about the “inherent morphological and 
performative capacities of the material system.” (Menges 2013, 165; first published in 
2006) His basic critique is, that materialisation is typically implicitly conceived as 
a secondary process and not considered within the early, decisive design stages. 
The alternative design approach he proposes is based on the intrinsic capacities 
of a material or material system, whereby one would therefore not distinguish 
between the processes of formation and materialisation. With a strong interest 
in advanced manufacturing processes; i.e. the question of materialisation, not 
only material characteristics and geometric behaviour, but also manufacturing 
constraints and assembly logic has to be embedded in the concept of a material 
system consequentially. (Menges 2013, 165; first published in 2006) 

To Neri Oxman material-based design stands in the tradition of physical form 
finding and hence in the tradition of Frei Otto. She proposes strategies to imple-
ment geometrical features and material attributes into a computational environ-
ment and emphasises the need to then calibrate the digital and physical realm 
(Oxman and Rosenberg 2007, 26). Moreover, Neri Oxman states that “in order for this 
computational tool to become a generative medium for the designer it must allow 
for an iterative, open-ended process of simulation, evaluation and generation.” 
(Oxman and Rosenberg 2007, 42) 

1.2.2_State of research in technology
The following description of the most relevant technological developments in 
the field of computational architecture includes both hardware as well as soft-
ware developments. The vast majority of technologies and techniques have been 
developed in, or for other disciplines and later found their way into architecture 
and the construction industry. Therefore, a slightly larger time span is consid-
ered than with the theoretical positions, whose temporal appearance can also be 
determined more accurately.
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Digital fabrication
On the hardware side, computer numeric controlled (CNC) machines, such as 
multi-axis routers, blade-, laser- and water-jet-cutters as well as 3D-printers, are 
used increasingly in building industries. More recently, at least on an experimen-
tal level in laboratory, robots are used for additive processes (masonry, 3D-print-
ing, build-up welding, assemblage of discrete timber elements, etc.) as well as 
subtractive processes (in particular milling).[4] 

A great deal of attention is given to the so-called digital fabrication chain and 
the file-to-factory approach, whereby the designer directly generates the code 
to run a CNC-machine. Fabian Scheurer’s company Design-to-Production is 
amongst the best-known consultancies for the materialisation of foremost com-
plex geometry – a novel profession in the field of architecture. They typically 
enter projects after the conceptual design stage and thus take the challenge to 
organise, optimize and simplify the materialization (Scheurer 2010). This optimiza-
tion might, however, mean re-design to a certain degree. 

Scripting, parameterisation and associative modelling
With computation in architecture came – on the software side – scripting, 
and with it a whole extra level of design thinking, that Malcolm McCullough 
describes like this: “First you set up some rules for generating forms, then you 
play them to see what kind of design would they create, and then you go back 
and tweak the rules.” (McCullough 2013, 183; first published in 2006) With the initial coding 
of one line at a time on an interpreter substituted with an interface technology on 
the one hand, and sufficient computational power on the other hand, the itera-
tions of both ‘tweaking’ and ‘playing’ became ever faster. 

Software development and new interfaces in the 1990s provided for an even 
more immediate manipulation of digital 3D geometry. Visual objects could be 
modified with tool-like operations in real time, which “made it much easier to 
achieve design states by discovery through manipulation rather than derivation 
through formulas.” as McCullough puts it (McCullough 2013, 185-186; first published in 
2006). This implies the critique that much of the existing agendas in designers’ 
programming culture were eliminated by the new and seductive techniques 
based on spline surfaces. Which caused that “For the first time, the majority of 
computer users were noncoders. Improvisation prevailed over composition.” 
(McCullough 2013, 186; first published in 2006) 

4  A comprehensive overview on the use of robots is given by (Gramazio, Kohler and Willmann 
2014).
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The advent of user-oriented scripting languages and visual programming 
software facilitate a new height and the terminology ‘associative modelling’ and 
‘parametric design’ was coined. The adjective ‘parametric’ means that a design 
is expressed in terms of independent design variables. When these dimensions, 
often of geometric type, are then driving the design via arguments and algo-
rithms, the term ‘associative modelling’ is used. 

The process of parameterisation of an object produces a generic object, that 
Bernard Cache, who devised a very theoretical approach to associativity, calls 
an Objectile.[5] So, from a technical development Bernard Cache, together with 
Gilles Deleuze, developed a theory about which Mario Carpo says, that it “was 
a catalyst for the digital turn in architecture, and remains to this day a powerful 
source of inspiration for digital design.” (Carpo 2013, 146) Nevertheless Bernard 
Caches approach was deeply grounded on technical advancement and his own 
developments in hardware (by using CNC-routers) and software (by adapting 
associative software, borrowed from engineering and mechanical fabrication). 

Referring to the first experiences with a novel kind of design and manufactur-
ing approach made around the turn of the millennium with the Semper Pavilion 
(from 1999) and the Philibert de L’Orme Pavilion (from 2001), he states in a 
slightly naive, yet visionary way: “In an associative architecture, design proce-
dures rely on a limited number of geometrical and numerical parents that can be 
easily modified and then regenerate the whole design of the building as well as 
its manufacturing programmes.” (Cache 2013, 153; first published in 2003) 

The very idea of a software that not only reiterates the design itself when any 
input value is changed but the machine code for manufacturing the design as 
well refers back to the development of automation and file-to-factory technol-
ogies outlined above. This can be seen as one of the main reasons associative 
modelling is used today. Moreover, the interest in emergence and other notions 
from biology foster the use of parametric design. 

Analysis, evaluation and optimization
Subtopics to associative modelling are generative systems, such as grammars 
and genetic algorithms, as well as evolutionary computation. These concepts are 
borrowed from biology and mathematics. They are of particular interest in the 

5 The theory of the Objectile is presented amongst others in his frequently cited article Towards an 
Associative Architecture (Cache 2013, 153-157; first published in 2003)
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realm of computational problem solving and optimization.[6], [7]

Any optimization is only possible after an evaluation of a certain parameter, 
which is in turn only possible when one is able to analyse the criteria in ques-
tion – either through calculation or simulation. Computational tools allow for 
simulation – and therefore evaluation – of almost any aspect of a buildings 
performance. The respective software tools are available already for more than 
a decade with a development towards higher accuracy and quickness. However, 
their benefit for the design process at an early stage is only at hand when they 
work for a relatively abstract or low-resolution design and when integrated 
within the designers (software) environment. 

Branko Kolarevic formulates both shortcomings in regards to the tool available 
in 2003 very nicely: “Most of the commercially available building performance 
simulation software, whether for structural, lighting, acoustical, thermal, or 
air-flow analysis, requires high-resolution, i.e. detailed, modeling, which means 
that it is rarely used in conceptual design development. […] Another frequently 
encountered problem is that certain performance aspects can be analyzed in one 
environment while other performative simulations must be done in other simula-
tion software, often resulting in substantial and redundant remodeling.” (Kolarevic 
2003, 462) 

Software tools – Rhinoceros, Grasshopper, Karamba, Kangaroo & the rest 
of the Zoo
The situation since 2003, as depicted above in the quote from Branko Kolarevic, 
changed though and some of the necessary integration of simulation and analysis 
tools happened, and new, low-resolution applications where developed as add-
ons and plug-ins for parametric design software respectively. 

The innumerable add-ons and plug-ins for Grasshopper, the graphical algo-
rithm editor fully integrated into the 3D NURBS modelling software Rhinoceros 
can be mentioned as representatives.[8] An example of an embedded compu-

6 David Rutten gives a comprehensive explanation of the approaches and how they are implement-
ed within the software environment of Rhinoceros and Grasshopper in a post entitled Evolution-
ary Principles applied to Problem Solving (Rutten 2011). It compiles a lecture he gave at the 
AAG10 conference in Vienna in 2010.

7 In their paper Introduction to Architectural Design Optimization Thomas Wortmann and Giaco-
mo Nannicini (2017) give a comprehensive overview of optimization methods. 

8 Most of these tools are freely accessible on www.food4rhino.com. 
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tational analysis tool in the realm of structure is karamba[9] which is based on 
the finite element method (FEM) and uses the same algorithms like structural 
engineering software but is fully integrated within a parametric software environ-
ment and can therefore be used in an iterative manner in an optimization circle. 
Obviously, this allows for structural optimization of a given design. This means 
a re-design to a certain degree; a reason for Oliver Tessmann, who experienced 
this while working at the structural engineering firm Bollinger + Grohmann 
Ingenieure, to proposes an earlier and closer cooperation of architects and engi-
neers in his PhD-thesis entitled Collaborative Design Procedures for Architects 
and Engineers (Tessmann 2008). Moreover, a tool like karamba allows informing a 
design in regards to its structural capacities, already while its geometry is gener-
ated in a parametric software environment.[10] 

Similar, fully embedded performance simulation and analysis tools are avail-
able in the domains of thermodynamics, light, acoustics and even user behav-
iour.[11] 

Tools that allow for computational physic simulation through particle-spring 
simulation, and therefore to apply techniques used in traditional physical form 
finding in the digital, parametric realm, are among the most widely used compu-
tational applications today.[12] 

BIM
Software for building and construction management and cost control was sum-
marized since the early 2000s under the generic term Building Information Mod-
elling and its abbreviation BIM. Ever since it evolved quite independent from 
more avant-garde developments in computational design and its theory. The prin-
ciple interest in BIM was to streamline and refine the construction process itself 
and thereby to make the building process more efficient. Most BIM applications 
still pertain to optimisation, performance and efficiency in cost and delivery and 
less in environmental aspects, structural capacity or more design-oriented crite-
ria. Nevertheless, Richard Garber points out in his article Optimisation Stories 
-The Impact of Building Information Modelling on Contemporary Design Prac-

9 See http://www.karamba3d.com for further details.

10 The case studies presented within the chapter 4 make use of karamba. Further, detailed informa-
tion will be given there.

11 For the case studies presented within the chapter 3, some of these applications were tested. 

12 Notably Kangaroo, Daniel Piker’s live physic engine for Grasshopper, which was also used for 
one case study (section 2.3).
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tice from 2009: “If construction can now be controlled through a single model 
or, more appropriately, a database that can accept information from a variety 
of sources, design optimisation […] can be studied in the early stage of devel-
opment.” (Garber 2013, 232; first published in 2009) A further important aspect of BIM, 
and its approach to have just one model which all parties involved can work 
on, is that it thus increasingly serves as an interactive tool for collaboration and 
participatory decision-making. While it does so – to a certain degree – already 
in the building process, it’s suitability for collaborative work is not jet used for 
the design process. BIM moreover has, as Richard Garber claims, the potential 
to close the “gaps, in what should be a continuous and interrelated process of 
design development and building actualisation.” (Garber 2013, 227; first published in 2009) 

BIM applications available at present are not necessarily within the scope of 
the research. However, it touches upon the very idea of building information 
modelling, since it seems to be the logical consequence in software development. 

1.2.3_Interdependency of theory and technology 
As stated above, it is often difficult to distinguish whether the current develop-
ments in technology are influenced by recent streams of theoretical discourse or 
the other way around – just as in the well-known causality dilemma stated with 
the question “which came first: the chicken or the egg?”

Might have the technical developments in digital fabrication – mostly adapted 
from other disciplines – provoked a strong interest in advanced manufacturing, 
which is reflected in the examination of material systems within the discourse 
on material based design in which manufacturing constraints and assembly logic 
becomes part of the design approach? Or did the concept of performative design 
drive the development of tools from the field of analysis, evaluation and optimi-
zation? 

Since evolution in theory and technology goes hand in hand, one must always 
consider one in the context of the other. Obviously this is not only true for the 
last decades and with respect to computational design but was already recog-
nized by Vitruvius. In Book I, Chapter 1, entitled The Education of the Architect, 
Vitruvius instructs: 

“1. Architecture is a science arising out of many other sciences, and adorned with much and 
varied learning; by the help of which a judgment is formed of those works which are the result 
of other arts. Practice and theory are its parents. Practice is the frequent and continued con-
templation of the mode of executing any given work, or of the mere operation of the hands, for 
the conversion of the material in the best and readiest way. Theory is the result of that reason-
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ing which demonstrates and explains that the material wrought has been so converted as to 
answer the end proposed.
2. Wherefore the mere practical architect is not able to assign sufficient reasons for the forms 
he adopts; and the theoretic architect also fails, grasping the shadow instead of the substance. 
He who is theoretic as well as practical, is therefore doubly armed; able not only to prove the 
propriety of his design, but equally so to carry it into execution.” (Vitruvius Book I; from Thayer 2009)

1.3_Problem statement and arising objectives
From the various design cultures we see in contemporary architecture, compu-
tational design is one of the most vibrant areas. Computation has, as mentioned 
above, significantly altered and expanded design processes as well as design 
theory. 

Optimization approaches – facilitated through digital simulation and evaluation 
– first entered the design process to rationalize quite refined initial designs. Now 
they can play an equal role in the early, conceptual design stage. How simulation 
and optimization approaches might look like, when used as a design strategy 
by itself rather than a post-design procedure, is subject of various theories in 
the realm of computational design. Procedures that incorporate optimization of 
one or multiple criteria tend to be iterative and non-linear and therefore favour 
parametric or associative design processes. The technological advancement of 
the last decade offers answers to most of the challenges for the computational 
environment and setting. Some challenges remain nevertheless. 

There is the question of abstraction. A digital model can never be as accurate 
and detailed as reality and therefore a simulation can never predict an actual per-
formance. This is not a problem, when the aim of the simulation is to only inform 
a design decision or to compare different solutions. The level of abstraction has 
to be sufficient for the respective simulation though. 

A further issue are the parameters themselves and their measurability. For a 
computational analysis and optimization, non-numeric parameters have to be 
accessed in a numeric manner. Criteria such as cultural performance seem intan-
gible and criteria such as acoustics might be quantifiable but hardly qualifiable in 
any digital simulation. Moreover, setting up a parametric design model can only 
work, when the design variables are obvious enough so they can be defined. And 
any parameterisation breaks down when the design problem is wickedly under- 
or over constrained. This is of particular importance for early design stages. 

Another question is, how to combine the analysis and optimization of multiple 
parameters. There is the technical aspect of integrating multiple tools within one 
computational environment as well as the conceptual aspect of assessing and 
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relating the respective criteria – according to Pareto optimality for instance. 
With respect to the scope of tools, this research has a focus on structural anal-

ysis and optimization, employing finite element method (FEM) software and its 
combination with applications from the domains of light, sound and fabrication. 
Combining multiple structural consideration as well as coupling them with the 
simulation and optimization of further criteria, innovative design procedures are 
developed and tested, in order to explore, describe and determine how and in 
what particular manner computer simulations and optimization approaches have 
an impact on the design and making of architecture. 

The aim of this research is to examine procedures, which embed simula-
tion and optimisation into architectural design. A guiding research question 
is, whether it is possible to generalise such procedures. Strategies, which are 
characterized by not favouring form finding above form making, or the other 
way around, but rather promote an informed form generation shall be developed 
and tested in various case studies. This design approach assumedly delivers both, 
desired and emergent results. 

1.4_Approach and methodology
To contextualise the employed approach and meth-
odology I would like to give some general remarks 
about ‘design research’ as a discipline.[13] First and 
foremost, it is important to note, that while tradi-
tional research has the aim to find a specific solution 
to a well-defined problem and thus narrow down its 
focus, design research may rather result in multiple 
alternative potential solutions and therefore broaden 
the initial domain of a problem. Accordingly, design 
research by its very nature is in fact speculative, 
exploratory and accumulative (Fig.: 1.1). 

Secondly one needs to note that design research 
comprises both the study of design as well as the 
knowledge production through the act of designing. 
The two are distinctive and the former is closer to 

13 (Faste and Faste 2012) provide an in-depth discussion on design research. They distinguish four 
approaches, out of which the latter two – 2.3. Research on design (diagnostic design research) 
and 2.4. Research through design (embedded design research) – are relevant for my research 
methodology..

Fig. 1.1: ‘Traditional research’ vs. ‘Design research’.
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established theoretical or empirical methodolo-
gies whereas the latter resembles methods and 
processes of design itself (Fig.: 1.2). 

The work around my research question and 
eventually towards its core has been done in 
two different though complementary modes – 
one being theorising, the other experimental. 

A central ambition was to use the synergy 
between research and teaching activities and 
thus to gain inspiration by integrating research 
into an educational setting. Hence, the exam-
ination of relevant theoretical discussions 
filtered into and from theory-seminars and the 
actual testing of the respective computational 
techniques has been developed and conducted 
within the context of design studios. The anal-
ysis and discussion of real-scale, architectural 
precedents complement the case studies devel-
oped in an academic setting (Fig.: 1.3). 

1.4.1_Theory and literature
An in-depth examination of the recent architectural discourse with regards to 
computation in architecture, parametric tools, simulation, optimization, etc. was 
the subject of a series of theory seminars I conducted during my research.[14] 

The reflexion on the theoretical discourse and the examination of relevant 
literature was not done for its own sake. Obviously, it serves as a basis for the 
overview of the current state of research. In addition, which is actually more 
relevant, it is part of the inductive reasoning, whereby the observation allows 
the recognition of patterns that, in turn, allowed the formulation of a tentative 
hypothesis, which resulted in a new concept; i.e. informed form generation. 

1.4.2_Case studies
Prototyping and testing within an academic setting
Over the course of my research I co-supervised various design studios that had 
a specific focus on the question of embedding simulation and optimization tech-

14 A list of courses with details of the people involved can be found in the appendix (Seminars).

Fig. 1.2: Categories of ‘design research’. Simplified rep-
resentation based on (Faste and Faste 2012).
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niques into the design process.[15] To emphasize on applicability and practicality, 
these projects were so called ‘design and build’ studios with the ambition to 
produce a demonstrator or prototype as prove of concept. Hereby the hypothesis 
for the design approach of informed from generation was developed as well as 
tested. 

The design studios provided occasions for design research through the act of 
designing. The prototyping and testing was coupled with oral and written pres-
entations of the work in the form of papers and presentations at relevant interna-
tional symposia and conferences.[16] In this way, not only an exchange with peers 
was ensured, but a feedback loop was created with knowledge creation through 
making and knowledge creation through reflection and communication.[17] 

Precedents from architectural practice
The relevance of the demonstrators and prototypes developed within an aca-
demic setting is contextualised through case studies that have emerged in a 
professional context; i.e. precedents with a client and a given brief. Unlike 

15 Respective project credits are given in the appendix.

16 The papers published in the context of this research are listed in the appendix per respective case 
studies.

17 This strategy was nicely depicted by Anne-Mette Manelius at the Prototyping Architecture Con-
ference on 21 February 2013. (Manelius 2013)

Fig. 1.3: Applied methodology. Based on (Manelius 2013). 
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examples from the academic context, they are subject to the conditions of econ-
omy, demand and feasibility of realisation by means of the existing construction 
industry. 

The documentation and analysis of references from architectural practice, 
whose design approach follows the idea of informed form generation, worked as 
a base layer to inspire as well as to back up the technical and conceptual explora-
tion within the academic case studies. 

1.4.3_Deduction vs. induction
Summarizing the approach and methodology outlined above I want to stress that 
the research at hand will not be a quantitative research, which is distinguished 
amongst other by the characteristics that the researcher knows clearly in advance 
what he/she is looking for, that all details of the study are carefully designed 
before data is collected and that deductive reasoning is employed. My research 
will be of qualitative manner, whereby the researcher may not know in advance 
what he/she is looking for, the details will slowly emerge as the study unfolds 
and inductive reasoning will be utilized. 
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2.1_Effects of gravity 

2_Physic simulation 
In the three case studies subsumed under physic simulation, gravity plays a cen-
tral role in one way or another. The simulation approaches tested and discussed 
within this chapter are very closely related to established, analogue (structural) 
form finding methods. In all three cases, digital simulation is used at a very early 
stage in the design – not to optimize or refine a well-developed solution, but 
rather to explore the solution space.

2.1_Effects of gravity 
Gravity, which Mark Burry refers to as “one of nature’s ultimate parametric 
design inputs, to inform rather than plan architectural form.” (M. Burry 2016, 34), 
has ever been the driving force behind experimental structural form finding 
approaches as discussed within the preamble (section 0.2). 

Physical simulation, employing particle-spring methods as in the case study 
Stockholm Summer School (section 2.3) as well as the Landesgartenschau Exhi-
bition Hall (section 2.4) has been developed as the digital equivalent of former 
analogue physical form finding approaches. A custom design tool, geometrical-
ly-mathematically describing moment equilibrium, as for the case study Sta-
ble Equilibrium (section 2.2), makes gravity as a design parameter even more 
tangible. 

Unlike Gaudí, Isler or Otto, who actually had to construct their models hanging 
and develop ways to turn them, or the resulting designs, over, we can turn gravity 
upside-down right in the computer, during the construction of the model. Physic 
simulation allows us, as Daniel Piker puts it “to play, to flip and twist the Laws 
of Nature.” (Piker 2010) 

The second, decisive difference, being the biggest advantage for the designer, 
is that, other than a physical model, a digital model; i.e. simulation, can be 
changed much easier, faster and without the wasteful use of material. 
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2.2_Case study A1 – Stable Equilibrium
The project Stable Equilibrium has been developed and realized by a team[1] from 
the Department of Structural Design at the University of Kassel as an exhibit for 
the 2015 IASS Symposium. The International Association for Shell and Spatial 
Structures (IASS) invited universities and companies to participate in a contest 
and a resultant exhibition of structurally innovative pavilions and objects. The 
exhibition was on display from June till August 2015 – before and during the 
2015 IASS annual international conference in Amsterdam. 

For this case study, first the context of the case study, our motivation (research 
interest) as well as the realized design are presented (section 2.2.1). Subse-
quently, the custom tool developed for the case study is introduced (section 
2.2.2) and its relevance to the design process is discussed (section 2.2.3).

1 For a list of involved parties see section Project Credits.

Fig. 2.1: Visualization of the concrete mobile Stable Equilibrium as submitted for the IASS Expo 2015 in Amsterdam. 
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The venue for both, the conference as well as the exhibition, was the Muziek-
gebouw aan ‘t Ij, situated in a prominent location at the harbour front in central 
Amsterdam. Spacious voids along its fully glazed façades allow for excellent vis-
ibility – particularly on objects suspended from the impressive cantilevering roof 
above the main foyer. Fortunately, our proposal was accepted by the jury and the 
organisers allocated us a central spot right there. 

While the design task did not formulate any functional requirements, the brief 
did formulate restrictions and specification regarding size and weight of the 
realized objects as well as the conditions for transport. In order to have equal 
preconditions for participants from all around the world, the objects had to be 
transportable by airplane. Hence, for packaging a maximum box-size of 100 × 75 
× 65 cm was given with a weight limited to 32 kg per box. The total weight was 
limited to 192 kg; i.e. six boxes. The maximum dimensions of the exhibit were 
limited as well; at our spot an envelope of 800 × 400 × 400 cm was allocated. 

The requirement that all participants had to set up their work within one day 
and also dismantle it at the end within one day, resulted in a tight schedule. 
Consequently, time-consuming assembly as well as materials that require curing 
were excluded from consideration. 

This corresponded well with a research interest of the team involved, which 
focuses on the design and fabrication of slender concrete constructions employ-
ing various techniques for joining prefabricated elements.[2], [3] 

This general research interest is motivated by the strive for lightweight con-
struction techniques and structurally optimized systems. This interest again, is 
not only motivated by aesthetic reasons or by the aim of saving costs for material 
but particularly by the ambition to use material in a resource conserving manner. 

A significant portion of the required energy during the live cycle of our build-
ings is the grey energy; i.e. the energy embodied within each building element. 
Current research in material science and concrete technologies pushes the limits 
in regards to slenderness and hence resource efficiency. However, these high-tech 
materials have high demands in regards to manufacturing and can typically only 
be processed under laboratory conditions. That has the consequence that parts 
are usually prefabricated and only joined on site. In this instance a dry fit joining 
technique – i.e. without in-situ casting – was developed, tested and implemented. 
(Grohmann, et al. 2015)

2 The case study Möbiusbank (section 4.2) is a further, earlier example. 

3 Philipp Eisenbach summarized the research on this topic at our department in his dissertation 
Processing of Slender Concrete Shells – Fabrication and Installation (Eisenbach 2017).
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2.2.1_Concrete mobile
Our ambition was to take these above depicted constraints and objectives result-
ing in a segmentation as a design driver and turn them into a conceptual advan-
tage instead of just slicing a project into pieces in the end. Consequently, we used 
the guidelines as a starting point for our segmented structure. 

Design concept
The design concept was to develop a suspended concrete structure from prefab-
ricated elements, assembled with a dry-fit connection method. In this way, a fur-
ther design intent was taken up. Namely to design a structure that appears light 
and floating from a material with which one typically associates heaviness.[4] 

The proposed design, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2, is a concrete 
mobile entitled ‘Stable Equilibrium’. The segmentation, fulfilling the dimension 
and weight requirements for packaging and transportation, was done with rectan-
gular elements with the dimensions 480 × 150 × 22 mm (l/h/w). Using identical 
elements only has multiple ecological benefits as well as advantages in produc-
tion. The unpretentious shape allows for a very simple formwork and thus a low 
material consumption for the formwork. Moreover, the limitation to identical 

4 Amazingly, our contribution was the only hanging exhibit from concrete at this conference on 
shell and spatial structures.

Fig. 2.2: Detailing and installation of the mobile. The only device necessary for assembly and post-tensioning are open-end 
spanners. 
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components allows to reuse the formwork. 
The realized mobile consists of seven 

suspended beams, assembled from a total 
of 23 prefabricated elements. Each beam 
consists of two to five components respec-
tively (Fig. 2.3) and has load bearing con-
nections utilizing prestressing devices.[5] 

The developed system allows a quick 
and accurate assembly on site. The only 
tools required are open-end spanners to 
set the post-tensioning. 

The design embodies two fundamental 
conceptual intents: 

a) It demonstrates a novel approach 
in regards to structure and fabrica-
tion as a segmented concrete struc-
ture connected with a prestressing 
method and 

b) It embodies the fascination of a 
mobile in its delicate state of stable 
equilibrium. 

Through its intended constant slow 
movement Stable Equilibrium creates a 
certain level of confusion based on the 
paradox of the lightness of the floating 
mobile and the heaviness of the material 
concrete. 

Materials, fabrication and installation
The chosen material for the mobile is the micro-reinforced high-performance 
concrete DUCON. DUCON stands for DUctile CONcrete. The name derives 
from its characteristic feature of having a high ductility. This property comes 
primarily from its uniformly distributed reinforcement with small diameters and 
small axial rebar distances that allows an approximately linear elastic structural 

5 See (Eisenbach 2017, 183-220) for the comprehensive investigation into the joining technique 
through prestressing.

Fig. 2.3: Realized layout of the concrete mobile Stable Equilibri-
um. The dashed lines represent the bounding-box of maximum 
dimension in all states of orientation. Dimensions in cm. 
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design via principal stress analysis.[6] 
The high-performance concrete (HPC) has a concrete grade equivalent to 

C80/95. Its distinctive feature, however, is its high flowability. Together with the 
small grain size typical of a HPC and the property of being self-compacting, this 
is the prerequisite for using the dense micro-reinforcement. 

The characteristic micro-reinforcement consists of steel wire meshes stapled 
layer wise over the entire cross-section. The specific material make-up allows for 
a very slim construction – in this case 22 mm – with high load bearing capac-
ity and high resistance against dynamic loading. The reinforcement bars of the 
meshes are arranged orthogonal crosswise; they have a diameter of ø = 1.2 mm 
and an axial distance of 12.5 mm. 

The concept of the micro-reinforcement gave us the idea to develop and test 
a micro-prestressing, acting as a joining technique for segmented prefabricated 
structures at the same time. Apart from scaling down the prestressing it works as 
a conventional prestressing and consists of analogue components. 

In order to prestress and join multiple prefabricated elements, hulls to accom-
modate the post-tensioning devices are cast into the concrete in between the 
mesh reinforcement. 

The post-tensioning devices were initially planned as tailored steel cables with 
a diameter of ø = 2.5 mm, fitted with screw-threads (M6 with a length of 50 mm) 
on both ends that allow setting the post-tensioning by tightening screw nuts. Due 
to an uncontrollable distortion during tightening, they had to be substituted with 
threaded bars eventually. 

The original intention was to use the same cables as for prestressing as well 
for suspending the individual beams of the mobile. However, for the eight-week 
lasting exhibition in Amsterdam they were substituted with (climbing) ropes 
due to safety reasons.[7] The colourful ropes were fixed with a bowline knot and 
turned out to be a beautiful reference to the Sail[8] taking place at the same time 
in the harbour of Amsterdam. The steel wires were used, when the mobile was 

6 The material characteristics are depicted in detail in (Eisenbach, Vasudevan, et al. 2015).

7 As depicted by Philipp Eisenbach (Eisenbach 2017, 133), due to a global safety factor of 10, 
requested by the organizing committee, the structure could not be installed as initially intended 
when presented in Amsterdam. Apart from replacing the suspension cables with ropes with 
a higher nominal tensile strength, the mobile had to be split into two independent systems, 
suspended from two different points in the roof. Later on, in Frankfurt the complete structure 
has been installed as a prove of concept. The specifications given within this section refer to the 
complete mobile, unless otherwise stated.

8 One of the largest meetings of sailing ships in the world and the largest event in the Netherlands. 
The Sail only takes place every five years. 
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set up a second time in Portikus in Frankfurt as a prove of concept as well as for 
documentation. (The configuration with the ropes in the Muziekgebouw aan ‘t Ij 
can be seen in Fig. 2.12, the configuration with the steel cables in Fig. 2.13.) 

To induce the concentrated loads from the suspension ropes/cables into the 
concrete elements, embedded steel items are used. The items differ depending on 
whether they are at the top or bottom of the suspension. In order to allow minor 
adjustments on site a rail profile housing a sliding device was integrated into the 
items at the bottom of each hanger; i.e. on the top side of the beams. Since the 
complete structure is typically seen from below, the anchor points on the bottom 
side of the beams; i.e. at the top end of the suspension rope/cable do not have 
that option for adjustment and thus are almost not visible. (See Fig. 2.4-a for 
illustration of both types of embedded steel items, Fig. 2.4-b for a representation 
indicating detailed dimensions and Fig. 2.5 for photos of all details.)

In between the concrete elements, spacers of medium density fibreboard 
(MDF) with a thickness of 2 mm are placed to eliminate stress peaks caused by 
roughness or imprecisions of the connecting concrete faces. At the end of the 
beams, steel plates with a thickness of 2 mm distribute the prestressing forces 
evenly onto the concrete. 

Shear forces between the individual elements of a beam are transferred via 

Fig. 2.4: Embedded steel items induce the concentrated loads from the suspension. a) System drawing (left). b) Shop drawing 
with dimensions (right).
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steel-bolts. Short hulls are cast into the elements to hold these bolts when assem-
bled. 

Since the concrete elements are planar, rectangular and identical from their 
dimensions, the formwork can be a very straightforward construction from 
planar sheet material; in this case from medium density fibreboard (MDF) with a 
thickness of 22 mm. The thickness of the boards determined simultaneously the 
thickness of the elements.

Untreated MDF is highly water absorbing; in particular at the edge. Therefore, 
all sides facing concrete had to be covered with an adhesive foil. As an exhibit 
from exposed concrete with no subsequent surface treatment, the demands 
regarding the surface quality of the concrete were accordingly high. Conse-
quently, a slick foil was chosen that creates a shiny and impeccable surface.

The area where concrete is poured into a formwork is never spotless. Hence, 

Fig. 2.5: Close-ups of the details: a) Suspension point visible from below (top left). b) Suspension point from above with the 
option for minor adjustments; wooden spacers between concrete elements to eliminate stress peaks in joints (top right). c) 
Suspension rope between two beams (bottom left). d) End of a beam with countering nuts on prestressing threads and steel 
plate distributing forces evenly to the concrete (bottom right). 
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the elements were infiltrated from the top; i.e. the side that is typically not seen 
by the viewer of the suspended exhibit (Fig. 2.6 bottom row). Even more crucial 
is that this lead, compared to an infiltration from the wide side, to a higher 
precision of the faces between two connecting elements. Casting into a vertical 
oriented formwork through the narrow side increases the risk of faults during 
casting. However, it ensures that the connecting faces are absolutely rectangular, 
which was of paramount importance as previous tests had shown. 

While the general setup of the formwork is pretty generic on account of the 
standardized dimensions of all concrete elements, in fact almost no concrete 
element is identical to another. The layout of the mobile brings about a diverse 
and intricate configuration of embedded steel items, hulls that later accommodate 
the prestressing devices, mesh reinforcement as well as the steel shear-bolts that 
exist at the joints but not at the ends of each beam. All of these components have 

Fig. 2.6: Fixing embedded steel items, hulls for prestressing devices and hulls for shear-bolts to the formwork. While looking 
very similar from the outside, almost all concrete elements have a different configuration inside (top left and right). The concrete 
elements are casted in a vertical position to ensure a high precision of the connecting faces. Formwork before (bottom left) and 
after casting (bottom right). 
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to be accurately positioned according to shop drawings and fixed to the form-
work (Fig. 2.6 top row). 

When having many different parts that look very similar, tagging becomes 
important. Each element was labelled with a capital letter A-G for the seven 
beams in the vertical sequence and a number 1, 2, … 5 indicating its position 
within the respective beam. The location of the label on the element helped to 
understand its orientation (Fig. 2.5-b and Fig. 2.5-d). 

Within a few hours the concrete mobile was assembled and installed in the 
Muziekgebouw in Amsterdam where it was presented for eight weeks to the pub-
lic (Fig. 2.11). The non-destructive dismounting of the structure at the end of the 
exhibition went as quick as the rigging. Thus, not only the requirements of the 
initial brief were met, but there was the opportunity to re-assemble the concrete 
mobile again in Portikus in Frankfurt (Fig. 2.12).

Structural concept and benchmarking
The concrete mobile Stable Equilibrium is solely an exhibit to demonstrate struc-
tural innovation with no further function. Hence, the only load considered for the 
structural design is the dead load of the concrete elements. The concrete volume 
per element is Vc = 2.2 × 15.0 × 48.0 cm = 1584.0 cm3. With a specific weight 
of concrete of 2500 kg/m3 this corresponds to 3.96 kg (39.6 N) per element and 
sums up to a total gravity load of 91 kg (0.91 kN) for the 23 elements. (Eisenbach 
2017, 133) 

The self-weight of the suspension cables is negligible. Their length and posi-
tion result from aesthetic criteria as well as the requirements that there are no 
collisions within the moving mobile and that the stable equilibrium is maintained 
(section 2.2.2). 

The mobile was designed exclusively for indoor presentation. Therefore, wind 
or snow loads are not considered. Dynamic loads induced from touching visitors 
were also not taken into account. The lowest point of the object during the exhi-
bition is at least 3.5 m above the ground and thus out of reach of the spectators.[9] 

Load tests were conducted with prototypes prior to fabricating the mobile in 
order to benchmark the capacity of the system.[10] It turned out that the results of 
a three-point bending test were most meaningful. The test set-up can be seen in 

9 Further details on the structural design are given by Eisenbach (2017, 133-135).

10 Various further experimental investigations into the structural capacity of the developed system 
of the micro-prestressing connection of prefabricated concrete elements have been conducted 
by Philipp Eisenbach upon realization of Stable Equilibrium. They are described in (Eisenbach 
2017, 197-220).

15
,0
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Fig. 2.7-a. The specimen consists of three elements with a length of 50 cm joined 
to form a beam of 150 cm with outer supports close to its ends and a point-load 
at mid-span. Different from a conventional three-point bending test the set-up 
was inverted due to means available, whereby the specimen was pulled and not 
pressed at the supports. The deformation was not measured quantitative but 
analysed qualitatively with the aid of a gridded backdrop. The load was increased 
until failure.[11] 

The most important finding from this test was the way the specimen failed. 
Neither the tension device in the upper part; i.e. tension area did tear, nor did the 
concrete in the compression area; i.e. lower part cave in. In fact, the element did 
tilt out of plane whereupon the threaded bar in the (former) compression area did 
show plastic deformation and the specimen bend around its former vertical axis 
(Fig. 2.7-b and Fig. 2.7-c). (Grohmann, et al. 2015)

11 An elaborate description is given in (Grohmann, et al. 2015).

Fig. 2.7: Benchmarking the system of Stable Equilibrium. a) Test set-up. b) Beam bent out of plane after stability failure (front 
view and side view). 

Fig. 2.8: Topmost beam of Stable Equilibrium 
in its buckling shape. Dashed lines represent-
ing the undeformed beam. Governing forces 
appear in the topmost beam because of the 
inverted accumulation of weight in a suspend-
ed system as well as for the biggest distance 
between two suspension points causing the 
bending moment in the beam. 
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Based on the findings from these preliminary tests, the maximum loads, lever 
arms as well as resulting moment forces for the design of the mobile could be 
derived. Decisive are the loads in the uppermost beam, in which the loads accu-
mulate and in which the longest lever arm was created due to the layout of the 
mobile. The statical investigations on the topmost beam are shown in Fig. 2.8.

2.2.2_Parametric equilibrium 
As mentioned above, the design of Stable Equilibrium embodies two funda-
mental conceptual intents. On the one hand it acts as a demonstrator and prove 
of concept for a novel structural system and fabrication technique. On the other 
hand, the design was driven by the strive for an object in the delicate state of 
stable equilibrium – the eponymous design idea. 

The design of a mobile is an ongoing play with gravity. How can we determine 
the condition of equilibrium? And how can we reach this state again and again 
after every minor change? 

State of equilibrium
First and foremost we need to define the state of equilibrium; i.e. in the case of a 
suspended mobile the equilibrium of forces caused by gravity. 

For a beam with evenly distributed weight, the centre of gravity (its centroid) 
coincides with its geometric centre. Such a beam, suspended from a single point, 
will stay horizontal; i.e. in equilibrium, as long as its geometric centre is below 
the suspension point. In the case of Stable Equilibrium this applies to three 
beams. 

Once the weight is not evenly distributed – for instance when an uneven num-
ber of beams or an even number of beams in a non-symmetric distribution are 
suspended from the beam that is being considered – the centre of gravity, which 
is the position of its accumulated weight-force F [kN], does no longer coincide 
with its geometric centre. When leaving the suspension above the geometric cen-
tre, a lever arm of the length r [m] would occur between the suspension point and 
the centroid, inducing a moment force M [kNm]. Hence, the beam would tilt. In 
order to keep the mobile in equilibrium we have to make sure that this moment 
force is always zero. 

When relating every single beam i with its respective weight-force Fi to the 
same point, it is possible to calculate a relative lever arm ri and thus a relative 
moment-force Mi for each element (Fig. 2.9). Consequently, for the purpose 
of the concrete mobile the state of equilibrium was expressed with the global 
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moment equilibrium at an arbitrary[12] point as: 
MR [kNm] = FR [kN] × rR [m]; whereby: FR = ∑Fi and MR = ∑Mi 
When transposing the equation, one can calculate the lever arm for every sin-

gle beam and hence the respective position for the suspension point: 
rR [m] = ∑Mi [kNm] / ∑Fi [kN]
As a consequence of the impact of the lower beams on all beams above, the 

mobile is designed from bottom to top. 

Custom design tool
The requirement of being in the state 
of equilibrium applies to any design 
variant. In other words, only those 
configurations that fulfil the require-
ment are within the solution space. 
It must therefore be checked for any 
change in the design – no matter 
how minimal it is. 

Since the state of stable equilib-
rium can be defined geometrically 
and mathematically as depicted 
above, it is possible to define it 
parametrically. In the case of Stable 
Equilibrium, a custom parametric 
design tool was established for this 

purpose simultaneously with the first sketches. All variants created within this 
parametric tool automatically met the requirement (Fig. 2.10). 

In order to allow for an easy and fast reconfiguration of a mobile layout, each 
beam of the mobile is defined starting from a point of origin that can be manipu-
lated directly within a 3D-modeling environment. For the sake of simplicity, the 
mobile is designed in a two-dimensional state in the front view. This means that 
the parts can only be moved up and down as well as to the left and to the right; 
i.e. in z- and x-direction, but not back and forth; i.e. in y-direction. In order to 
get a spatial impression of the distorted mobile, intermediate configurations can 
be retained and spatially rotated. Physical models were also employed for this 
purpose. 

In the case of the later realized design, the beams geometry is controlled 

12 In this case the centre-point of the world coordinate system of the 3D-modelling environment.

Fig. 2.9: State of equilibrium of a mobile. When relating every single 
beam to one identical point, it is possible to determine the location for 
suspension with the aid of the global moment equilibrium. 
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parametrically as well. Initially, all dimensions for each bar could be set indi-
vidually based on numeric parameters. For aesthetic reasons, a uniform height 
of h = 150 mm was defined eventually. Thus, the beams get an elongated, rather 
than square geometry. The uniform width of the elements resulted from our expe-
riences from first mock-ups. In order to accommodate the hulls, the embedded 
steel items as well as at least one continuous layer of mesh-reinforcement on 
both sides a minimum width of w = 22 mm was needed. 

In the course of the design development, it was decided to work with elements 
of the same length. This was, as mentioned above, due to manufacturing as well 
as aesthetic considerations. As a consequence, the length of the beams varies, 
however it is always a multiple of the length of the individual elements. Hence, 
the length can be adjusted not continuously but in increments of l = 480 mm 
each, to produce elements of 960 mm, 1440 mm, 1920 mm or 2400 mm (Fig. 
2.3). 

With means available in the visual programming environment used[13], it is 
relatively easy to retrieve the elements centroid, given as x-, y- and z-coordinates, 
as well as its volume [m3] and thus its mass [kg] and weight-force Fi [kN]. Relat-
ing each element to the centre point of the coordinate system of the modelling 
environment gives us a relative moment force Mi [kNm]. Within the definition 

13 The graphical algorithm editor Grasshopper was used for the parameterization.

Fig. 2.10: Two very different, early design ideas. In both cases, the custom parametric tool ensures that the mobile is in stable 
equilibrium. a) Variant with uneven distribution of weight within a ‘beam’. b) ‘Beams’ of various dimensions/heights. 
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the weight-force Fi as well as the moment-force Mi for the beam that is being 
consider as well as all subsequent beams is summed up. By dividing the sum 
of moment-forces ∑Mi by the sum of weight-forces ∑Fi as depicted above, the 
suspension point for the respective beam is establish. 

The definition is set up in such a way that, while manipulating dimensions 
and/or location of a beam, only the suspensions that are above are rearranged 
automatically, but neither the size nor the position of the beams that are above. 
Therefore, it can easily happen that a suspension is no longer located within the 
beam or that it shifts into the joint between two elements.

Further features
While it’s easy to check visually whether beams and suspensions are meeting, a 
feature checking for possible collision of embedded steel items comes in handy. 
These items must not only not collide, but a minimum distance of ≥ 20 mm 
between them has to be kept because of fabrication demands. This also applies to 
the distance between the embedded items and the edge of the elements due to the 
intricate layout of embedded steel items and steel shear-bolts at the joints. 

Some further features were added to the custom parametric tool for easy mon-
itoring of the overall number of elements and thus overall weight. (Grohmann, et al. 
2015) However, the automation of the calculation of forces has been omitted. 

2.2.3_Playful design space exploration
Once the condition of stable equilibrium is implemented into a custom para-
metric design tool, an immediate and playful exploration of the design space is 
possible. The developed tool allows for fast adjustments and testing of various 
geometries and configurations. Direct and straightforward manipulation within 

Fig. 2.11: Stable Equilibrium as exhibited in the Muziekgebouw aan ‘t Ij in Amsterdam. 
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the 3D-modelling environment as well as a feedback without perceivable delay 
are preconditions. 

Defining the individual parts of the mobile parametrically as well, instead of 
mere modelling them, allows to control also their size, geometry, layout and 
number of segments in a playful manner. Various dimensions for the beams as 
well as proportions gradually changing from one end of a beam to the other 
were tested. Moreover, compositions with beams of variable shape were taken 
into consideration (Fig. 2.10). Playing with the parametric tool and its variables 
brought insights about the proportions and possible geometries for a stable equi-
librium at an early stage. However, many of the parameters defined initially as 
variables were fixed or eliminated during the design process. In turn, control and 
monitoring mechanisms were implemented step by step and evolved gradually. 

Without this custom parametric design tool, the design of Stable Equilibrium 
would not have been feasible. The fabrication technique was novel and had to be 
tested. Hence, during the design process we became aware of ever new con-
strains and encountered the limits of the system – which resulted in continuous 
redesigning. 

One example is the total weight of the concrete mobile, which had to be 
reduced significantly over the course of planning. The design as submitted to 
the competition had a total weight of almost 150 kg (36x concrete elements à 
4.12 kg = 148.5 kg) and thus almost 80% of the 192 kg permitted in the design 
brief for the entire structure. However, it turned out amongst others, that no 
eyebolt M6 to suspend the mobile could bear the resulting load. Therefore, the 
number of elements was reduced until a total weight of only 91 kg (23x con-
crete elements à 3.96 kg) was attained. While removing elements step by step in 
various locations and according to primarily aesthetic aspects, the entire configu-
ration and layout of the mobile changes accordingly. 

Another example was the gradual minimization of the maximum moment 
forces for a similar reason. As depicted above the maximum loads, lever arms as 
well as resulting moment forces for the system were derived from load tests of 
preliminary mock-ups. Since the decisive moment force depends on two influ-
encing factors – which are the weight-force on the one hand and the lever arm 
on the other hand – it can either be minimized through the reduction of weight 
or the reduction of the lever arm. If, at the same time, it has to be ensured that no 
parts of the mobile touch each other, shifting and/or shortening the beams actu-
ally becomes a play with gravity – the only constant within this game. 

Fig. 2.12: Stable Equilibrium re-assabled in Portikus in Frankfurt. ©Stefanie Pretnar
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2.3_Case study A2 – Simulating formwork
The case study Simulating formwork derives from the so-called Stockholm 
Summer School on designing and building computationally informed concrete 
structures. 

Initially, the context and our motivation is outlined in section 2.3.1. The work 
that emerged in the context of the Stockholm Summer School is depicted in sec-
tion 2.3.2 Finally, the role of physic simulation is discussed in 2.3.3. 

2.3.1_Stockholm Summer School
The Stockholm Summer School was carried out in a collaboration between the 
KTH Stockholm and the University of Kassel together with our industry partner 
Consolis from Finland. The research presented here has been done in prepara-
tion of, during the actual summer school and partly based on it. The two-week 
workshop in Stockholm took place between 22 September and 2 October 2014. 
It was held with students from Stockholm and Kassel in order to produce a novel 
formwork systems (Fig. 2.13) and prototypes of concrete objects. It was super-

Fig. 2.13: Formwork components used during the Stockholm Summer School. 
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vised by a team of architects, structural engineers and artists.[14] 
The ambition was to develop a dynamic and adaptable formwork system 

that allows for a responsible use of materials as well as thoroughly explore the 
geometric solution space for concrete objects cast with the devised flexible form-
work.[15] 

Motivation
“We live in a concrete world – literally. Concrete is by far the most pervasive and resource-in-
tensive man-made material on the planet. It is therefore the single biggest form of evidence of 
our species’s existence” (Wigley 2010, 7)

The case study simulating formwork can be consider as part of a wider 
research aim at the Department of Structural Design that we share with our 
partners. The above quote from Mark Wigley, with which he begins his foreword 
to the book Solid States – Concrete in Transition (Wigley 2010) clarifies the circum-
stances: Concrete is everywhere. One of our more general aims is therefore to 
design and cast slender concrete elements by applying form active geometries 
to reduce the amount of material used. If the material is everywhere even minor 
improvements have a huge impact. 

This is not only true for the construction material itself but it also applies to 
everything needed to fabricate a concrete structure. Load bearing structures are 
particularly efficient if they are adapted to the flow of forces. In this case, how-
ever, they are rarely rectangular and planar anymore – and identical, repeating 
elements typically do not appear in such structures. For structures made of con-
crete, so far this results in very complex and non-reusable formwork. 

One catalyst evocating the interest in flexible and reusable formwork systems 
was an experience we made in a studio at the University of Kassel in 2014. The 
so called Möbiusbank is a slender and form active bench from high performance 
concrete.[16] Before this highly material efficient structure came into existence, 
10 m3 of PU-foam where consumed. Half of it was milled to dust to create the 
formwork and the other half was dumped after striking the formwork. Conse-

14 For a list of involved parties and students see section Project Credits.

15 A comprehensive description of the results is given in the paper Negotiate My Force Flow – 
Designing With Dynamic Concrete Formwork by Oliver Tessmann, Moritz Rumpf, Philipp Ei-
senbach, Manfred Grohmann and Topi Äikäs (Tessmann, Rumpf, et al. 2016) that was presented 
at the 34th International Conference on Education and Research in Computer Aided Architectural 
Design in Europe (eCAADe) held between 24-26 August 2016 in Oulu, Finland.

16 The project is depicted in detail in section 4.2.
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quently, we sought to reduce the amount of material consumed by conventional 
formwork for freeform objects. In the specific research within the Stockholm 
Summer School, we developed and used a dynamic formwork system that allows 
for the fabrication of differentiated concrete elements. 

An additional motivation for our research was to challenge the notion of con-
ventional concrete formwork as a massive and rigid systems that is only capable 
to produce repetitive elements. We were seeking for a formwork system that ena-
bles casting of concrete objects with fundamentally different geometries – and 
not only enable casting of concrete objects with various altered appearance of the 
form and texture of its surface – using one formwork.

A further peculiarity is the design approach employing a custom simulation 
tool. This results from the point of departure, whereby the central question is not 
what it takes to build a form, but what form you may build with the means – i.e. 
the flexible formwork system – at hand. 

2.3.2_Flexible concrete formwork
Guided by the motives mentioned above, we wanted at the same time to over-
come the formal limitations of (flexible) fabric formwork predefined by the 
tailored textile under tension and its boundary conditions as depicted by Anne-
Mette Manelius in her Dissertation Fabric Formwork – Investigations into Form-
work Tectonics and Stereogeneity in Architectural Constructions. (Manelius 2012, 
79-93)

Simultaneously there was a desire that the concrete results reflect not only the 
properties of the formwork, but also their process of becoming. As described 
below, the process of concreting is also relevant to the shape. The ambition was 
to create a formwork system, which is not only flexible but rather dynamic. 

Decomposing formwork 
Our investigation into novel concrete formwork has its origin in a functional 
analysis of conventional formwork. We started by decomposing and carefully 
exploring the different functions of a formwork. Hereby, the two main functions 
were identified to be: 

a) requirement of being rigid enough to withstand the hydrostatic pressure 
of uncured concrete; 

b) requirement of being watertight so the liquid concrete cannot leak. 
Typically, concrete formwork is made from materials that are able to fulfil both 

requirements at once. Our approach was to respond to the different requirements 
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with a combination of materials. Thus, 
the dynamic formwork system is com-
posed of two layers of perforated ply-
wood, latex film, rubber seals and ropes 
(Fig. 2.13). Each of these elements deal 
with one particular function.[17] 

Sheets of perforated plywood (Fig. 
2.14-a) are used to withstand the hydro-
static pressure of the fresh concrete. 
Planar plywood has a low stiffness and 
through perforation the material gains 
even more elasticity. Slotted plywood 
sheets gain almost textile like proper-
ties. That means, in turn, that bending 
and twisting becomes possible. Struc-
turally they perform not only in tension 
but still to a certain degree in bending. 
By applying curvature to the perforated 
plywood, the material gains rigidity to 
withstand the hydrostatic pressure.[18] At 
the same time, the curvature increases 
the effective depth of both the plywood 
formwork as well as the cast concrete 
object.

Due to the porous nature of the slotted 
plywood a second material layer is nec-
essary to make the formwork watertight. 
Latex film (Fig. 2.14-b) proved most 
capable to follow the changing shapes of 
the plywood without creating wrinkles. 
The latex bulges into the plywood slots 
under the hydrostatic pressure of the liq-
uid concrete but effortlessly withstands 
the forces; i.e. it does not tear. 

17 A more detailed description of the make-up is given in (Tessmann, Rumpf, et al. 2016).

18 This effect is similar to folding of paper in order to activate in-plane tensile forces and thus 
create a higher stiffness. An elaborate description of this activation of membrane effects is given 
on the basis of the project Parapluie in (Eisenbach, Vasudevan, et al. 2015).

Fig. 2.14: Construction sequence of the formwork system. a) perfo-
rated plywood b) latex film c) rubber profiles and d) upper and lower 
layers clamped or bolted together. (top to bottom)
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The perimeter of the formwork is sealed off 
with rubber profiles with a rectangular cross-sec-
tion (Fig. 2.14-c). The rubber is flexible enough 
to follow the bent and twisted forms of the ply-
wood. The thickness of the rubber profile defines 
the edge thickness of the concrete object at the 
same time. 

The upper and the lower side of the form-
work, consisting each of one layer of perforated 
plywood and one layer of latex film, are bolted 
together through the rubber seal arranged in 
between them (Fig. 2.14-d). Due to the curvature 

the upper and lower side of the formwork shift against each other. Slotted holes 
(Fig. 2.15) are employed to allow for flexible adjustment. 

All elements of the formwork are re-useable and can be re-configured in differ-
ent shapes.

Reversal of the design process 
During casting until the concrete sets, the uncured concrete acts upon the form-
work system through hydrostatic pressure. Hydrostatic pressure is a major crite-
rion for any kind of concrete formwork. It describes a static load that is derived 
from any liquid. The pressure acts perpendicular to the contact surfaces of the 
liquid and is dependent on the height of the liquid column above. The magnitude 
of that pressure is linearly dependant from the self-weight of the liquid. Thus, 
the magnitude of the pressure of concrete is 2.5 times bigger than water pressure. 
(Tessmann, Rumpf, et al. 2016) 

Evidently there is an immanent contradiction when developing a flexible 
formwork: 

- on the one hand, the formwork should be as flexible as possible in order 
to be able to change its shape as much as possible; 

- on the other hand, a rigid surface is required to withstand the forces.
In our research approach, we tried to use the concrete pressure as a design cri-

terion. It was taken into account while conceiving a form instead of spending the 
effort to work against the forces – this way we took advantage of the hydrostatic 
pressure (Fig. 2.16). 

Basically, this means a reversal of the conventional design process when 
working with concrete. Typically, a form is designed first and subsequently its 
geometry is translated into concrete through whatever means. For the sake of 

Fig. 2.15: Clamping details: Slotted holes allow for 
flexible adjustment of both formwork layers and the 
edge seal. 
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research into novel formwork systems, we reversed this process. We were rather 
focusing on the question: What are the forms we can achieve through the use of 
our flexible formwork system? 

Hence, we conceived the formwork as part of the design process rather than a 
technical means during construction. 

The cast prototypes are therefore less the final result but rather a by-product of 
our research. Nevertheless, they are invaluable means to identify the potentials 
and the shortcomings of our formwork system. The surface and overall form of 
the concrete objects clearly incorporates and reveals their process of becoming. 
First and foremost, the incision pattern reappears as a relief in the concrete (Fig. 
2.17). Secondly, depending on the orientation of the formwork during casting, 
the hydrostatic pressure either amplifies or diminishes the curvature previously 
induces. 

Exploring the geometric solution space
As mentioned above, the formwork system gains stiffness through curvature. A 
wide range of forms can be achieved through bending, twisting and pre-stressing. 
Ropes are used for pre-stressing and fixation of a geometry. By varying their 
location as well as their length; i.e. tension, the resulting shape of the formwork 
changes. 

Fig. 2.16: Hanging formwork sagging under the load of liquid concrete.

Fig. 2.17: Imprint of the perforation pattern of the dynamic formwork system as a relief on the cast concrete object. 
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The formal capacities of the formwork assembled from the depicted compo-
nents was examined (Fig. 2.18). Initial casted objects are rather results of this 
exploration than a priori designed objects. 

Obviously, ropes can only be used to pull their attachment points together, but 
not to push them apart. Hence, they are always placed on the inner; i.e. concave 
side of the curvature. To create an alternating curvature, ropes have to be placed 
on both sides of the formwork. In order to bend the formwork along its short 
axis, the rope must be mounted parallel to the long side. And in order to bent it 
along the long axis, ropes are placed parallel to the short side. To twist the form-
work with the aid of the ropes is a fairly challenging task but can be achieved by 
diagonal ropes on both sides. 

The manual investigation of the formal possibilities (degree of curvature, 
radius, changes in curvature, etc.) was supplemented by digital investigations. 
A computational physic simulation, or to be more precise, a parametric parti-
cle-spring model was created and employed in parallel with the development of 
the formwork system (Fig. 2.19).[19] 

The aim of this custom simulation tool was not so much an accurate prediction 
of the resulting concrete objects, but rather to facilitate testing of many variants 
within a short time and without the necessity to build ever new physical proto-
types. On the one hand, different arrangements of ropes (position, orientation, 
number, length, etc.) should be tested efficiently; i.e. without the time-consum-
ing task of tying the individual strings again and again. On the other hand, the 
ambition was to thoroughly explore different sizes and proportions of formwork, 

19 The tool employed was Kangaroo developed by Daniel Piker. Further details were given above 
in section 0.2.2.

Fig. 2.18: Formwork assembled and pre-stressed. 
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without having to cut out physical plywood boards for this purpose. 
For ease of use and based on early physical tests, a highly simplified version 

of the adaptive formwork system was digitally reconstructed for the beginning. 
It merely includes one sheet of plywood as well as the ropes utilized to deform 
it. Hence, the interaction between the two sheets of the formwork system was 
neglected. Likewise, the impact of the concrete on the overall geometry through 
its hydrostatic pressure as well as the effects of the perforation pattern and the 
elasticity of the latex film on the surface pattern is not part of the simulation tool. 

The custom tool consists of two independent parts: 
- a definition to create a mesh geometry representing the plywood sheet; 
- a definition for the live simulation. 

When creating the digital plywood, width and length; i.e. size and proportions, 
are defined. The material thickness and the degree of perforation determines the 
stiffness of the plywood in the physical model. In the digital model these are not 
defined geometrically, but later via settings in the live simulation. 

Fig. 2.19: Digital simulation as particle-spring model and physical prototyping of the plywood sheet under tension. Both ap-
proaches were used in parallel to inform each other. 
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The behaviour of the digital plywood is, however, largely determined by the 
layout of the mesh; i.e. its topology. Just as the direction of the grain in the tim-
ber determines around which axis a board can be bend more easily, the topology 
of the mesh faces, their arrangement and proportions influence the direction in 
which a mesh deforms more easily. 

Plywood consists of thin, cross-glued layers and can therefore be bent around 
both axes almost equally. Diagonal bending requires a slightly larger effort. A 
mesh with quadrangular faces can almost only be deformed orthogonally to the 
edges, but practically not diagonally to them. Another disadvantage of quadran-
gular mesh faces is their lack to mimic the materials capacity to withstand shear 
forces. Triangular faces allow a more homogeneous bending behaviour. Faces of 
equilateral triangles produce the least directional behaviour compared to faces of 
isosceles or right-angled triangles.[20] 

A significant impact has also the resolution of the mesh; i.e. the amount of 
faces. The finer the tessellation, the more realistic the behaviour of the real 
plywood sheets is simulated. However, an increased number of faces requires a 
correspondingly greater computational effort and thus might considerably slow 
down a simulation. 

Within the custom tool for the live simulation certain properties are assigned to 
the mesh representing the plywood sheet. Among other things, the elongation is 
strictly limited corresponding to the minimal in-plane elastic deformation and the 
flexibility of the out-of-plane deformation is adjusted according to the respective 
desired material properties. Since most material properties do not scale linearly, 
calibrating the digital simulation against a physical prototype has to be per-
formed for varying digital plywood sheets. 

The ‘digital ropes’ are simply modelled onto the ‘digital plywood’ as lines. The 
ends of these lines must match vertices of the mesh. In its original state the mesh 
representing the plywood is planar and the length of the lines representing the 
ropes corresponds to the distances between their respective end points in this flat 
state. 

Once the digital physic simulation is enabled it is continuously updating; i.e. 
live.[21] Reducing the length of the digital ropes via a numeric slider with the 

20 Axel Kilian gives an elaborate description of the influences of mesh topology when employing 
particle-spring systems in (Kilian, Steering Form 2014, 135). Within his proposed approach of 
‘Steering of Form’ Kilian argues: “Still, changing the mesh topology has a major impact on the 
resultant form, and so steering the design through topological variation is arguably the most 
influential of all form-steering methods.” (Kilian 2014, 135-136)

21 The time-intervals can be adjusted. For a smooth live simulation, they are set around 20-50 ms.
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range 1.0 – 0.0 (whereby 1.0 represents a loose 
rope and 0.0 represents a state where both end-
points are on top of each other), imitates the 
tightening of the ropes. Accordingly, this allows to 
pull the attachment points together whereupon the 
plywood deforms. Digital ropes can be tightened 
or untightened individually as well as in groups. 
Obviously, the sequence has an effect on the out-
come of the simulation as has the order in which 
ropes are pulled in the physical tests. 

While running the simulation it allows to 
re-adjust the length of the ropes repeatedly and 
thus explore the geometric solution space of one 
set-up. Only to reconfigure the ropes – chose other 
attachment points or place more or less ropes – the 
simulation has to be disabled and the digital ply-
wood is reset into its original, planar state. 

2.3.3_Simulation as design driver
One might assume that architects and designers employing the flexible formwork 
system in the future might want to start with a geometry they – for whatever rea-
son – came up with. Then, in a second step, a digital simulation should be used to 
'reverse engineer' the set-up (size, perforation, position and tension of the ropes) 
for the formwork system, necessary to produce their given geometry. In the case 
of such established, conventional design processes, an idea for a geometry would 
first be developed and then ways and means would have to be found to realize 
them. 

Although this assumption might – unfortunately – be true, I am convinced 
that more exciting results can be achieved if the designer has the opportunity to 
become fully acquainted with the design possibilities. And a custom simulation 
tool allows for the necessary advanced design space exploration. 

This way, the focus moves away from the question of what it takes to imple-
ment a specific form, to the question of what form may be designed with the 
means at hand. Thus, the simulation becomes a fundamental design driver. 

The main purpose of the custom simulation tool for the Stockholm Summer 
School was to explore the geometric solution space. Therefore, it focused on 
the plywood sheet and the geometry it can take. The variables where therefore 
the sheet size and dimension as well as position, number, layout and degree of 

Fig. 2.20: Both a) flexible formwork and b) cast proto-
type are conceived using digital physic simulation. 
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tightening of the ropes. The proportions of the ‘digital plywood sheets’ can easily 
be adjusted and ‘digital ropes’ are quickly reconfigured.

Thus, a wide solution space of possible formwork formats as well as bent and 
twisted geometries can be examined. Digital simulation and digital fabrication[22] 
allowed us to link designing and making. It helped to conceive both formwork 
(Fig. 2.20-a) as well as its outcome (Fig. 2.20-b) as one design challenge. 

The digital simulation is – and always will be – only an abstraction of the 
physical formwork system. Incorporating the sequence of tightening multiple 
ropes while digitally exploring the design space, increases the complexity expo-
nentially. The order in which two or more ropes are pulled is, however, relevant 
for the resulting geometry. Leaving aside the impact of the use of our hands on 
the physical model. 

An interest that evolved during the Stockholm Summer School was to deal 
with the relation between the incision pattern and the deformation (Fig. 2.21 
and 2.22). First tests showed that a detailed understanding of this relationship 
between perforation and forces allows to even better utilize the hydrostatic pres-
sure as a design driver in the pattern generation. The geometry can be steered in 
a way that there are areas with less curvature where there is less perforation and 
more curvature in areas with a higher degree of perforation. Such an approach 
will benefit from the integration of hydrostatic pressure as a force in our compu-
tational particle-spring model. (Tessmann, Rumpf, et al. 2016) 

But already now, the custom simulation tool allows for an extensive study of 
the solution space. And it helps to make design decisions that are informed with 
the knowledge of what is possible with the aid of the respective flexible form-
work system. 

The tools is not so accurate that it can give precise predictions about an exact 
shape. However, it is fast and intuitive enough to device a general form of a 
concrete freeform concrete object.

22 Digital fabrication of the perforated plywood sheets plays a subordinate role in the context of the 
digital simulation. For further details on its use in the context of Stockholm Summer School see 
(Tessmann, Rumpf, et al. 2016).

Fig. 2.21: Customized incision pattern, creating less curvature in areas with less perforation and higher curvature where there is 
more perforation. 

Fig. 2.22: Close-up of a concrete object produced with a customized incision pattern. 
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2.4_Case study A3 – Exhibition Hall, Schwäbisch Gmünd
The Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall was designed and build for the Landes-
gartenschau Schwäbisch Gmünd, Germany. It is open to the public since May 
2014. The building is the outcome and demonstrator of a joint research project 
at the University of Stuttgart[23] in cooperation with Müllerblaustein Holzbau 
GmbH, Landesgartenschau Schwäbisch Gmünd 2014 GmbH, Landesbetrieb 
Forst Baden-Württemberg (ForstBW) and KUKA Roboter GmbH. 

The research is based on a fundamental interest in biomimetic lightweight 
construction, whereby the research fields robotic fabrication, lightweight timber 
structures as well as innovative measuring methods have been influential in the 
case study discussed in the following section. A computational design method 
integrates the relevant aspects of these fields. (Krieg, et al. 2015)

23 The following three institutes were involved: Institute for Computational Design (ICD, Prof. 
Achim Menges), Institute of Building Structures and Structural Design (ITKE, Prof. Jan Knip-
pers) and Institute for Geodesic Engineering (IIGS, Prof. Volker Schwieger). 

Fig. 2.23: The Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall. Exterior view of the realized building. 
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It is precisely this integrative computational modelling approach – and in 
particular the interaction between a comparatively straightforward form finding 
approach of the overall geometry and an innovative and sophisticated agent-
based approach used for the geometry generation of the tessellation – which 
makes the Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall relevant for my research. 

Admittedly, the structure is an experimental building, the development of 
which has involved extensive academic research and whose function is limited 
with a very manageable programme. Nonetheless, and unlike purely academic 
projects realized by students, it is a full-scale structure whose building envelope 
is fully enclosed and multi-layered. The Exhibition Hall is insulated and water-
proof (Fig. 2.24). It is supposed to stand for at least five years and is therefore 
designed to meet the respective wind and snow load requirements, with building 
materials and connection details following the building code. 

The project as well as the individual research fields, which form the basis for 
the Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall, have been extensively documented in 
multiple papers[24] and have been the subject of dissertations[25]. This allows, to 
describe the use of digital physic simulation in the design process. 

Aspects of measuring methods, 
robotic fabrication as well as of the 
biological role model are not com-
mented on within this research, as far 
as the information is not necessary 
for the understanding of the project. 
Information about the structure and its 
particular geometry, which influence 
the form of the overall geometry, are 
provided in the next section (section 
2.4.1), before moving on to discuss 
the computational modelling approach 
(section 2.4.3). 

2.4.1_A segmental plate shell
The Landesgartenschau Exhibition 
Hall is supposed to host exhibitions 

24 See (Krieg, et al. 2015), (Schwinn, Krieg and Menges 2014) and (Li and Knippers 2015).

25 See (Li 2017) and (La Magna 2017). 

Fig. 2.24: Façade build-up of the Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall. 
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during the Landesgartenschau, promoting the use and the function of the forest 
of the state Baden-Württemberg. However, the hall should not only provide a 
space to exhibit but be an exhibit itself; i.e. the building itself shall demonstrate 
the latest developments in timber construction technology as well as lightweight, 
efficient timber structures. (Krieg, et al. 2015)

Shell structures are particularly efficient, since membrane forces are activated 
and bending stresses reduced in return. Due to expensive manufacturing, how-
ever, continuous shell structures are rarely built today. A promising alternative 
could be shells made of prefabricated, planar panels; so-called segmental plate 
shells. (Li and Knippers 2015)

Structural and geometric features 
Typically, the connection detail in segmented structures is a particular challenge, 
especially when bending forces have to be transferred.[26] As depicted by Jian-
Min Li and Jan Knippers (2015), segmental plate shells are able to produce local 
bending stiffness without the help of a bending-stiff joint, when three plates meet 
at one point – which is the case for any trivalent geometric pattern. 

When each plate is constrained by the other two, they cannot have relative 
movements anymore; i.e. bending stiffness is generated, even when the plates 
have a hinged connection along their intersection line. Relatively simple connec-
tion details are feasible due to this property of segmental plate shells. 

The pattern and the force flow
The flow of forces is nevertheless affected by the stiffness of the connections, 
since stiffer joints attract higher forces. Due to the discontinuity of the material at 
the seams, forces will be redirected as well. Hence, the joint stiffness as well as 
the geometric pattern together determine how and where the internal forces will 
be transferred in segmental plate shells, as stated by Li and Knippers (2015). The 
possible pattern, in turn, depends on the geometry to which it is applied. 

Amongst the various polyhedrons applicable to a free-from surface, planar 
hexagonal meshes forming a trivalent pattern are particularly interesting, since 
they work on both, synclastic as well as anticlastic surfaces. 

In areas with a positive Gaussian curvature; i.e. synclastic, the corresponding 
pattern consists of classic hexagons. In areas with a negative Gaussian curvature; 
i.e. anticlastic, the corresponding segmental pattern is still hexagonal but with the 

26 This aspect will be discussed in more detail amongst others in the case study Hinged Folded 
Festival Pavilion (section 4.3).
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shape of a bow tie (Fig. 2.25 and Fig. 2.26). For both cases, the above depicted 
kinematic stability, arising from the tessellation pattern, is given. 

In the area of transition, where the Gaussian curvature approaches zero, one 
side of a hexagonal pattern or a bow tie pattern will approach a straight line 
respectively, which may cause local instability in the structure. (Li and Knippers 2015)

2.4.2_In a nutshell 
The Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall depicts nicely how the overall geome-
try influences the hexagonal tessellation on the one hand, and how the patterns 
inherent geometric and structural properties influence the global structural 
behaviour on the other hand. 

Fig. 2.25: Hexagonal pattern on double curved surfaces forming a honeycomb shape in synclastic areas (positive Gaussian 
curvature K > 0) and a bow tie shape in anticlastic areas (negative Gaussian curvature K < 0) respectively. 

Fig. 2.26: Since a torus has synclastic (positive Gaussian curvature K > 0), anticlastic (negative Gaussian curvature K < 0) as 
well as areas of transition (Gaussian curvature approaching zero K = 0) (left), it depicts the relation between the overall geometry 
and the corresponding hexagonal tessellation pattern nicely (right). 
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The span of the hall at the widest point is about 11 m, its length is about 17 m 
and at the highest point it is about 6 m, whereby the thickness of the load-bearing 
structure is only 50 mm. 

Connection
The connection of the plates is composed of finger joints as well as crossing 
screws, whereby the finger joints take the decisive in-plane shear forces (Fig. 
2.27) and the screws take the smaller axial tension forces as well as out-of-plane 
shear forces (Fig. 2.28). 

According to Jian-Min Li and Jan Knippers (2015), an initial structural simu-
lation revealed that the bending stiffness produced from the trivalent geometry, 
where each plate is constrained by two others, is sufficient in areas with positive 
or negative Gaussian curvature but insufficient in the transition zones, where 
edge lines become very flat (≈ 180°). This may generate a local rotation between 
plates that is larger than can be accepted; i.e. cause local instability. 

Although, considering the small in-plane bending stiffness in the connection 

Fig. 2.27: The characteristic finger joints of the connection 
transfer the decisive in-plane shear forces. 

Fig. 2.28: A pair of parallel crossing screws per finger transfer 
the out-of-plane shear forces as well as the axial tension forces. 
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generated by the screws[27] can solve this challenge (Li and Knippers 2015), it may be 
taken as an inducement to adjust the overall geometry accordingly. 

As Tobias Schwinn, Oliver David Krieg and Achim Menges depict (Schwinn, Krieg 
and Menges 2014, 181), this geometric effect on the structural performance was used 
as a criterion; i.e. behaviour, for an agent-based model. Thus, based on the prop-
erties of the environment that the agent model inhabits, it is steered into areas of 
increasing absolute curvature, avoiding areas with single or no curvature. 

Fabrication 
A further geometric constrain is the allowable angle between two plates. In order 
to ensure the functionality of the screwed joint, the maximum and minimum 
rotation between two plates must be controlled (Li and Knippers 2015). The overall 
geometry as well as the position of the plates on it determine the angle between 
any two plates. However, this constrain may also influence the overall geometry 
vice versa. 

27 Interestingly, the rotation between plates are – apart from the area with Gaussian curvature 
converging to zero – almost unchanged even when the small bending stiffness provided by the 
crossing screws is considered. This indicates that the bending stiffness provided by the trivalent 
geometry is much larger than the in-plane bending stiffness provided by the screwed joints. (Li 
and Knippers 2015)

Fig. 2.29: Robotic fabrication of the 
plywood plates. Dimensions of the el-
ements are limited by what is referred 
to as the machinic morphospace. 
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Employing membrane forces for the most part, the overall geometry of the 
Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall acts as a (double curved) shell structure. 
The global perception is, despite the local planarity of the plates, that of a 
double curved surface as well, as Riccardo La Magna points out (La Magna 2017, 
68). Obviously, the approximation of the curvature is improving with a higher 
resolution; i.e. more elements. The disadvantage is, that with increasing number 
of plates, the edge length to be machined increases exponentially. The maximum 
and minimum size of the elements is furthermore limited by the manufacturing 
process (Fig. 2.29), the raw material available as well as aesthetic considerations 
of curse.[28] 

The devised connection detail is suitable for robotic prefabrication, optimized 
towards short production time, and facilitates a straightforward assembly of 
the parts on site (Fig. 2.30). The plates have an approximate diameter of 1.2 m. 
Fabrication and construction aspects, again, influence both the tessellation of the 
overall geometry as well as the overall geometry itself. 

2.4.3_Find and/or control
Agent-based modelling

“One of the indisputable and at the same time intangible qualities of architecture is that it 
constitutes more than the sum of its parts. Nevertheless, buildings are essentially assemblies of 
a vast array of individual elements that interface with their respective neighbors through joints 
and connections. This interfacing is predicated on the rules and constraints that are inherent 

28 The significance of resolution while tessellating free-form geometries is also an issue in the case 
study Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion (section 3.2).

Fig. 2.30: The prefabricated plywood plates of the load-bearing structure are simply put together like a puzzle on site (left). In 
addition, they are connected with crossing screws taking the axial tension forces as well as out-of-plane shear forces (right). 
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to the building elements themselves. In other words, embedded in each component, be it beam, 
column, panel, wall or window, are well-defined functional, material, fabricational and assem-
bly logics.” (Schwinn, Krieg and Menges 2014, 178)

The above quote reflects well the incitement to develop and test agent-based 
modelling for the generation and/or adjustment of individual building com-
ponents within larger assemblies. The research anticipates that locally defined 
sets of rules, inherent to each building element, in this framework referred to as 
agent, can be used to negotiate its position as well as geometry within its context. 
(Schwinn, Krieg and Menges 2014, 178)

Agent-based modelling is a computational methodology employed in various 
domains, such as finance, logistics, sociology and biology, where a large number 
of individuals interact with each other and their environment according to locally 
defined rules. 

The ‘behaviour’ of every agent depends on theses internal rules as well as 
external stimuli. Rules may describe individual behaviours (such as seek, arrival, 
containment and flow field following) or group behaviours (such as cohesion, 
separation and alignment). According to Tobias Schwinn et al. (2014, 179), these 
fundamental behaviours provided basic building blocks, which were then devised 
with respect to the segmental plate system at hand. 

The inherent features of the segmental plate shell depicted above, such as con-
straints deriving from the joint detail and fabrication as well as various others, 
are determined as well-defined criteria according to which every agent; i.e. plate 
of the shell structure, finds its equilibrium position – if such exists – within its 
environment; i.e. the global geometry. The global geometry of the shell in turn, is 
based on digital form finding utilizing physic simulation, as described below.

In comparison to a traditional structural form finding approach, the agent-
based model incorporates considerably more criteria, which makes it more 
sophisticated. However, they share the logic of self-organization; i.e. a bottom-up 
approach, with straightforward form finding methods. 

An environment for an agent-based system
The overall geometry of the Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall wall developed 
with the aim to test the agent-based modelling approach and demonstrate its flex-
ibility and adaptability on a large-scale structure. In order to generate its form; 
i.e. the test environment for the agent-based model, a computational form finding 
method was employed, which allows to consider, apart from exclusively struc-
tural considerations, the requirement for double curved geometry. 
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The design space for the hall is delimited by the search for an efficient struc-
ture, geometrical requirements of the segmental plate system as well as further 
rules of the agent-based modelling. Hence, the developed custom digital design 
tool aims not only at a structurally informed global geometry but allows also for 
top-down design inputs. 

A particle-spring based approach; i.e. computational physic simulation, is 
integrated for the digital form finding aspect. In order to react to boundary 
conditions, such as an architectural context and programme, additional external, 
force-driven design inputs are integrated. By employing additional local control-
lers acting as design forces within the physical simulation, the design tool finds a 
force equilibrium between top-down design inputs and catenary form. 

This method widely extends the design space while still pursuing structurally 
informed solutions at all times during the simulation. This is, as Tobias Schwinn 
et al. (2014, 185) point out, particularly beneficial for construction systems not 
solely depending on compression-only geometries, such as the segmental plate 
structure with a trivalent pattern. 

Moreover, the computational design tool allows to steer the form towards dou-
ble curved surfaces, which are more suitable for the system than single curved 
surfaces (Fig. 2.31). On the one hand, in terms of global structural performance, 
since double curvature reduces the sensitivity for buckling, and on the other 
hand, in terms of the local structural performance, since the geometry of the 
plates can produce a local bending stiffness, which, in turn, directly depends on 
the curvature. 

The custom design approach for the Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall, 
employed an iterative process to adapt the local plate parameters to the overall 

Fig. 2.31: As the plate morphology (right) is directly depended on the Gaussian curvature (left), the custom design approach 
synthesises bottom-up form finding with top-down design inputs; i.e. it allows for direct manipulation of spatial and geometric 
parameters. 
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geometry – as well as vice versa. (Schwinn, Krieg and Menges 2014, 184-185) 
The author sees both the remarkable aesthetics as well as the efficiency, 

which is not unusual in shell structures, as proof of the success of the presented 
approach.[29] With a usable floor area of 125 m² and a gross volume of 605 m³, 
the amount of material for the primary structure (beech plywood) is only 12 m³. 
This results in a structural weight of the shell of only 37.9 kg/m². The pattern of 
hexagonal and bow tie shaped plates accentuates the synclastic and anticlastic 
areas of the shell. The segmentation, particularly with glazing light, brings the 
three-dimensionality of the space to life (Fig. 2.32). 

29 Along the way, the building is a novelty as it is the first with a robotically fabricated primary 
structure from beech plywood.

Fig. 2.32: Interior view of the digital model (left) and the realized building (right). 
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2.5_Informed exploration 
The three case studies presented and discussed have shown that physic simula-
tion can be embedded into the architectural design process at an early stage. In 
the case of the concrete mobile Stable Equilibrium, the custom digital simulation 
was developed simultaneously with the first sketches. The two respective form-
work systems of the Stockholm Summer School and Muotobetoni were devised 
first, however, it became immediately obvious that the aspired thorough formal 
exploration was impossible with only analogue mock-ups. Both analogue and 
digital models were thereupon employed and refined in parallel. 

The case studies revealed as well that physic simulation approaches might be 
used for direct form generation. For the creation of the overall geometry of the 
Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall a physic simulation was applied. Although 
details are not known as to how exactly the tool worked and was used, the use of 
physic simulation for a structure that is more than an exhibition object, fulfilling 
various architectural requirements, proves the relevance of the approach. 

The direct interaction with the physic simulations represents their biggest 
benefit – namely the possibility for the designer to comprehensively familiarize 
herself/himself with the solution space. The case studies make it obvious that 
both a (visual) feedback without perceivable delay as well as a straightforward, 
unpretentious direct manipulation within the 3D-modelling environment are 
preconditions for a playful, though informed, design space exploration. 
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3_Light, energy and acoustic simulation 
The following three case studies are presented and discussed in order to investi-
gate how the computational simulation, and possibly the optimization, of energy 
and light aspects as well as acoustics can be embedded in the architectural design 
process. 

In contrast to the computational physic simulations embedded into the design 
process of the first three case studies, the simulation tools used in the following 
case studies have little to do with classical form finding approaches. The com-
mon feature is merely that they provide rational justification for design decisions. 
Therefore, the assumption is made, that there are major obstacles when using 
them at an early design stage. 

3.1_Grasping the intangible
With respect to acoustic performance, Bill Addis states, that “In the end, acoustic 
quality is judged by humans rather than measuring instruments, meaning that 
some subjectivity remains inevitable.” (Addis 2007, 554). While there are historical 
examples for the simulation and analysis of, for example sun studies but also 
acoustics, using scale models, this is far less established than the analysis of 
structural aspects for the reason given above. 

Nonetheless, there exist powerful computational tools for the simulation of 
acoustics as well as criteria by which acoustic quality can be evaluated. One such 
tool for acoustic simulation is used in case studies Adaptable Acoustic Structure 
(section 3.3) as well as Vaulted Auditorium (section 3.4).

Somewhat more tangible are energetic aspects and especially light/shadow. 
The simulation of the latter was tested in the case study Hinged Folded Festival 
Pavilion (section 3.2), employing an environmental performance simulation. 

As in the first three case studies, it applies as well in the realm of light, energy 
and acoustics, that the use of computational simulation makes predictions about 
performance more precise than it would be possible with analog models. More-
over, they significantly reduce the effort of generating variants – which is so 
important in the design process. 
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3.2_Case study B1 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion – shading 
The case study referred to as Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion is discussed twice 
within this thesis under two distinctive perspectives. The following section 
introduces the project and discusses the application of sun studies for the design. 
The use of structural simulation as a design driver within the design process is 
described in detail in the section 4.3. 

The pavilion (Fig. 3.1) is one out of three results from the one-semester design 
studio Burning Man & Friends that was conducted by the team[1] of the depart-
ment of structural design in summer term 2015. 

The pavilion was depicted in the paper Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion – 
Membrane Bearing in Lightweight Dismountable Structures by Manfred Gro-
hmann, Philipp Eisenbach, Moritz Rumpf and Cynthia Ward (Grohmann, Eisenbach, et 
al. 2016) and presented at the IASS 2016 in Tokyo. 

1 For a detailed list of involved parties and participating students see section Project Credits.

Fig. 3.1: Visualization of the proposed pavilion for the festival A Summer’s Tale. The structure is designed as a sun shelter for 
small venues and a place for people to meet, rest and relax. 
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3.2.1_Assignment, objectives and preconditions
A temporary festival pavilion 
The brief of the design studio, asking to design a festival pavilion, was inspired 
by the annual festival Burning Man in Nevada, USA. Unlike the legendary festi-
val in the Black Rock Desert, our pavilions however should not be burned down 
at the end. The objective was rather antipodal; namely to design structures for 
multiple use, facilitated through easy and non-destructive assembly and disas-
sembly. 

Our project partner and potential client were the organizers of the cultural 
festival A Summer´s Tale, hosted in the Luneburg Heath in northern Germany. 
They commissioned us to design a proposal for an eye-catching structure that 
can act as a sun shelter, venue for tiny events as well as a place to meet, rest and 
relax.[2] A 1:1 mock-up had to be built as a demonstrator, in order to verify the 
constructability and as a prototype that could be used for a subsequent design 
competition. 

Temporary structures and particularly event architecture, where the time slot 
for the installation is strictly limited, require a quick installation. They have to 
be easy to transport and space-saving to store. A further requirement is that a 
reassembly, and therefore a non-destructive disassembly, is possible. 

Lightweight and dismountable
Due to the requirements arising from the rapid assembly, transportation and 
storage, the structure must be lightweight. Because of reusability, the structure 
must be dismountable. These two central characteristics resulting from the task, 
matched perfectly one of our more general objectives, which is to use materials 
in a resource-saving way. 

As already discussed for the case study of the concrete mobile (section 2.2), 
the energy embodied within each building element, the so called grey energy, 
constitute a substantial portion of the energy required during the live-cycle of 
our buildings. With an increasing speed of changes of the build environment 
and respective shorter life-cycles, the significance of the embedded energy even 
growths. 

Accordingly, on the one hand, the aim is to save material through lightweight 
and efficient constructions and, on the other hand, through the reuse of compo-

2 The initial design brief made few specifications. The number of at least 23 users (according to 
the project group) as well as the approximate dimensions of 6 × 6 × 6 m were proposed.
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nents and building materials. Both can be ideally tested in a small scale on the 
basis of the given task. 

Low-tech means and high-tech means
With respect to lightness and a minimized material consumption, a key aspect 
is an adapted flow of forces. Load bearing structures are particularly efficient 
if membrane forces are activated; i.e. if in-plane bending forces are avoided 
in favour of a load bearing with axial forces mainly or only. As described by 
Philipp Eisenbach, Ragunath Vasudevan, et. al. (2015), this leads to an optimized 
and efficient utilization of the material. 

If the force flow determines the shape, it is typically not rectangular. In par-
ticular double-curvature is a logical consequence of the prolific exploitation of 
membrane forces. When fabricated in a subtractive way, the material consump-
tion as well as the machining effort is, however, exponentially higher for curved 
or even double curved structures compared to planar ones – or those, made from 

Fig. 3.2: The appearance is highly determined by whether the sub-
division is aimed at homogeneous part-sizes but random (top), or 
rather systematized, which is beneficial for assembly (bottom).

Fig. 3.3.: The resolution determines the number of 
elements and thus the manufacturing effort, as well 
as how close the structure comes to the reference 
geometry and thus of course its appearance. 
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planar elements.[3] Against the background that minimal material consumption 
was desired as well as the limited budget, it was obvious to use planar raw mate-
rial[4] as well as an unpretentious processing technique.[5]

As a consequence, any freeform geometry had to be approximated through tes-
sellation. The most straightforward method of tessellation is triangulation, since 
triangles are planar by default whereas the generation of planar faces with four or 
more corners is highly challenging.[6] 

The resolution of the tessellation is one crucial parameter. A higher resolution 
leads to a closer approximation of the reference freeform geometry but more 
faces. Whereas a lower resolution, consequently, leads to fewer elements and 
thus fewer joints and less edge length to be machined. Rationalizing a tessellated 
geometry aims for a reduction of faces and connections, while at the same time 
reproducing the reference geometry as accurately as possible (Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 
3.3). Apart from the total amount of elements, the maximum size – predeter-
mined by the dimensions of the raw material and/or the size of the machinery 
– and minimum size – amongst others depending on the joint detail – of the 
individual element, are boundary conditions. (Grohmann, Eisenbach, et al. 2016) 

The connection detail is the decisive item within a freeform structure from 
planar elements. This has two reasons: 

a) The angles between any two faces are typically all different. This brings 
about innumerable custom-made elements which require not only CNC 
fabrication but also an intricate labelling and labour-intensive assembly. 

b) For slender elements, it is difficult to create a connection detail that is 
structurally capable to transfer bending forces. Rigid connections must 
have, depending on the chosen material, a similar cross-section as their 
neighbouring elements if they are to transmit the same moment forces. 

Therefore, the idea came up to work with a fully hinged connection and to fold 
the tessellated structure in such a way, that no bending forces will appear in the 
connections orthogonal to their axis. The hinge consists of a standardized com-
ponent, identical for every joint (Fig. 3.4). It can take almost any angle between 

3 For structures made from concrete, this affects the formwork, which is rather complex and 
typically non-reusable for non-rectangular structures so far. As depicted in section 2.3, adaptable 
formworks may be one solution to this problem.

4 For the design proposal discussed here, a wooden sheet material (22 mm softwood plywood) was 
chosen.

5 All operations on the sheet material could be machined with our in-house facilities (3-axis CNC 
router).

6 As in the Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall (section 2.4). 
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two faces of the tessellated structure. (Grohmann, Eisenbach, et al. 2016)
Moreover, the chosen and implemented detail allows for a simple and tool-less 

assembly by only inserting one bolt per joint. The systematized, radial trian-
gulation of the freeform structure makes it possible to flat-pack pre-assembled 
strips of elements. This immensely reduces the volume for transportation while 
minimizing the amount of time necessary for assembly on site at the same time. 

A non-folded structure with fully hinged joints would basically collapse. 
Only through folding in a particular manner, employing structural simulation in 
combination with an evolutionary solver, a geometry that stiffens itself through 
locking was achieved.[7] 

In this sense, low-tech means were used for the Hinged Folded Festival Pavil-
ion with respect to materials, building components, assembly and even fabrica-
tion devices. In contrast, an elaborated design approach was employed utilizing 
high-tech means with respect to form generation. 

3.2.2_Function, design and fabrication
Shading eye-catcher 
While the requirements in terms of manufacturing, construction and dismantling 
were very explicit and design-determining, the programmatic requirements were 
formulated rather vaguely. 

7 The section 4.3 deals with the structural aspects of the case study in more depths. For a detailed 
description of the structural concept see section 4.3.2. For the explanation of the computational 
approach employed to achieve this see section 4.3.3.

Fig. 3.4: The chosen and implemented connection detail is fully hinged and can therefore take almost any angle. Thus, it can be 
identical throughout the entire structure. Furthermore, it allows for a simple assembly by inserting a bolt. 
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Fig. 3.5: Plan and sections of the proposed slender structure. 
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Obviously, the festival pavilion should be an eye-catcher. Besides that, it 
should act as a sun shelter for smaller venues (e.g.: raves, concerts, film-screen-
ings) and individuals to meet, linger and relax. In order to combine these func-
tions, the pavilion’s appearance had to be open and inviting but also shielding 
and protecting. Therefore, the overall composition of the pavilion offers three 
large, inviting, canopied entrance areas that lead to one more enclosed zone. The 
structure has a footprint of approximately 8.10 × 6.90 m, with a height of up to 
more than 3.20 m (Fig. 3.5). 

The proposed design is based on an approximate floorplan and entrance layout 
represented by two predefined, three-dimensional boundary curves with four 
specified supports. From these, a hanging model is generated, which is subse-
quently tessellated, readjusted and folded – according to the above-mentioned 
requirements with respect to fabrication as well as structural capacity. 

In a further step, openings of different sizes are cut into the uniform, plane tri-
angles of the structure. This gradual perforation creates a variance in the shading 
of the pavilion with areas offering more shade than others as well as changing 
conditions throughout the day. 

Consistent digital design and fabrication chain
Not only the just depicted design steps, but also the detailing as well as the 
preparation of the fabrication data and geometry was combined within one para-

2. form finding 3. triangulation 4. folding

5. perforation 7. milling paths (2D)6. connection details (3D)

Feedback Loop

Feedback Loop

structural
 analysis

evolutionary 
    solver

Feedback Loop
structural
 analysis

sun study

1. input curves

Fig. 3.6: A consistent digital design and fabrication chain, which encompasses both the generation of the three-dimensional 
geometry as well as the manufacturing data, allowed for an efficient realization of a prototype. 
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metric model (Fig. 3.6). The triangular faces of the structure as well as all metal 
connection details are generated three-dimensionally and from this the milling 
paths for the plywood parts are created. Consistent labelling allows for the iden-
tification of the many similar but different parts during assembly and possibly 
reassembly. To ensure resource-efficient and economical production, all triangles 
are placed on the row material using a nesting algorithm. 

A 1:1 mock-up was built in order to prove the feasibility of the design. The 
realized part corresponds to one fifth of the entire pavilion and shows part of 
an entrance area from the support to the tip (Fig. 3.7). The boundary conditions 
were executed in a way to correspond to the adjacent area of the structure. The 
mock-up proved both, the structural stability as well as the capacity to quickly 
assemble and disassemble the pavilion without any damage. (Grohmann, Eisenbach, et 
al. 2016) 

3.2.3_Superimposing simulations
With the pavilion’s primary function to provide shade, the figuration of the 
shadow itself becomes a central design issue. On the one hand a lively and multi-
faceted shadow play is to be created, on the other hand areas with stronger or less 
shading are to be differentiated. 

The means available and employed are a gradual perforation of the structure. 
Three openings were cut into each triangular face. For this purpose, each triangle 

Fig. 3.7: A 1:1 mock-up, corresponding to one fifth of the entire pavilion, served as a prove of concept (right). A detail of the 
mock-up shows the fully hinged connection detail (left). 
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is divided into three regions by connecting the triangles centroid with the mid-
points of its three edges. An offset of the resulting quadrangular sub-surfaces 
constitutes the opening (Fig. 3.8). The shape of the openings therefore depends 
solely on the underlying triangle. The size also depends primarily on the original 
triangle but can still be varied depending on the desired level of shading. 

First of all, it was decided that there are neither completely closed nor – which 
would also simply not work structurally – entirely dissolved surfaces. The min-
imum size for the openings is determined by manufacturing constraints as well 
as aesthetic considerations. Design considerations also play a role in determining 
the maximum size, as does the necessity to have a certain amount of material 
left between two openings and between the opening and the edge for structural 
reasons and for attaching the connection parts. 

Having defined the range of possible perforations (Fig. 3.8), their gradient 
across the structure can be informed by simulation and analysis of light and 
shadow; i.e. by sun studies.

Environmental performance simulation
A diverse casting of shadows was sought. Furthermore, the changing position of 
the sun throughout the day intricates the shadow pattern. The resulting shadow is 
therefore too complex to anticipate without visualization. Obviously, a shadow 
study can be made on the basis of a – unfortunately laborious and time-consum-
ing to produce – physical model. However, this is also possible in a three-dimen-
sional, digital model. 

Fig. 3.8: Composition of the openings and range of acceptable perforation 
(minimum/maximum) and schematic visualization of the range; spanning from 
hardly perforated vertical, lower elements to horizontal, higher elements which 
are highly perforated. 

Fig. 3.9: Visualization of the interior, depict-
ing the range of perforation. 
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The use of an environmental performance simulation[8] allows, beyond the 
mere visualization of the shadow cast, for the analysis of various environmental 
factors and their interaction. In particular, when provided as a visual feedback, 
the retrieved performance data may inform design decisions event in early, con-
ceptual design stages by encouraging the designer to try out variations and thus 
comprehend the environmental factors and their interdependencies. 

Amongst others, the ‘daylight factors’ and ‘lighting levels’ can be calculated 
for an overcast sky as well as the ‘insolation’ (incident solar radiation levels) for 
direct sunlight. The latter was simulated for the analysis of the folded festival 
pavilion. For this purpose, the intensity of solar radiation is measured and – 
which is crucial – visualized on a pixelated area (referred to as ‘analysis grid’) 
on the ground beneath the structure. The higher the resolution of the analysis 
grid, the more detailed are the visual and numeric results. However, the computa-
tional- and thus time-effort increases exponentially. The software used is capable 

8 The software employed was Ecotect Analysis from Autodesk, which offers a wide range of 
simulation and building energy analysis functionality (Autodesk 2018). The plug-in GECO 
was employed to link Ecotect with the Rhinoceros/Grasshopper environment. It allows for the 
export of complex geometries, their evaluation in Ecotect as well as the import of the results; i.e. 
performances data, as feedback (McNeel Europe 2018). GECO was developed by [uto], which 
are Ursula Frick and Thomas Grabner ([uto] n.d.).

Fig. 3.10: Simulation of the shadow cast by the festival pavilion in the morning (9:00 AM), noon (12:00 PM), afternoon (3:00 PM) 
and evening (6:00 PM) as top-view and perspective each. 
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of doing this as a single process as well as an iterative process, which may aim at 
optimizing a structure in the context of its environment. (McNeel Europe 2018) 

Ultimately, aesthetic considerations played the decisive role, whereas the 
numerically mensurable insolation in the shaded area was assigned a clearly sub-
ordinate importance. Hence, the digital simulation was merely used to visualize 
the shadow cast, but not to numerically measure, let alone iteratively optimize it. 

The shadow pattern casted by the festival pavilion was simulated for four con-
ditions throughout the day[9] (Fig. 3.10) for numerous variations of the perfora-
tion pattern. 

Superimposition
Besides the influence on the appearance of the pavilion itself, as well as on the 
shadow it casts, the perforation also has an impact on the load-bearing behaviour. 

Although the structural capacity decreases due to a higher degree of perfora-
tion, this also reduces the self-weight considerably. The larger the openings are, 
the less sound, but at the same time lighter, are the triangular faces. These two 
consequences of the perforation with regard to the load-bearing behaviour com-
plement each other favourably. Towards the three exterior and the one central 
supports, the openings may become smaller and thus increase the load-bearing 
capacity of the elements. Towards the largely cantilevering entrances, where the 
compression forces decrease, the openings may become bigger and thus reduce 
the self-weight of the elements. 

The geometry of the pavilion was, as described above, developed via a form 
finding approach employing a hanging model.[10] Therefore, the basic assump-
tion can be made that the compression forces, which necessitate more mate-
rial, increase towards the support. In the cantilevered area compression forces 
typically decrease. A computational structural analysis may locate areas of 
tension, pressure or bending with their respective material and cross-sectional 
requirements. With the feedback from the structural simulation, the scaling of the 
openings and thus the reduction of the material can be precisely controlled. 

As stated before, with respect to the shadow pattern, aesthetic considerations 

9 The four selected times correspond to the position of the sun in the morning (9:00 AM), noon 
(12:00 PM), afternoon (3:00 PM) and evening (6:00 PM). The date chosen is 21. June. The 
nearest, selectable location to the Luneburg Heath is Frankfurt am Main. 

10 This means that implicitly self-weight is assumed to be the governing load-case. However, this 
might not be the case, since particularly for lightweight structures wind and live loads become 
increasingly important. More details on the structural concept of the pavilion are given in section 
4.3.2. 
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were more decisive than the numerically measurable solar radiation. Hence, 
instead of making the size of the openings dependent on the environmental per-
formance simulation, a more direct and playful manipulation of the perforation 
pattern was implemented. 

The degree of perforation of all triangular surfaces can be controlled via 
attractors. For this purpose, the distance between these ‘perforation attractors’ 
and the centroids of the area are measured and the size of the openings is made 
dependent thereon. Three ‘perforation attractors’ – movable in the three-dimen-
sional space – were eventually positioned in such a way, that they magnify the 
openings in the horizontal surfaces and demagnify the holes in the three outer, 
vertical surfaces. 

These envisaged shading conditions – analyzed by means of computational 
incident solar radiation visualization – were overlaid with structural requirements 
– derived from common sense as well as structural analysis – to generate the 
overall gradient (Fig. 3.11). 

The opening sizes resulting from the shadow cast – smaller in the horizontal 
areas – and those resulting from the load-bearing behaviour – smaller towards 
the vertical supports – are diametrically opposing. If the same weight is attrib-
uted to both objectives, they are likely to balance each other out and produce 

Fig. 3.11: Multiple design objectives were implemented into the design approach. The gradient of openings is derived from 
computational sun studies as well as structural analysis. The result is a weighted superimposition of both. 
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unwanted, uniform opening sizes. Therefore, one objective must be given a 
much greater impact than the other in order to have any different openings; i.e. a 
gradient. 

Necessarily, in the case of the Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion, a clear weight-
ing in favour of the structural performance was made. 

Noticeably smaller openings occur only in the area of the central support. 
Here, the small openings resulting from the structural analysis, are amplified 
by the large distance to the attractors. In the areas where the two objectives are 
contrary to each other, the superposition results in the delusion of the respective 
other. 

Only by being able to analyze and simulate countless variations of perforation 
pattern quickly and easily with regard to their structural performance as well as 
the aesthetics of their shadow, an efficient design process was possible. 

Fig. 3.12: 1:1 mock-up and its shadow pattern.
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3.3_Case study B2 – Adaptable Acoustic Structure
The academic project presented and discussed within this section deals with 
the development and fabrication of a customized acoustic structure. Various 
analogue and digital design methods have been employed and combined in the 
project.

In section 3.3.3 I will depict the methodology developed and used to create, 
integrate and transform knowledge gained from different acoustic analysis and 
interpretation techniques into the design process. In particular the use of compu-
tational acoustic simulation will be illustrated and benefits as well as difficulties 
encountered will be discussed.[11] 

11 The conference paper Aspects of Sound as Design Driver – Parametric Design of an Acoustic 
Ceiling by the same authors (Rumpf, Schein, et al. 2018) focuses on the methodology developed 
and employed to create and integrate knowledge into the design process, which was gained 
through acoustic simulation as well as designerly interpretation techniques. The paper was pre-
sented at the Design Modelling Symposium Paris 2017.

Fig. 3.13: Realized adapted acoustic ceiling installed in the office space of Design-to-Production, Zurich. The proximity to the 
sound emitting sources is reflected in the size and slope of the modules. 
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Upon first outlining the context of the case study in section 3.3.1, the design 
that has been realized as well as its acoustic- and design-concept and the strate-
gies used for modelling and fabrication, is described in the section 3.3.2.[12] 

3.3.1_d2p office acoustics
Context and parties involved
d2p office acoustics was a two-semester project with students of product design 
and architecture. It was conducted as a collaboration between the Lab for Digital 
3D Techniques at the School of Art Kassel together with the Department for 
Structural Design at the School of Architecture at the University of Kassel as 
well as Design-to-Production (d2p) as a client.[13] The task in the project was 
to design, detail and realize a parametric spatial structure to improve the office 
acoustics in the premises of Design-to-Production in Zurich. 

The focus of the first semester (winter-term 2015/2016) was on the design. 
After a kick-off workshop in Zurich, which was used to get familiar with the 
given situation and to measure the reverberation time in order to determine the 
initial state, the students worked on their designs in the manner of a two-stage 
competition with nine designs in the first phase, of which three were selected by 
Design-to-Production for revision and further development by newly composed 
teams. Fortunately, at the end of the first semester, Design-to-Production decided 
to have one design implemented. 

In the second semester (summer-term 2016) the design was detailed for the 
production with CNC-controlled machines and completely parameterized. After 
prefabricating all parts with machinery available at the University of Kassel, 
the acoustic ceiling of more than 100 m2 was successfully installed in Zurich in 
September 2016. 

Initial design brief
The initial design brief asked to develop a novel typology of an acoustic ceil-
ing. Two goals were defined for this purpose. On the one hand, the aim was, 
obviously, to improve the acoustic situation in the office space. On the other 

12 A detailed description of the parametric modelling as well as the manufacturing employing CNC 
fabrication was given in the conference paper Adaptable acoustic structures – design, detail-
ing and fabrication of a fully parametric acoustic ceiling by Moritz Rumpf, Markus Schein, 
Johannes Kuhnen and Manfred Grohmann (Rumpf, Schein, et al. 2017) which was presented at 
the IASS Symposium 2017 in Hamburg.

13 For a detailed list of involved parties and participating students see section Project Credits.
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hand, the structure to be designed should represent the working philosophy of 
Design-to-Production who are specialized in parametric planning and digital 
fabrication of non-standard architectural projects. Particularly the use of compu-
tational design methods had to be clearly perceivable. 

Various aspects of sound have informed the design process – from the con-
ceptual stage until the detailed geometrical formulation of the structure. Artis-
tic experiments, designerly interpretations of sound emitting patterns, sound 
engineering expertise, physical sound measurement, digital simulation of sound 
performance properties and parametric geometry modelling were employed. 
(Rumpf, Schein, et al. 2018)

3.3.2_Fully parametric acoustic ceiling
Project Context 
A box-shaped office room in an old factory building with the dimensions of 12 × 
10 × 4 m (l/w/h) was the design location. Except for one longitudinal side, which 
consists mainly of single layer glass in a metal frame, the walls are made from 
concrete. Likewise, the ceiling and the floor is made of concrete, whereby the 
floor is additionally covered with structural boards (OSB). The interior contains 
furniture with nearly no absorbing material. Not surprising, the audibility was 
clearly perceivable as being poor, impeding and hindering communication. 
A measured reverberation time of 1.31 s in average confirmed the subjective 
impression.[14] 

Although desirable, the use of the floor as well as the walls – in particular the 
corners – turned out to be impractical. Therefore, the ceiling was chosen as the 
area for the structure.

As mentioned above, the project brief asked not only to improving the acous-
tic situation, but to do so with a spatial structure which represents the working 
philosophy of the client who is specialized in parametric planning and digital 
fabrication of non-standard architectural projects. Hence, the ambition was to 
build a visually appealing and bespoke structure using simple means to skilfully 
answer a complex task. (Rumpf, Schein, et al. 2018)

Acoustic and design concept 
The sources of noise within the office room (working and meeting tables as well 

14 General recommendations for a good audibility and comfort in equivalent spaces range from 0.5 
to 0.8 s.
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as a small kitchen area) are clearly locatable and basically immovable. Relat-
ing the geometry of the acoustically effective structure to the noise emitters is 
the central design concept. The closer the sound absorbing modules are to the 
sound sources, the smaller the units become and simultaneously they fold more 
and more into the space (Fig. 3.14); accordingly constituting angled polygonal 
surfaces for sound scattering as well as generating a larger surface area for sound 
absorption. In this way, the three-dimensional, differentiated ceiling combines 
diffusion and absorption. It makes the acoustic situation visually perceivable and, 
thus, the primary acoustic concept corresponds with the central design concept. 

Slender frames made of white birch plywood form the structural basis of the 
design. A sound absorbing polyethylene felt (Lanisor™) is used as an infill of 
these frames. While the noise informed gradient is globally applied, the overall 
structure is divided into six fields in line with the existent subdivision of the ceil-
ing (Fig. 3.14). The modules are rhombus-shaped within the fields and triangular 
at the edges (Fig. 3.15). (Rumpf, Schein, et al. 2017) 

Modelling and fabrication strategies
With respect to the design, detailing and fabrication of the adaptable acoustic 
ceiling, the ambition was to close the gap between the realms of the individual 

Fig. 3.14: Distribution of modules (left) and modules folding into the space (right) both in dependence of the location of noise 
sources (left). 
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and the serial. While academic research in digital fabrication shows a grow-
ing variety of approaches[15], building industry today is still mainly striving for 
standardized mass production – standardized acoustic ceilings are one obvious 
example. 

Consequently, the objective was to design and build a real scale structure 
incorporating individual and serial parts logic simultaneously. Or, in other words, 
to see the standard as one instance within the non-standard. (Rumpf, Schein, et al. 2017) 

The project was therefore constrained to the use of materials available as 
standardized sheets.[16] Moreover, comparatively simple digital fabrication 
techniques have been preferred to ones with a higher complexity (Fig. 3.16) and 
all parts of the acoustic ceiling were designed for being processed from a single 
side. 

15 Examples include the use of real-scale 3D printers or robots. As the case study Landesgar-
tenschau Exhibition Hall (section 2.4) shows, the latter are now used, at least on the interface 
between practice and academia, also for real-scale structures. The use of drones for construction, 
as researched in the academic context, is however still a dream of the future in construction 
practice.

16 The infilling white polyethylene felt has a thickness of 10 mm. The raw-material has standard-
ized dimensions of 2500 × 1250 mm. The white coated and natural birch-plywood is 15 mm 
thick. The dimensions of the boards are 2000 × 1500 mm.

Fig. 3.15: Edge configuration of the final design. Spatially unfolding acoustic polyethylene felt (Lanisor™) is mounted into frames 
of white birch plywood which are joined through different birch plywood connectors. 
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Associative model
In the logic of not distinguishing between the realm of the individual and serial, 
the acoustic ceiling should be applicable to different rooms and acoustic condi-
tions and not only fit for the given situation. Each module can have a serial as 
well as an adopted geometry and the polyethylene felt can either be flat (far from 
source of noise) or folded into the space (closer to source of noise). The realized 
ceiling shows all four possible combinations of serialized/individualized and flat/
folded parts: 

a) serial + flat
b) serial + folded
c) individualized + flat
d) individualized + folded

Consequently, a comprehensive associative design model[17] for adjusting the 
design and adapting it to specific spatial and acoustic circumstances was devel-
oped. Moreover, this model acts as the interface between design and fabrication 
by generating all 3D-representations as well as all fabrication data needed. 

Summarizing all design decisions in one single computational model is favour-

17 One Grasshopper definition.

Fig. 3.16: Only 2D- and 2½D-applications were used for the processing of the sheet materials. Knife cutting of the polyethylene 
felt (a-c) and CNC-milling of the birch plywood (d-e). All elements could be shipped flat-packed (f). 
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able in late design stages, when all parameters already have become explicit but 
not all variables are already fixed and their changes propagate throughout the 
whole model. Robustness and particularly a common referential system are pre-
conditions. The latter allows for defined interfaces and thus to divide the model 
into different sub-tasks. Therefore, the level of detailing within each part can be 
handled consecutively whereas different areas can be worked on in parallel – 
even by different people. (Rumpf, Schein, et al. 2017)

The way the rectangular space is divided determines, on the one hand, the 
generative logic of the structure and, on the other hand, dictates the logic of the 
reference system. In our case, the rectangular space is subdivided into rhombuses 
and triangles at the edges as, depicted in Fig. 3.17. Their shape – size, propor-
tion, distortion – and distribution dictates both the appearance as well as perfor-
mance of the structure. 

The referential system employed does not distinguish explicitly between rhom-
buses and the four types of triangles that occur. Instead, we introduced a data tree 
which always included the information to all four possible corners, even if one 
did not exist; i.e. in the case of a triangle as null (Fig. 3.18). 

The design adjusts to that logic in a way that the triangular modules are only 

Fig. 3.17: The employed subdivision of a rectangular shape results mainly in rhombuses with triangles at the edges. 

Fig. 3.18: A common reference system allows for identification of the different type and position of edge modules through 
null-positions in the data tree. 
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variations of the quadrangular one – just with fewer elements. Furthermore, this 
referential system allows for distinction between the five cases for all types of 
parts and in all subsequent operations and, thus, to work on different elements in 
parallel. 

The final associative model includes two main aspects: 
a) It allows for adjusting the design and, hence, adapting it to particular 

spatial as well as acoustic situations. 
b) It facilitates the generation of all production geometry and data for 

faultless digital fabrication. 
Regarding the design adjustment, the most influential variables concern the 

subdivision of the rectangular space; i.e. the adjustment of the dividing curves 
in number, distribution and curvature as depicted in Fig. 3.19. The height range 
of the modules as well as the portion of planar modules are further important 
variables. 

With respect to the generation of all production geometry, the associative 
model makes it possible to effortless check all critical values for fabrication 
(like bounds for folding angles of the polyethylene felt) or potential self-inter-
sections of unrolled production geometry, in order to avoid invalid parts or even 
production errors. The solution space can also be constrained accordingly where 
dependencies between adjustment and implication are direct. (Rumpf, Schein, et al. 
2017) 

Parts logic and assembly
Of paramount importance for the success of parametrically designed individual-
ized structures, is a consistent parts logic propagating throughout the entire pro-
cess. It influences the entire design and manufacturing process. The parts logic 
touches all areas – including questions of parts identification, module assembly 

Fig. 3.19: By direct manipulation of the underlying grid; i.e. changing the number, distribution and shape of dividing curves, the 
designer can most playfully as well as significantly influence the appearance of the structure. 
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and assembly of the entire structure, as well as the special cases, which need to 
be considered and implemented. Shortly speaking, the parts logic is the key issue 
concerning design efforts and expenses.

The logic of the individualized parts originates from the consideration about 
the data tree structure and the geometrical configuration as described above. It 
is best explained by the chosen tagging for the individual parts of the plywood 
frames (Fig. 3.20): 

- a capital letter, ranging from A to F, indicates to which of the six fields 
each part belongs. 

- arabic numerals consecutively count the 45 to 71 modules within each 
field. 

- four lowercase letters (a, b, c, d), correspond to left, top, right and bot-
tom corners of the module seen from below. They indicate the position 
of each part within the module. 

This parts logic for modelling, construction and assembly of the plywood 
frames is employed similarly to identify and organize the generation and assem-
bly of the different kinds of joints as well as the infills from polyethylene felt. 

The developed, sophisticated associative design model constitutes a seamless 
digital design chain, stretching from the adaption to different acoustic and spatial 
situations to production geometry and assembly information. Thus, it allowed for 
late, inexpensive design changes. 

Since a standard element is treated as one instance within non-standard ele-
ments, both serial as well as individual parts logic is unified through the associa-
tive model. 

Fig. 3.20: The chosen tagging of the parts of the plywood frames explains best the parts logic of the design. Tagging allows to 
identify parts during design development as well as assembly. 
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While there is no differentiation between serial and individual parts within the 
digital model, their use obviously has an impact design wise. An entirely bespoke 
acoustic ceiling is as possible as a non-adapted one with solely identical parts.[18] 

When it comes to production, the number of bespoke modules is even more 
significant. Not so much for the fabrication and assembly of the frames that does 
not distinguish between serial and individual part, but for the infill, where the flat 
modules need less machine time and are faster to assemble. Sorting individual 
parts within the manual assembly process also has a significant impact on the 
workload required.[19] (Rumpf, Schein, et al. 2017)

3.3.3_Sound as design driver
As mentioned above, the initial design brief asked to develop a novel typology 
of an acoustic ceiling, that expresses the underlying functional and methodical 
aspects. In particular, the application of digital design and fabrication methods 
should be clearly perceivable. Therefore, it seemed to be an obvious decision 
to try to use parametric modelling techniques, which relate simulation data to 
geometry formulation. 

18 The realized ceiling with 348 modules has 51 flat modules out of which only 12 are non-distorted 
and thus actually identical. 

19 The realized structure consists of 348 modules, which are composed from 1272 wooden frame 
parts, the same number of connectors and 609 pieces of the sound absorbing material Lanisor™. 
354 wooden joints interconnect the frames and are the interface to the conventional building 
structure.

Fig. 3.21: The adapted acoustic ceiling is mounted in segments of two to three rows. 
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It is common practice in architectural design to simulate performance aspects. 
The spectrum ranges from the realm of structure to light and acoustics to user 
behaviour. The moment of employing performance simulations varies as well. It 
ranges from very early design stages – where simulation is used for the explo-
ration of the design space[20] – to very late phases – where it is used to prove an 
aspired performance of an already elaborated design. 

Structural simulation is particularly established and widespread. That affects 
both the qualitative synthesis in later design stages as well as the quantitative 
analysis of solution spaces in earlier design stages.[21] 

Acoustic simulation in contrast is used almost exclusively in comparatively 
late design stages; i.e. for predicting and respectively fine-tuning the acoustic 
performance of spaces, where it is of paramount importance.[22] This is due to a 
lack of reliable methods for simulating absorption and diffusion, performance 

20 I elaborated on this aspect before in the case study of the concrete mobile (section 2.2.3) as well 
as the formwork simulation for the Stockholm Summer School (section 2.3.2). Thomas Wort-
mann provides more technical insight to this aspect in his paper Surveying design spaces with 
performance maps – a multivariate visualization method for parametric design and architectural 
design optimization (Wortmann 2016).

21 Examples are given and discussed in chapter 4. The benefit for architects and engineers is de-
scribed in detail in (Tessmann 2008).

22 Arthur van den Harten et al. (2011) for example discuss the use of digital acoustic simulation for 
an auditorium. (Hamer Hall at the Arts Centre, Melbourne, Australia)

Fig. 3.22: Part of the acoustic ceiling. It combines flat elements (only sound absorbing) and three-dimensional elements (ab-
sorbing and scattering sound). Thus, both identified relevant acoustic parameters are represented in the realized design. 
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limitations of modelling and simulation software as well as simulation tech-
niques that do not correspond well with the actual hearing experience.[23] 

That means the benefits of acoustic simulation as a design driver are limited 
due to questions of reliability, performance and suitability. Nevertheless, we 
identified two acoustic parameters, which are valuable for acoustic simulations. 
This is the reverberation time on the one hand and sound scattering on the other 
hand. The reverberation time has the strongest impact on the subjective impres-
sion of acoustic quality. However, it is mainly dependent on material properties 
(absorption coefficient) and not on the overall geometry. The scattering coef-
ficient is geometry dependent, whereby high frequencies are scattered through 
smaller geometries and low frequencies through larger geometries.[24] Since a 
diffuse sound is regarded to be more comfortable, sound scattering is an impor-
tant parameter determining a good acoustic quality as well. 

Due to the aforementioned common difficulties in acoustic simulation, a more 
open, patchwork-like methodical setting was favoured instead of limiting our-
selves to parametric, performance driven design approaches. This is also legit-
imized by the fact that good room acoustics cannot be broken down to the two 
parameters mentioned above. The individual notions of good acoustic quality and 
the subjective perception of sound phenomena should not be underestimated. 

Multiple approaches to generate and embed knowledge from the field of sound 
into the design were used. They all aimed to use sound as a design driver and 
thus create a design, which improves the acoustic performance as well as aesthet-
ically expresses its functional properties. These approaches were: 

- Artistic experiment; which helped to understand the perception and 
interpretation of sound as a spatial phenomenon expanding over time. 

- Custom parametric tools; which allowed to deepen this understanding 
by visualizing sound emittance. 

- Two external consultants; who brought expertise into the project with 
regards to sound engineering and acoustic engineering. 

- Designerly interpretations of sound emitting patterns. 
- Acoustic simulations; which were tested for geometry formation and 

examined for their benefit for evaluating variations (see following sec-
tions). (Rumpf, Schein, et al. 2018) 

23 Based on his analysis of the Melbourne Recital Hall design process, Peter Holms (Holmes 
2013) explains in more detail why acoustic simulation is less common in early design phases; he 
explicitly names these three reasons. 

24 Brady Peters and Tobias S. Olesen depict the relation of sound scattering with different scales of 
geometry in detail in (Peters and Olesen 2010).
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Acoustic simulation in early design stages 
Simulation performance aspects with strong dependencies on material properties 
– such as acoustic performance as depicted above – is less suitable to be embed-
ded into a design process for geometry formulation. Simulation performance 
aspects with loose dependencies on material properties – such as structural 
capacity – are then again more appropriate to be used in early design stages. 

The inverted catenary, as depicted in section 0.2.1, is one famous example 
from the realm of structural capacity. More generally speaking, shape and struc-
tural performance are explicitly influencing each other. Geometry is intrinsi-
cally tied to mechanical behaviour and vice versa. Or, as Mutsuro Sasaki states: 
“However, the interrelationship between them is inseparable; if a structures 
geometry is changed, its mechanical behaviour will also change.” (Sasaki 2004)

This is different, however, for acoustic performance. Geometry only gains a 
significant role, if sound scattering is a decisive design criterion.[25] The Mel-
bourne Recital Hall can serve as a descriptive example. As Andrew Nicol and 
Dr. Raf Orlowski of Arup Engineering portray in an interview (Nicol and Orlowski 
2009), the cladding of the walls and ceiling vary on three different scales accord-
ing to the distribution of high, mid and low frequencies.[26] While they describe 
the inside surfaces of the auditorium as a “well crafted musical instrument”, the 
overall geometry of the hall remains a classic shoe-box shape. 

For a good audibility and acoustic comfort in an office space, a short rever-
beration time is disproportionately more important than a diffuse sound. Which 
means that sound scattering is negligible compared to sound absorption. The 
absorption coefficient, which specifies the proportion of sound waves absorbed 
in relation to the proportion reflected by a material, becomes decisive. It is, 
however, determined by material properties and not by macro geometry. Thus, a 
direct and significant connection between acoustic performance and geometry is 
missing.[27] 

Additional factors complicate the use of acoustic simulations, particularly 

25 Mark Burry et al. provides an illustrative case study based on sound scattering through hyperbo-
loids. (Burry, et al. 2011)

26 High frequency sounds are scattered through a 50 millimetres deep swirling pattern on the timber 
panels, middle frequency sounds – with slightly longer wavelengths – are scattered through a 
100 millimetres deep offset from one panel to the other and low frequency sounds – the bass 
sound that has a wavelength of a meter or more – are scattered through the undulation of the 
ceiling up to about half a meter in depth.

27 The case study Vaulted Auditorium (section 3.4) shows that when, as in concert halls, other 
acoustic criteria play a more important role, geometry is more influential.
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when designing in existing spaces. Non-stationary elements (people, varying 
furniture configurations, etc.) and unknown materials cause a potential fuzziness, 
which impedes the formalization of simulation parameters. 

Furthermore, digital acoustic simulations are computationally heavy. Analo-
gous to the actual measurement of the reverberation time (Fig. 3.23-b), digital 
simulations of the acoustic performance have to run through several iterations 
which are interpolated for consistent results.[28] In order to produce more accurate 
predictions, they combine multiple simulation strategies.[29] This rhythm does not 
conform with the quick responses required in early, conceptual design stages. 

In summary, we identified three main difficulties for the implementation of a 
parametric geometry model directly influenced by sound simulation data: 

a) The lack of a significant, direct correlations between reverberation time 
and global geometry.

b) Potential obstacles and flaws in formulating simulation parameters, due 
to unknown or inaccurate material properties and a certain fuzziness of 
elements within the space. 

c) A significant performance problem. The speed of acoustic simulations 
does not go along with parametric and certainly not with iterative 
design methods. (Rumpf, Schein, et al. 2018)

Our patchwork-like methodical setting, which was employed to avoid these 
drawbacks is outlined in the following section. 

28 A detailed description of the setup is given below. 

29 In our case ‘ray tracing’ plus ‘image source tracing’ is combined.

Fig. 3.23: a) Unknown materials, particularly material layering as well as movable elements and people, cause fuzziness in the 
office space (left). b) Setting up the measurement equipment to determine the state of the reverberation time (right). 
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Experimentation and designerly interpretation 
In order to gain, accumulate and embed knowledge about acoustics and of sound 
phenomena into the design, manifold methods were used. 

Two consultants brought engineering expertise into the project and thus an 
essential source of knowledge for conceivable design strategies. Their points of 
view were rather diverging or even contradicting. Applicable rules of thumb, 
which proportion of the ceiling should be used for absorption, were offered 
by the pragmatic acoustic engineer. The artistically working sound engineer 
addressed the foundations of our aural perception and was therefore clearly 
indicating that for absorption, the use of the walls; i.e. the surfaces parallel to our 
ears, should be favoured over the use of the ceiling; i.e. the surface orthogonal to 
the sensory organ responsible for hearing.[30] 

In order to access sound as a spatial phenomenon expanding over time, a sound 
perception workshop was held with the sound artist Wolfram Spyra. Spyra’s 
experiments sharpen the acoustic perception by questioning the familiar. The 
participants hear via headphones a possibly altered record of the sound events 
around them. The alienation effects comprise, amongst others, channel changes, 
sound compression as well as random variations of tone, pitch and rhythm. 

The simple, three-dimensional visualisations of sound emittance via a custom 
parametric tool, helped to deepen the understanding of sound being a temporal 
as well as a spatial phenomenon. The playful custom tool is based on the ray-like 
characteristics of sound rather than its wave-like properties. The three-dimen-
sional, graphic result is based on the geometric principle ‘angle of incidence 
equals the angle of reflection’. Playing around with the application prevents 

30 Apparently, it turned out later that no structures should be attached to the walls. 

Fig. 3.24: Evolution from three-dimensional visualisations of sound emittance via a custom parametric tool (left), to their design-
erly interpretation informing the design concept (centre and right). 
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being biased towards the common two-dimensional representation of frequen-
cies. Arranging the digital emitters to their equivalent actual sources of noise 
reveals the density of primary, secondary and further reflections onto walls and 
the ceiling (Fig. 3.24). (Rumpf, Schein, et al. 2018)

These diverse approaches to understand acoustics and sound phenomena 
resulted in various designerly interpretations of sound emitting patterns, which 
were incorporated in numerous ways in the different designs. The way in which 
the functional concept is exemplified through and has been woven into the for-
mal and aesthetic concept, has been depicted above for the realized design. 

Acoustic simulation for evaluation 
and validation
Accompanying the refinement of the 
design, the opportunities of digital 
acoustic simulation were examined 
for their benefits and possible diffi-
culties with respect to the evaluation 
of variations as well as the predic-
tion of the expected performance. 

An open source tool for acoustic 
analysis and simulation, which can 
be used as a plug-in application 
within the 3D-modelling environ-
ment, was the chosen application.[31] 
Potentially it can also be integrated 
into a parametric definition.[32] 
The setup for the digital acoustic 
simulation is analogue to the actual 
conducted standardized acoustic 
measurement. Six microphone 

(receiver) positions are simulated with two speaker (emitter) positions each (Fig. 
3.25). The twelve simulated and measured results are interpolated respectively in 
order to attain a reliable result. 

31 The tool employed is Pachyderm (van der Harten 2013), developed by Arthur van der Harten, 
who was generous enough to support us and answer our questions.

32 As depicted above, the speed of the acoustic simulations is not compatible with parametric de-
sign methods – let alone iterative approaches. Although I cannot imagine how, they did manage 
it in the case study Vaulted Auditorium (section 3.4). 

Fig. 3.25: The digital acoustic simulation is set up analogue to the actual-
ly conducted measurement, whereby six receiver positions are combined 
with two emitter positions. 
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Three situations were simulated for comparison and potentially for prediction 
of the intervention’s performance (Fig. 3.26): 

a) the original situation 
b) a flat, non-adapted version and 
c) a spatially unfolding, adapted version. 

An unobjectionable benchmarking of the digital simulation was not possible, 
since only the measurement of the initial situation, but no reliable measurement 
of an altered spatial situation was available. Nevertheless, the simulation of the 
original situation came rather close to the outcome of the actual measurement, 
showing only a slightly higher reverberation time. 

For both versions of an added acoustic structure, the absorption coefficient of 
the polyethylene felt was specified in the simulation, as provided by the manu-
facturer. They are given for the absorbing material installed with a gap of 30 mm 
against its background. 

Both, in reality as well as in the acoustic simulation, only a certain ratio of the 
sound that hits the absorption material is actually absorbed. A further share of the 
sound is reflected by the material. The remaining, not insignificant share pene-
trates the material and hits the (concrete) surface behind it. Thereupon most of it 
is reflected and thus hits the felt again – this time from the back – to be absorbed, 
reflected and transmitted proportionately. Due to the different wavelengths, the 
distance between the absorber and the background has a decisive influence on 
how strongly specific frequencies are absorbed. 

Coinciding with the small absorption coefficients for low frequencies speci-

Fig. 3.26: Reverberation time (T30) as simulated for (a) the original situation, (b) a flat acoustic ceiling and (c) an adapted acous-
tic ceiling as realised. 
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fied by the manufacturer[33], the simulation showed negligible improvement for 
low frequencies. The measured results, however, deviate significantly from the 
simulated performance of the realized adapted acoustic ceiling (Fig. 3.27). In 
particular for lower frequencies, the realized acoustic structure outperforms the 
simulated one. Most probably, this is due to the varying and generally larger gap 
between the polyethylene felt and the concrete ceiling, which is not covered in 
the technical specifications. This indicates that meaningful predictions can only 
be made when absorption coefficients are known for the specific installation 
situation. 

Inaccurate absorption coefficients apply for all version containing the polyeth-
ylene felt respectively. Therefore, comparing versions qualitatively may still be 
valuable, even though the simulation lacks precision to make reliable quantita-
tive predictions. As can be seen in Fig. 3.26, the spatially unfolding, adapted ceil-
ing outperforms the flat, non-adapted ceiling in almost all frequency ranges. It is 
also noteworthy that the improvement is more evenly distributed. (Rumpf, Schein, et 
al. 2018)

The area of absorption material was (almost) the same size for both versions 
of an acoustic ceiling. Taking into account that the area of polyethylene felt 
increases in the spatially unfolding version, the advantage should also increase. 
The advantage of the bespoke version should be even bigger if the emitters in the 
simulation would match the actual sources of noise in the office space. 

33 Absorption coefficient of Lanisor are specified for ‘low frequencies’ as: 1% for 62.5 Hz, 4% for 
125 Hz and 15% for 250 Hz.

Fig. 3.27: Reverberation time (T30) as measured (a) before and (b) after installing the adapted acoustic ceiling. 
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Fg. 3.28: Realized adapted acoustic ceiling. a) Some of the tallest and smallest elements. b) Transition from planar to three-di-
mensional elements.
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Benefits and difficulties when employing acoustic simulation
First of all, it must be stated that the realised adapted acoustic ceiling has consid-
erably improved the acoustic quality in the office space. As shown in Fig. 3.27, 
the standardized acoustical measurement reveals that the reverberation time for 
the relevant frequency ranges (125-4000 Hz) is predominantly below 0.7 s after 
the installation.[34] This coincides with the positive subjective impression of the 
content users. 

In this sense, but also as an eye-catching structure representing the client’s 
design philosophy, the project was a success.[35] 

Moreover, the project provided valuable insights on the implementation of 
acoustic simulation into a design process, as a case study. 

With respect to the implementation of acoustic simulations in an early design 
stage; i.e. as a driver for geometry formulation, several difficulties were iden-
tified. The most substantial obstacle is the lack of clear dependencies between 
simulated acoustic performance and macro-geometry. Due to material properties 
typically unknown in a conceptual design stage as well as a certain fuzziness of 
elements within the space, reliable quantitative results cannot be obtained with 
a feasible effort. Implementing acoustic simulation into an associative design 
method – not to mention iterative procedures – was not feasible, because the 
duration of each, even highly abstracted simulation took too long. 

With respect to the usefulness of acoustic simulations for comparing variations 
in a later design stage, they proved to be beneficial. Although the simulation 
lacks precision for accurate quantitative performance predictions – particularly 
when installing even established sound absorbing material in a novel way – they 
allow to compare two or more variants without the necessity to build them. 

34 There is no generally accepted value specified. However, the following references may help to 
assess the accomplished value:  
a) In the German evaluation system for sustainable buildings for office and administrative 
buildings (Bewertungssystem Nachhaltiges Bauen (BNB) Büro- und Verwaltungsbauten) a re-
verberation time of ≤ 0.8 sec in multi-person offices > 40 m2 is required to establish ‘comfortable 
conditions’ (full score). A value ≤ 1.0 sec it is still enough for ‘good conditions’ (60 out of 100 
points). And for values > 1.0 sec you would not get any more points for a certification. (Bunde-
sministerium für Umwelt, Naturschutz, Bau und Reaktorsicherheit (BMUB) 2011, B1)  
b) The VBG (the governmental insurance for the administrative sector in Germany) recommends 
a reverberation time of 0.5 to 0.8 sec in its guideline for ‘acoustics in the office’, in order to 
ensure good speech intelligibility. (VBG 2012, 11)

35 Despite the overall size and amount of non-standard parts the structure was also still economical-
ly reasonable, due to the fabrication concept described above.
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3.4_Case study B3 – Vaulted Auditorium, Barranquilla
The Vaulted Auditorium, whose design process is the subject of the following 
section, is part of the future building for an arts school in Barranquilla, Colom-
bia. The project, entitled Fábrica de Cultura (Fig. 3.30), is the result of a joint 
research project between several institutes of the ETH Zurich.[36] 

The multi-purpose auditorium – more precisely its vaulted roof structure 
that is the subject of particular interest – was developed by the Block Research 
Group (BRG). The room itself is rectangular in plan and has dimensions of 
18.5 × 25.0 m. It has a stage on one of the shorter sides and an audience area, 
the larger part of which is inclined at an angle of 17°, on the opposite side. The 
ceiling, which is the main sound reflecting surface of the auditorium, consists of 
a compression-only shell. It is supported at the edges and covers the entire space 
column-free (Fig. 3.29). 

The space shall be used for lectures, theater, dance, Colombian music as well 
as occasionally for classical performances of a small ensemble. From a room 
acoustics point of view, these different uses can be simplified into three cate-
gories with their respective requirements: language, amplified and unamplified 
music. (Echenagucia and Block 2015)

Research at the BRG aims to create expressive and at the same time highly 
efficient structures. One way to achieve this is the use of compression-only 
shells. However, these shell structures typically have a synclastic shape, which 

36 The following three chairs at the ETH Zurich are part of the project team: Urban Think Tank 
Chair (U-TT), Chair for Architecture and Building Systems (A/S) as well as the Block Research 
Group (BRG). (Block Research Group n.d.)

Fig. 3.29: Sectional perspective through the multifunctional auditorium. The compression-only shell, covering the auditorium, 
has both concave as well as convex areas, distributing the sound appropriately. 
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is concave when viewed from the inside. This geometry may cause undesirable 
sound concentrations and echoes. 

The goal of the design approach for the Vaulted Auditorium in Barranquilla 
was accordingly to combine an efficient shell structure with an appropriate sound 
distribution. The process developed and tested employs a multi-objective opti-
mization, which combines aspects of structural as well as acoustic performance 
through their simulation. (Echenagucia and Block 2015)

Admittedly, the design and design process of the Vaulted Auditorium is based 
on extensive academic research. It is developed within an academic setting and 
not even built jet. Nevertheles, it is suitable to be employed as a precedent from 
architectural practice, as it has – with a capacity of 500 spectators – a serious 
size, it must meet the requirements of a permanent structure and the highest 

demands are made with respect to its 
acoustics performance – comparable to 
any other concert auditoria. 

The substantial research that enabled the 
auditorium’s design process is well docu-
mented.[37] The detailed presentation of the 
particular case study in the paper Acoustic 
optimization of funicular shells by Tomás 
Méndez Echenagucia and Philippe Block 
(2015) allows to describe the acoustic 
optimization, the generation of a freeform 
compression-only structure as well as their 
combination by means of a Multi-Objec-
tive Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) in the 
following three sections. 

37 The approach of simulating and optimizing multiple acoustic performance criteria (three: EDT, 
C80 and G) and optimizing a geometry based on this is first presented in (Echenagucia, et al. 
2014). As a case study serves an auditorium with a classic shoe-box shape, whose width, length 
and height serve as variables with a specified range for a parametric model.  
In another case study, presented in (Echenagucia, Sassone, et al. 2014), not the overall geometry 
of an auditorium was considered, but instead the ceiling was defined as a parametric free-form 
surface. Here, the shell’s structural performance was used as an additional criterion, allowing 
both acoustic and structural efficiency to be considered simultaneously.  
Tomás Méndez Echenagucia investigates in his PhD thesis, entitled Computational Search in 
Architectural Design (Echenagucia 2014), how to use computational search processes in general 
in the early phase of architectural design. From the various building performances aspects, he 
proposes search processes for the three fields structural, acoustic and energy design. 

Fig. 3.30: Design of the Fábrica de Cultura in Barranquilla, Colombia. 
The Vaulted Auditorium extends from the basement to the ground floor. 
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3.4.1_Objectifying subjectivity
As depicted in the previous case study, the acoustic quality in office spaces is 
characterized by good audibility and acoustic comfort, depending primarily on a 
short reverberation time – and thus almost exclusively on geometry independent 
sound absorption (section 3.3.3). 

In contrast, the acoustic quality of spaces intended for the enjoyment of music 
depends greatly on an even distribution of sound as well as the arrival time of 
reflected sound energy – and thus on sound scattering and the overall size and 
shape of the space. The geometry and position of sound reflecting surfaces in 
relation to the sound sources and the audience is decisive. Thus, there is a direct 
and significant connection between acoustic performance and geometry. (Echenagu-
cia and Block 2015)

If one does not focus exclusively on reverberation time, the question arises 
as to how a good acoustic can be determined – and vice versa, how it might be 
created. 

Acoustic parameters and their distribution
“Since Sabine, the subjective impressions experienced by listeners […] have been related to 
objective measures or room acoustic parameters.” (Echenagucia and Block 2015) 

The American physicist and pioneer in the field of architectural acoustics, Wal-
lace Clement Sabine (1868-1919), mentioned in the above quote, developed in 
the late 1890’s the concept of reverberation time, which became the basis for the 
study of room acoustics to come. Although reverberation time was the accepted 
key acoustic parameter for decades, auditorium designers and musicians have 
recognized that reverberation time is not the only parameter that determines 
whether a room is good or bad as a concert hall. Other parameters were identified 
and ways had to be devised to measure them. 

Terms, such as ‘warmth’, ‘clarity’, ‘intimacy’, ‘resonance’, ‘strength’, ‘defini-
tion’, ‘fullness of tone’ but of course ‘reverberation’ too, are used by musicians 
as well as audience to describe their subjective impressions. The challenge for 
acousticians is to establish what objective physical characteristics might influ-
ence such criteria – and which numeric values are the respective optimal ones. 

Typically, a set of specific acoustic parameters as well as their optimal val-
ues is selected by acousticians according to the purpose of the space. A room 
intended for symphonic orchestras for instance requires long reverberation time, 
while a room intended for speech requires high clarity and definition – and thus a 
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short reverberation time.[38] 
The overall sound quality is thus determined by several parameters, each 

describing one aspect (such as ‘clarity’, ‘reverberation’, etc.). Not to make it too 
easy, the values of the parameters typically differ both for the different sound fre-
quencies as well as for different listening positions. Hence, the acoustic param-
eters are measured in different positions within a space, with each measurement 
representing the acoustic quality of that particular spot. It is affected by the 
distance between source and receiver, the overall conditions of the space as well 
as local specificities, such as vicinity of sidewalls, balcony overhangs, balcony 
fronts, etc. Upon execution of these distributed measurements, the distribution of 
acoustic performance can be calculated in order to anticipate the overall acoustic 
quality of the entire space.[39] (Echenagucia and Block 2015)

Computational acoustic simulation
Almost all acoustic parameters are calculated from a measured impulse response, 
whereby an impulse is emitted by an omnidirectional sound source at one posi-
tion (in the case of a concert hall typically the stage) and recorded in different 
positions in the room (at concert halls typically multiple positions within the 
audience area). 

It is common practice today to simulate the impulse response and the deriving 
acoustic parameters using computational models. The most common techniques 
are ray tracing and the image source model.[40] 

As described by Echenagucia and Block (2015), the following three acoustic 
parameters were selected to assess the acoustic performance of the Vaulted Audi-
torium in Barranquilla: 

a) early decay time (EDT) 
b) definition (D50) 
c) sound strength (G) 

38 The Vaulted Auditorium in Barranquilla is supposed to be used by students and performers 
primarily for amplified music and theater. The possibility of being used for non-amplified perfor-
mances should also be given. 

39 The interpolation of several measuring positions as well as measuring cycles is also discussed in 
the previous case study in section 3.3.3.

40 As in the previous case study (section 3.3), the tool Pachyderm Acoustical Simulation was used 
for the digital acoustic simulation of the auditorium in Barranquilla. Pachyderm is a plug-in 
fully embedded in the environment of Rhinoceros and Grasshopper with a growing number of 
simulation algorithms that work for mesh or NURBS models. Its acoustic simulation allows for 
prediction of various acoustic parameters as well as for auralization. Pachyderm combines ray 
tracing with image source sampling. (van der Harten 2013), (Echenagucia and Block 2015) 
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Their selection is based on the characteristics of the space and in particular on 
the requirements resulting from the intended use. 

In order to judge these parameters as fitness criteria for the employed multi-pa-
rameter optimization, their distribution in considered. Since the three parameters 
all have different optimal values and are not measured in the same units[41], the 
simulated values are normalized, resulting in values from 0 to 1, whereby 1 is the 
optimal value. Thus, the optimization may seek to maximize the quality values 
for each one of the respective three fitness functions. (Echenagucia and Block 2015) 

As described above, an even distribution of sound is crucial for a good acoustic 
quality of an auditorium. Since the distribution and the arrival time of reflected 
sound energy depends directly on the geometry of the sound reflecting surfaces; 
in this case the vaulted ceiling, it is an obvious choice to use them as variables 
for an acoustic optimization. 

3.4.2_Subjectifying objectivity
With the ambition to create a highly efficient structure, a compression-only shell 
was striven for as a roof. Compression-only shell structures tend to be synclastic 
with their concave side below. As concave surfaces concentrate sound over small 
areas, they may cause sound concentrations in small audience areas, echoes and 
sound colouration. Convex surfaces, in contrast, diffuse sound over larger areas. 

One opportunity for the application of compression-only structures for concert 

41 In fact, only the ‘early decay time’ (EDT), which describes the subjectively perceived reverber-
ation has a unity. Its optimal value for the present situation and use is 2.0 sec. The optimal value 
for the parameter ‘definition’ (D50) is non-dimensional and should be < 0.5. (Echenagucia and 
Block 2015)

Fig. 3.31: Trust Network Analysis (TNA) asso-
ciates a two-dimensional form diagram (Γ) and 
a two-dimensional force diagram (Γ*) with a 
three-dimensional network of thrusts (G). 
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auditoriums opens up with Thrust Network Analysis (TNA), which is capable 
to generate forms under pure compression that go beyond synclastic surfaces. 
(Echenagucia and Block 2015) 

Compression only as structural parameter 
Echenagucia and Block (2015) characterise Thrust Network Analysis (TNA) as a 
form-finding method capable of generating compression-only discrete networks 
under vertical loading conditions, which gives the designer a high degree of con-
trol over the shape by allowing different force flow assumptions in the network. 

The method establishes a direct relationship between a two-dimensional form 
diagram and an associated two-dimensional force diagram of a three-dimen-
sional network of compression members, referred to as thrusts (Fig. 3.31). Any 
node within this network with a valance higher than three; i.e. with more than 
three thrusts connecting, is statical indeterminate. Therefore, TNA allows for 
the existence of more than one force diagram that satisfies the requirements for 
the thrusts network to be in equilibrium in compression only. Thus, multiple 
compression-only shapes can be generated from the same two-dimensional form 
diagram. An elongated force branch in the force diagram results in a shallower 
thrust network, while shortening the same results in a steeper compression-only 
shape (Fig. 3.32). 

This feature is exploited in TNA to generate different compression-only 
geometries with the same form diagram. Hence, it allows the designer to explore 
multiple solutions. (Echenagucia and Block 2015) 

Fig. 3.32: Any node with four or more compression members is statical indeterminate, thus allows different feasible flows of 
forces and, consequently, for multiple compression-only shapes. 
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Computational generation of compression-only structures
The computational generation of a variety of compression-only structures is 
based on the automated manipulation of force branches. They become the varia-
bles that allow the genetic algorithm to create potential solutions (Fig. 3.33) and 
thus turns TNA into a quasi-parametric model.[42] 

In the specific case of the multi-purpose auditorium in Barranquilla, force 
branches are grouped to sets, associated with one variable to adjust the length 
of all branches within one row or column (Fig. 3.34-right). Arches at the shorter 
sides of the auditorium are further variables for the algorithmic search process. 
The height and inclination of the arch behind the stage and the height of the arch 
at the entrance are adjustable (Fig. 3.34-left). (Echenagucia and Block 2015) 

42 The tool employed was RhinoVAULT, which is based on TNA. It is an interactive plug-in for 
the creation of compression-only shapes within Rhinoceros. RhinoVAULT was developed by the 
Block Research Group. As it provides an API that allows to incorporate its functions into Rhino 
Python scripts, it was possible to generate compression-only shapes directly from values out of 
the genetic search process. (Echenagucia and Block 2015)

Fig. 3.33: Manipulating sets of force branches alters the shape of the compression-only structure generated through a para-
metric TNA model. 

Fig. 3.34: Setup for the algorithmic search 
process. The arches (height and inclina-
tion) as well as the rows and columns of 
the force branches are the variables. 
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Thus, variants can be generated, all of which meet the objective requirement 
of being compression-only structures. They could be evaluated on the basis of 
(subjective) aesthetic considerations – or on the basis of multiple acoustic param-
eters. 

3.4.3_Combining acoustic performance and structural efficiency 
Through the use of TNS, as depicted above, it is guaranteed that the search space 
consists exclusively of compression-only geometries. This not only means that 
the search space is made up entirely of the kind of structures of interest, but also 
that no distinct criterion for the structural efficiency is needed in the genetic 
search process. Accordingly, the optimization can do without a structural fitness 
function. (Echenagucia and Block 2015)

With three proposed acoustic performance criteria (EDT, D50 and G), there 
are, however, still multiple parameters that shall be optimized. 

Multi-objective genetic algorithms
Optimization problems with respect to more than one objective; i.e. multi-objec-
tive optimization, differs from single objective optimization in that not only one 
but multiple objective functions are considered in order to compare solutions and 
determine which one is best. For instance, a solution A outperforms a solution B. 
With contrasting objective functions however, solution A might not outperform 
solution B for all criteria. Solution A may outperform solution B with respect to 
one goal, while solution B outperforms solution A with respect to another goal. 

As Echenagucia and Block (2015) depict, this relationship is studied with the 
concept of dominance. They formulate the following two statements that summa-
rize the concept of dominance: 

a) For solution A to dominate solution B, solution A must outperform or 
equal solution B in all functions AND solution A must outperform solu-
tion B in at least one function. 

b) If solution A outperforms or equals solution B in all objective functions 
except at least one function, in which solution B outperforms solution 
A, then A and B do not dominate each other. 

A non-dominated solution is one that is not dominated by any other solution 
from the solution space. Typically, it dominates many other solutions, but may 
not dominate all other solutions. Hence, several non-dominated solutions might 
exist. 

The set of all non-dominated solutions in a solution space is referred to as 
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Pareto Front, named after the Italian engineer and economist Vilfredo Pareto 
(1848-1923). This set is also referred to as trade-off set, since the solutions 
contained represent the respective best solutions for each criterion, as well as 
solutions that perform best on average; i.e. after trading off the individual crite-
ria. (Echenagucia and Block 2015) 

For optimizations with two objectives, the Pareto front can be represented in a 
two-dimensional graph. For three criteria, as in this case study, the Pareto front is 
three-dimensional and, accordingly, for optimizations with n objective functions 
it is n-dimensional. 

Hindsight
The multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) used for the auditorium roof 
contains three fitness functions for the three selected acoustic performance 
parameters. Its results are therefore represented in a 3D Pareto front. To assess 
and compare the individual non-dominated solutions, it is convenient to break 
the 3D front down into three 2D sections. Thus, two criteria can be associated 
with each other in each section, as depicted in Fig. 3.35. 

Echenagucia and Block (2015) point out, that the Pareto front formed for the 
acoustic parameters ‘early decay time’ (EDT) – characterising the impression 
of reverberation – and ‘definition’ (D50) – characterising speech intelligibility 
– is the most contrasting one (Fig. 3.35-a). This is not surprising, since a longer 
reverberation time causes an inferior definition of sound. 

According to Echenagucia and Block (2015), the MOGA managed to find 

Fig. 3.35: Non-dominated solutions for the multi-purpose auditorium in Barranquilla. Represented as 2D sections of the 3D 
Pareto front depicting the following respective two acoustic parameters: a) EDT/D50. b) EDT/G. c) D50/G. 
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various compression-only shells with quality values close to 1; i.e. close to the 
optimal value, for both parameters. Hence, the MOGA was able to manage this 
contrast. 

Based on its acoustic performance, spatial quality as well as further architec-
tural considerations[43], one of these shells was selected for further development 
(Fig. 3.36). The selected non-dominated solution has both convex and concave 
areas. Of paramount importance for the even distribution of sound and thus opti-
mal acoustic performance values, is the convex area in the longitudinal section 
above the stage. 

Echenagucia and Block (2015) summarize that an appropriate sound distribu-
tion and good performance values for different acoustic parameters are achieved 
by avoiding sound concentrations in small areas, which are typical for concave 
synclastic shapes. 

Hence, the multi-objective optimization helped indeed to find an acousti-
cally well performing solution under the given constraints; i.e. for a compres-
sion-only structure. However, the design approach has not actually contributed 
to a knowledge gain, since the (possibly negative) implications of the geometry 
of the sound reflecting surfaces on the acoustic quality in auditoria was previ-
ously known. Insights about contrasting acoustic parameters were also known in 
advance. 

Nonetheless, the MOGA allowed to inform the structural form finding with 
acoustic performance parameters and thus enabled the designer to select from the 
various possible, a well performing solution. 

Although requirements such as dimensions and the request for a compres-
sion-only structure have been formulated beforehand, this case study demon-
strates the use of acousic simulation and optimization at a rather early design 
stage. 

43 Unfortunately, these are not specified/stated in the available literature.

Fig. 3.36: Selected solution. The convex shape above the stage in the longitudinal section is of particular importance for the 
uniform distribution of sound and optimal acoustic performance values. 
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3.5_Informed predictions 
The three above present and discussed case studies have shown that embedding 
simulation, let alone optimization, of aspects of light, energy and acoustics at 
an early stage is only partially successful. The approaches as well as the tech-
niques are less established and it is harder to abstract aspects of light, energy and 
particular acoustics and hence numerically evaluate and assess the results of any 
simulation. 

In the case study Adaptable Acoustic Structure (section 3.3) this led to the utili-
zation of some more abstract approaches and methods. Due to a lack of signifi-
cant correlation of geometry and the desired acoustic performance (in this case 
a short reverberation time), computational simulation turned out to be of no use 
for geometry formulation. Predictions about the performance of well-developed 
designs as well as possibly their optimization; i.e. post-design optimization, have 
been identified as more meaningful application of acoustic simulation. 

Only a minor function of the comprehensive and powerful environmental per-
formance simulation tool was employed in the case study Hinged Folded Festival 
Pavilion (section 3.2). For the task at hand as well as its early stage of design, 
various energetic aspects are simply not relevant. The capacity to visualize light 
and shadow, even in their temporal course, and thus to make precise predictions 
facilitates informed decision by the designers. 

However, the case study Vaulted Auditorium (section 3.4) represents a rather 
successful embedding of acoustic simulation and even optimization into an 
architectural design process. The limitation that must be mentioned is that it did 
not really generate any new insights. The possible negative impact of convex sur-
faces on the acoustics was as well-known as the conflict between long reverber-
ation time and good intelligibility. Nonetheless, the design approach has helped 
the designers to identify possibly well performing solutions.
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4_Structural simulation 
The focus of the last three case studies presented and discussed is structural 
simulation and optimization. They represent the most established use of com-
putational simulation and optimization in the design process – and are the most 
obvious examples of the approach of informed form generation. 

4.1_Uncover hidden structural behaviours
When employing conventional form finding approaches, the correlation between 
geometry and structural behavior is often obvious. However, other structural 
behaviors, particularly those that are scale dependent, might be less obvious or 
even hidden. 

While the necessary form of a compression only structure might be easy 
to comprehend, it is more difficult to see where and how a geometry shall be 
adapted to make a structure more efficient, which transfers loads both via mem-
brane forces and via bending – as in the case study Möbiusbank (section 4.2). 

It might also be clearly comprehensible that there is a probability that ele-
ments connected with hinged joints can be corrugated in such a way that a stable 
system is created. The way in which the structure has to be folded, however, is 
less obvious – which was the challenge in the case study Hinged Folded Festival 
Pavilion (section 4.3). 

Hence, the approaches presented are based on less obvious structural princi-
ples than is the case studies employing physic simulation. At the same time, the 
computational tools, mostly based on the finite element method (FEM), are fully 
integrated into the design environment of architects and the combination with 
evolutionary optimization works conveniently. The effort to embed structural 
simulation and optimization into the design process is therefore, and other as 
with the case studies from the realm of light energy and acoustics, reasonable. 

Thus, the following three case studies can be sorted between the first three 
(Physic simulation) and the second three (Light, energy and acoustic simulation) 
case studies. 

In all three following case studies the same simulation tool is used and coupled 
with a range of optimization approaches. Again, it is on the one hand the ability 
to make more precise predictions about the performance than it would be possi-
ble on the basis of models or assumptions, and on the other hand and particularly 
to produce and fast, iteratively and comprehensively test variants, which repre-
sents the biggest advantages of the presented design approaches. 
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4.2_Case study C1 – Möbiusbank
The structure entitled Möbiusbank[1], presented and discussed within this section, 
is the result of an academic project, which was aiming to echo the paradigm shift 
we witnessed over the past decades in the principles of architectural design based 
on the advancement of digital design and manufacturing. Particularly the pos-
sibilities of using structural simulation and optimization approaches in an early, 
conceptual design stages ought to be tested. 

An in-depth description of the project with a particular focus on the structural 
optimization and its implementation into the development of the design is given 
in the paper Structural Surface – multi parameter structural optimization of a 
thin high performance concrete object (Rumpf, Grohmann, et al. 2015). These aspects are 
presented in the sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. 

1 Möbiusbank translates to Möbius-bench in remembrance to the well-known Möbius strip. It’s a 
play on words, with the two similar-sounding German terms ‘Bank’ (bench) and ‘Band’ (strip).

Fig. 4.1: Photograph of the realized structure entitled Möbiusbank. 
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The paper Seamless rigid connections of thin concrete shells – a novel stop-
end construction technique for prefab elements (Eisenbach, Grohmann, et al. 2015) 
depicts in particular the structural aspects of the project as well as the joining 
technique developed in its context. These aspects are discussed in even more 
detail in Philipp Eisenbach’s dissertation Processing of Slender Concrete Shells 
– Fabrication and Installation (Eisenbach 2017, 102-125 and 149-181). In section 4.2.1 
only the most relevant structural aspect as well as information on the joining 
technique are given. 

A comprehensively illustrated depiction of the project, including the un-re-
alised designs from the studio, is given in the book Structural Surface – Com-
putational design, optimization and realization of a freeform object from high 
performance concrete (Grohmann, Eisenbach and Rumpf 2017)

4.2.1_Integration of research into education
To design, detail and realize a free-form object from high performance concrete 
on the campus at the University of Kassel was the task in the project structural 
surface, conducted in summer term 2014. A group of 27 students from the school 
of architecture in their bachelor- as well as master-studies participated in the stu-
dio. The project was supervised by a mixed team of structural engineers as well 
as architects, with a particular interest in computational design.[2] 

A prominent spot at the heart of the campus was provided by the University. 
Just outside the central canteen, the site is clearly visible from all sides. Above 
a small stream, next to a willow tree, it suits to rest there or have lunch. Neither 
programme nor function were given or predefined, but the students were asked 
to respond to the location with their design. Given and decisive was however the 
material to be used[3] as well as a particular research agenda. 

In this sense, the project ‘structural surface’ was both a research project as 
well as an educational experiment. It is a huge challenge for students to design, 
execute the detailed planning and realize a structure within one semester.[4] 
Nonetheless, it fuels the students’ motivation extraordinary to see that the own 
design is being implemented. Unresolved details cannot be hidden or obscured 

2 For a detailed list of involved parties, sponsors and participating students see section Project 
Credits.

3 The same micro-mesh reinforced high-performance concrete as used for the concrete mobile 
depicted in depicted in section 2.2; detailed information is given there (section 2.2.1).

4 The time frame of the project structural surface was three months – from 17 April till 17 July 
2014.
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when a structure is actually realized. Thus, there is the opportunity to get to 
know aspects of the profession that are not dealt with in conventional, traditional 
design studios. (Grohmann, Eisenbach and Rumpf 2017) 

Research agenda
The mentioned research agenda did comprise two objectives: 

a) To develop and test design approaches, which employ structural simula-
tion and optimization at an early, conceptual design stage. 

b) To extended the possibilities of application for the material used, by 
developing a rigid joining technique that allows to connect prefabri-
cated elements. 

With regard to the latter; i.e. fabrication, a novel, fully rigid joining technique 
for prefabricated elements was developed, tested and implemented in the final 
construction.[5] 

With regard to the computational 
design approach, easy to use compu-
tational structural analysis tools were 
employed to provide feedback on the 
structural performance and thus inform 
decision making within the design pro-
cess. The motivation derives on the one 
hand from a general interest in efficient, 
form-active structures, and on the other 
hand from the fact that embedding such 
tools technically into the design process 
became increasingly easy and friction-
less.[6] It ought to be tested, whether 
these tools not only allow to easily 
simulate and optimize structural 
performance of a geometry while 
designing, but also to comprehend the 
relation between form and structural 
performance on the basis of the flow of 

5 An in-depth description can be found in (Eisenbach, Grohmann, et al. 2015), (Grohmann, Eisen-
bach and Rumpf 2017, 58-71) and (Eisenbach 2017, 102-125 and 149-181)

6 A concrete description of how this development has changed the way structural engineers work 
and how it challenged the thinking in established typologies, is given in (Bollinger, Grohmann 
and Tessmann 2008). 

Fig. 4.2: Visualisation of the winning design from competition phase. 
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forces. The declared aim was to promote the idea of informed form generation 
instead of contrasting form finding versus form making. (Rumpf, Grohmann, et al. 2015)

Educational experiment 
The project ‘structural surface’ was subdivided into three phases of four weeks 
each, according to the semester. 

The first phase was set up in the fashion of an architectural competition. Pre-
liminary design concepts were developed by the participants, divided into seven 
groups of three to five students.[7] An external jury discussed and judged the 
designs and recommended one for further elaboration and realization. The win-
ning design concept proposed a bench describing the shape of a Möbius strip[8] 
(Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3). 

From the second phase onwards, an office-like structure was implemented and 
all 27 students worked on the selected design. 

Small working groups have teamed up to work on specific individual aspects in 
the second phase. This included, among other things, the further development of 
the design, issues of processing the free-form formwork and the micro-reinforce-
ment as well as the documentation of the project. The development and testing of 
the novel joining technique as well as the integration of the structural simulation 
into the design process were also part of this phase.

In the third phase; i.e. the four weeks before the end of semester exhibition of 
the school of architecture, the structure was finally built. The completed object, 
entitled Möbiusbank, has since been well received and appreciated, which makes 
everyone involved proud. (Grohmann, Eisenbach and Rumpf 2017)

7 All seven proposals are documented in (Grohmann, Eisenbach and Rumpf 2017, 11-25).

8 The Möbius strip in named after the mathematician August Ferdinand Möbius, who described 
it in 1858. It is characterized by having only one edge and one side. The best way to illustrate a 
Möbius strip on the basis of a model in which you take a strip of paper, twisted it by 180° and 
then sticking its ends together.

Fig. 4.3: Ergonomic considerations were one design driving force. 
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Design concept and construction strategy
Two manufacturing constraints were known from the beginning: 

a) It was preferred not to concrete in situ, but to process the material under 
laboratory conditions. To ensure that the concrete flows through the fine 
reinforcement even with complex geometries and slender cross-sec-
tions, self-compacting concrete with a low viscosity; i.e. high flowa-
bility, is used. Therefore, the requirements for the consistency of the 
concrete are extremely high.[9] 

b) There was no crane available to transport an entire object from the labo-
ratory to the construction site. 

Due to prefabrication in a laboratory and the lack of a crane, it was necessary 
to partition the object and assemble elements on site. The required segmentation 
resulted in the necessity to develop a connection technique to join individual 
parts together at the construction site.

The structural concept for the Möbi-
usbank envisaged a fully rigid system; 
i.e. also fully rigid joints. A connec-
tion by means of steel components 
was excluded for financial as well as 
aesthetic reasons. To ensure the rigidity 
of a concrete-to-concrete joint, the rein-
forcement layers must overlap. Since 
this requires the mesh reinforcement 
protruding from the prefabricated parts, 
there is the need for a casting stop, 
which is penetrated by the reinforce-
ment. As depicted below, the solution 
is a water-soluble mortar, used at those 
edges of the prefabricated elements that 
will later be connected. 

The self-weight of any prefabricated element was restricted in order to allow 
them to be carried by three to four people from the laboratory to the site (Fig. 
4.4). On site, the six segments are positioned and aligned according to the final 

9 A precise time schedule for the mixing process under laboratory conditions has been developed. 
The order of adding the components, water temperature, mixing time and machine speed was 
taken into account. It has been determined that a minimum slump of 37.5 cm using a Hägermann 
cone must be achieved to ensure a smooth concrete flow. More information on the material are 
given in (Eisenbach 2017).

Fig. 4.4: Segmentation of Möbiusbank into ele-
ments that can be carried by three to four people. 
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geometry, using a temporary substruc-
ture (Fig. 4.5). With the help of indi-
vidual formworks, the seams are then 
cast on site to achieve the fully rigid, 
load-bearing connection (Fig. 4.6). 
Unlike typical construction procedures, 
casting the two foundations is the 
final step in the construction sequence 
before removing the temporary jig. 
(Eisenbach, Grohmann, et al. 2015)

The curved geometry of the object 
requires a double-sided formwork, 
which was milled with a CNC router 
from blocks of PU foam (Fig. 4.7-a). 
In order to withstand the concrete with 
a high flowability and, in the case of 
the higher components, enormous 
hydrostatic pressure, the formwork 
must be absolutely watertight and very 
stable. The formwork was coated after 
milling (Fig. 4.7-b). A mould release 
agent was applied before casting. The 
characteristic micro-reinforcement, 
made of planar wire mesh, was tailored 
according to a specific pattern and 
layer-wise interwoven to realize both 
the synclastic and anticlastic double 
curvature of the geometry (Fig. 4.7-c). 
(Rumpf, Grohmann, et al. 2015)

Fig. 4.5: Assembly process using a temporary 
substructure. 

Fig. 4.6: The prefabricated elements were joint on site via casting of the seams in a second step. 
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Seamless rigid connection
The uniformly distributed micro-reinforcement with small diameters and small 
axial rebar distances is mainly responsible for the characteristic and eponymous 
property – which is having a high ductility – of the employed material DUCON. 
DUCON stands for DUctile CONcrete. 

As depicted in the case study Stable Equilibrium (section 2.2.1), the micro-re-
inforcement consists of steel wire meshes stapled layer wise over the entire cross 
section. The reinforcement bars of the meshes are arranged orthogonal crosswise; 
they have a diameter of ø = 1.2 mm and an axial distance of 12.5 mm. 

While the characteristic reinforcement is responsible for the positive properties 
of the material, it poses also the biggest challenge for the connection. In order to 
concrete two prefabricated elements together rigidly, the connection reinforce-
ment must protrude out of the elements – and thus from the closed and watertight 
formwork. 

Wherever concrete elements are cast in successive steps but continuous rein-
forcement is required, a casting stop is used. Commonly, a casting stop is estab-
lished either by means of wooden formwork with holes for the reinforcing bars 

Fig. 4.7: Fabrication of formwork and reinforcement: a) Milling of PU-foam with a 3-axis CNC router, b) coating of the formwork 
and c) tailoring of the reinforcement. 

Fig. 4.8: Closed formwork for one concrete element of Möbiusbank ready for concreting. 
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or it is made by means of an expanded metal through which the reinforcement 
is punched. The former is labour intense for assembly and even more so when 
stripping of the formwork. The latter has the advantage that the expanded metal 
can remain in the concrete as lost formwork and, above that, it forms a rough 
contact surface for transmitting shear forces in the joint. 

For the casting of floors, reinforced with the employed mesh reinforcement, 
a casting stop can be created with a small ridge of sand. It can be removed with 
a vacuum device after the concrete has cured. While concreting, the sand is not 
pushed away, as self-compacting concrete is used. 

However, neither the above depicted, established techniques to make a casting 
stop, nor the technique developed specifically for the material used, are applica-
ble. The commonly used techniques; i.e. wooden formwork or expanded metal, 
are not compatible with the mesh micro-reinforcement. The technique of the 
sand ridge is not usable due to the hydrostatic concrete pressure. 

Fig. 4.10: The concept of closing 
the formwork envisages the us-
age of a water-soluble mortar that 
can be washed of after hardening 
of the concrete element. 

Fig. 4.09: Assembly on site: The prefabricated concrete elements of Möbiusbank are a) positioned and b) the reinforcement is 
interwoven before c) all joints are concreted with individual formwork. 
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The requirements for the casting stop are conflicting. On the one hand, the seal 
must be absolutely watertight and stable enough to withstand the hydrostatic 
pressure of the fresh concrete.[10] On the other hand, it must be easy to remove 
without mechanically damaging the reinforcement.

The solution developed is the use of a water-soluble mortar, which uses lime as 
binder. After hardening of the concrete, the mortar can be removed with a strong 
jet of water without damaging the reinforcement. (Eisenbach, Grohmann, et al. 2015)

4.2.2_Computational structural optimization
The digital simulation of the load-bearing capacity of truss structures as well 
as surface structures has become convenient by today. New digital tools allow 
for the integration of engineering tools within 3D-modelling environments used 
by architects, with the advantage that any change of the input; i.e. the geometry 
modelled, causes an immediate reaction in the structural simulation. Hence, if 
variants are generated automatically, they can also be automatically simulated. If 
an evaluation is integrated as well, optimization is facilitated. 

A parametric model of the structure; i.e. a digital model that is based on adjust-
able values, is a necessity in order to conduct such an automated computational 
optimization. Generally speaking, procedures that incorporate optimization of 
one or multiple criteria tend to be iterative and non-linear. 

The design idea for the Möbiusbank originated before or rather together with 
the form. The Möbius strip, as a mathematical model and with its property of 
forming a continuous surface, should reflect the constant presence of science at a 
University. The Möbius strip has only one continuous edge and one side. If you 
would start painting at any point of the strip, it would be completely coloured at 
the end. However, this conceptual design idea – let’s call it the narrative – had 
not yet been translated into an explicit geometry. 

With regard to the initially stated general interest in efficient, form-active 
structures, some facts were also known. It was evident that curvature is a prereq-
uisite for the activation of membrane forces for load transfer and that double-cur-
vature, either synclastic or anticlastic, is beneficial for reducing the sensitivity to 
buckling.

As stated, we consider optimization not solely as a post-design strategy to 
improve one or multiple aspects of a given design, but rather as a design strategy 
in itself. Therefore, as a prerequisite for the integration of simulation, evaluation 

10 The most extreme shell element reached a pressure height of ~ 70 cm, resulting in a hydrostatic 
pressure of ~ 18 kN/m². (Eisenbach, Grohmann, et al. 2015)
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and optimization into the design process, a parametric model was developed very 
early. It generates the generic geometry of a Möbius strip and allows to create 
and adjust (double-) curvature. (Rumpf, Grohmann, et al. 2015)

Parametric model 
As illustrated in Fig. 4.11, the parametric model[11] of the Möbiusbank was set up 
the following way: An ellipse, described by its centre point as well as the radii 
in x- and y-direction, forms the basis for the overall geometry. Twelve curves are 
arrayed along the ellipse at specific intervals. The curves are defined by three 

11 The graphical algorithm editor Grasshopper was used for the parameterization. It is fully inte-
grated with the 3D NURBS modelling software Rhinoceros.

Fig. 4.11: a) Initial ellipse around centre point with twelve section curves. b) The three control points of each section curve are 
numerically translated. c) Sections as profiles with adjusted thicknesses that are swept along two rail curves. d) 3D model of the 
Möbiusbank. 
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control points each. The twelve section curves are positioned, by translating their 
control points according to numeric parameters. A Möbius strip is created as a 
single surface by sweeping the twelve section curves along two rail curves at 
their respective start- and end-points. A volumetric 3D model of the actual Möbi-
usbank is generated when sweeping section profiles with a specified thickness 
along the rails instead of the section curves. (Rumpf, Grohmann, et al. 2015)

Structural analysis 
The assessment of the structural performance was directly linked to the paramet-
ric model. A tool[12], which is fully embedded in the 3D-modelling and paramet-
ric environment used, allows an immediate response in the structural simulation 
every time the input is changed; i.e. for every adaptation of the parametric 
model. The tool has been developed with the intention to be used particularly 
by architects rather than by engineers alone (Preisinger 2013, 110). It allows to carry 
out the structural analysis for both truss structures as well as surface structures, 
whereby the latter was obviously of interest for our project. 

To assemble the structural model and perform a simulation that allows pre-
dicting the structural behaviour of the respective surface geometry, the following 
data is required: 

a) The geometry to be analysed; in the case of truss structures as beams 
and in the case of surface structures as shells. 

b) The supports; with their position and specification of the restriction 
with respect to translation and rotation in x-, y- and z-direction.

c) The loads; which can be dead-load as well as optional additional loads 
defined as point-loads, line-loads or surface-loads.[13] 

d) The material; whereby one can choose from a selection of predefined 
materials or define a material by its particular properties.[14] 

e) A cross-section or range of cross-sections.[15] 
The structural analysis tool provides numerous information; such as total mass, 

displacement, utilization, principal strains, etc.

12 The structural analysis was carried out with the finite element (FE) add-on karamba, developed 
by Clemens Preisinger in collaboration with Bollinger + Grohmann Engineers.

13 This input is optional, whereby by default only dead weight is applied if no further details are 
given.

14 Concrete C80/95 was assigned in the case of the structural simulation of Möbiusbank since its 
properties are closest to those of the material used.

15  his input is optional. A material thickness of 1 cm is set per default when no cross-section is 
specified.
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Any of these output information could theoretically be used to evaluate the 
performance of the generated surface structure. In the context of optimization, 
such features are referred to as fitness criteria. Generally speaking, the task of 
optimization is always to either maximize or minimize one or more of such 
criteria. For an automated, computational optimization – as in a parametric envi-
ronment – the fitness criteria must be quantifiable; i.e. numerical values. (Rumpf, 
Grohmann, et al. 2015)

Evolutionary solver 
Apart from an instantaneous data exchange between the geometric model and 
the structural model, its characteristic of being especially fast and lightweight 
facilitates the seamless integration of the structural simulation into an iterative 
optimization cycle using generative procedures. 

The above depicted parametrization of the Möbiusbank allows to adjust the 
geometry of the surface structure via variables, which are referred to as genes 
in the context of evolutionary algorithms. The combination of genes opens up 
an n-dimensional solution space, whereby n equals the number of genes; i.e. 
variables. 

An evolutionary solver has the following basic working principle: In a first 
step, referred to as generation (generation 0), the solver populates a potential 
solution space with a predefined number of, typically evenly distributed, random 
solutions. Each solution, referred to as genome, consists of the combination of 
the respective genes given a specific value for each and every gene. After evalu-
ating every solution against the defined fitness criterion, the solver recombines or 
crossbreeds the fittest of them for the subsequent generations.[16] In order to find 
the best performing combination of genes, the solver continuously repeats this 
process. (Rumpf, Grohmann, et al. 2015) 

4.2.3_Two optimization approaches
For the structural optimization of Möbiusbank, two approaches were used. On 
the one hand the manipulation of the overall geometry of the surface, and on the 
other hand the local adaptation of the material thickness. (Rumpf, Grohmann, et al. 2015)

16 The process is nicely depicted by David Rutten in his article Evolutionary Principles applied to 
Problem Solving (Rutten 2011). David did not only develop the evolutionary solver Galapagos, 
which was utilized for optimization in this case study, but he is also the driving force behind 
Grasshopper.
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Geometry-optimization
As depicted above, the geometry of the Möbiusbank is parametrically defined 
by twelve section curves with three control-points respectively. Each point can 
be moved in two directions using two variables. On the one hand in z-direction; 
steering the vertical undulation of the bench, and on the other hand along the 
initial orientation of the curve to which it belongs; governing the width and angle 
of rotation of the strip (Fig. 4.11-b). Hence, a total of 72 variables (12 curves × 3 
control-points × 2 variables = 72 variables) are determining the overall geometry. 

Initially, a manual manipulation of these numeric variables produces a form, 
which satisfies the demands, arising from the design concept; i.e. constituting a 
Möbius strip, as well as ergonomic considerations (Fig. 4.3). Some of the control 
points were moved from their original, generic position as little as 0.05 m, others 
up to 1.00 m (Fig. 4.11-b). 

The 72 variables serve as genes for the evolutionary optimization. It is 
crucial to determine the range in which the variable can be changed so that the 
optimized geometry still fulfils the desired aesthetic and ergonomic qualities. 
Restricting the domain for each variable defines the solution space as well. Nat-
urally, this limits the potential for optimization. A wider range for each variable 
generates a correspondingly large solution space and thus potentially a greater 
improvement. However, it may also produce undesirable solutions (Fig. 4.12). 
Conversely, a strictly limited range, while ensuring suitable results, allows only 
little room for improvement (Fig. 4.13). 

It is obvious that a geometry, which is unreasonable from a structural point of 
view from the beginning, does not become reasonable through optimization. In 
fact, the simulation of the structural capacities at an early stage should indicate 
whether a geometry is appropriate or not. Areas can be identified in which the 
shape works better than in others. And ideally, knowledge can be gained as to 
why this is the case. This understanding can be incorporated into the revision of 
the geometry or parts of the geometry. 

The design of the Möbiusbank in the competition phase has already been 
informed by digital structural simulations. At this early stage, the knowledge that 
curvature is necessary for the activation of membrane forces, and double-cur-
vature may reduce the sensitivity to buckling, was already influential.[17] (Rumpf, 
Grohmann, et al. 2015)

17 For this reason, only minor improvements could be achieved in the second phase of the project 
through structural optimization.
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Fig. 4.12: With a wide available range of ± 10 cm, deformation under dead load could be reduced by 60%. However, the 
geometry obtained is useless with respect to aesthetic and ergonomic considerations.

Fig. 4.13: Optimizing within a strictly limited range of ± 1 cm delivered a suitable result regarding aesthetics and ergonomics 
while reducing the maximum displacement under self-loads by 15%. 
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Cross-section optimization
A declared goal was to design an efficient structure whose load transfer naturally 
occurs primarily via membrane forces. At the same time, aesthetic as well as 
functional requirements played a decisive role. Thus, bending stresses could not 
be completely avoided. 

Decisive for the required material thickness of the surface structure are pri-
mary those bending forces. They are not evenly distributed – at least not in the 
first place – and hence the material distribution could or should vary as well. 

The used structural simulation tool enables to select a suitable cross-section for 
shell structures depending on the locally occurring forces. The resolution of the 
subdivision into areas of different thicknesses can be controlled. By defining the 
upper and lower limits; i.e. the maximum and minimum thickness[18], as well as 
the step size/increments, a list of possible cross-sections is defined.

The cross-section optimization works in both directions. When starting with a 
uniformly slender cross-section, the thickness is increased where necessary, thus 
reducing the deflection. Alternatively, it is begun with a uniformly bulky, over-
sized cross-section which is locally reduced where possible to reduce the total 
mass; i.e. the material consumption.[19] 

The uneven distribution of bending stresses is decisive for the distribution 
of varying cross-sections. Particularly in proximity to the supports, local stress 
peaks occur. They cause abrupt changes in material thickness, which is why 
undesirable discontinuities in the surface geometry might result from a cross-sec-
tion optimization (Fig. 4.14). These local disruptions work against the intended 
smoothness of the Möbiusbank, which is why the geometry has been remodeled 
manually in these areas. 

In order to verify the results from the two-staged computational structural 
optimization of the Möbiusbank, comprehensive calculations with a stand-alone 
FE-Software were performed.[20] In particular non-linear structural behaviour like 
buckling and 2nd-order analysis as well as simulations to determine the dimen-
sions of the foundation were executed. 

The geometry was thereupon double-checked for the material thickness in the 
critical areas (Fig. 4.15) before the formwork for the actual object was CNC-
milled. (Rumpf, Grohmann, et al. 2015)

18 From first mock-ups, we knew that a minimum thickness of about 20 mm was required to infil-
trate the concrete between the micro reinforcement layers. This defined our lower limit.

19 Results for the two ways are very similar, though not identical.

20 The 3D-FEM-software RFEM was used.
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Fig. 4.14: Möbiusbank after cross-section optimization. Local stress peaks in proximity to the supports cause undesirable 
discontinuities in the surface geometry. 

Fig. 4.15: Calculated minimum material thicknesses. 
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Workflow – possible combinations and dependencies 
“But what is perhaps most interesting is how the structural properties that are normally hidden 
from view – deflections, natural vibrations, force flow lines – can be used creatively in an 
architectural context.” (Preisinger 2013)

To test whether computational structural simulation and optimization is benefi-
cial in understanding relationships between form and structural performance was 
one aspect of our research agenda. 

The above quote by Clemens Preisinger, one of the developers of the software 
used for structural simulation, emphasizes that the visualization of structural 
performance – such as a stronger deflection in one area, or a minor utilization in 
another area – provides insights effortless. We have found that the necessity to 
select a fitness criterion for optimization may also provide valuable insights. 

The structural analysis provides numerous quantifiable performance data 

Fig. 4.16: (top left to bottom right) a) Principal axial forces [kN/m], b) Principal in-plate bending moments [kNm/m], c) Principal 
stress distribution [kN/cm2] and d) Deformation [mm]. 
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that come into consideration as fitness criteria. An obvious approach, precisely 
because it is so graphic, is the reduction of the displacement. As obvious, due to 
the evident numerical comprehensibility, is the reduction of the overall weight; 
i.e. material consumption. The evenly distribution of forces – and material 
respectively – could be a third objective. 

A geometric optimization that aims at evenly distributed forces; i.e. a uniform 
utilization, leads to an assimilation of the thickness. Finally, for the evolutionary 
optimization of the bench’s geometry, minimizing deflection proved to be the 
most suitable fitness criterion. By default, any cross-section optimization leads to 
a more even distribution of stresses. 

By trying out as well as weighing the different fitness criteria, altered geom-
etries are created. In reverse conclusion, the influence of these geometries on 
specific structural performance criteria can be understood and used deliberately. 

A further aspect of our research agenda related to the ease of the workflow and 
potential (technical) obstacles while embedding structural simulation and optimi-
zation into the design process. 

In terms of computational structural optimization, the importance of a para-
metrically defined geometry must be stressed. It is a prerequisite for an iterative 
optimization approach, which becomes obvious when considering the division 
into two consecutive optimization approaches. 

The geometry-optimization was performed employing the above depicted 
evolutionary approach, whereby the modification of the geometry, the structural 
simulation and the evaluation of the results happens in a circular fashion. The 
cross-section optimization, aiming at the local adjustment of the thickness, is 
performed in a second, consecutive step and has a linear fashion. 

A cross-section optimization, if not limited by computational power, could 
be performed for every variant in each iteration of the geometric manipulation. 
However, this would be of no use, as the assigned material thickness cannot be 
fed back into the analysis. The geometric manipulation is based on a parametric 
NURBS geometry (surface), while the result of the cross-section optimization 
is a mesh (solid). The latter is no longer defined parametrically – and thus is not 
suitable for an iterative optimization cycle; i.e. an evolutionary strategy. 

With regard to the developed and tested digital design processes, the pro-
ject has opened a number of other research questions. Of particular note is the 
challenge to consider other, non-structural parameters. Which strategies or tools 
could be used to evaluate and optimize ergonomic aspects of a (furniture) object? 
Is there a way to capture aesthetic criteria in numerical values? 

First and foremost, the geometry of the Möbiusbank is driven by the design 
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concept as well as functional aspects. Ergonomic considerations naturally played 
a prominent role in achieving a comfortable bench (Fig. 4.3). Only after an initial 
form for the piece of furniture was created in the parametric model that fulfils the 
functional constraints, the geometry was adapted with an optimization process. 
Here, the limitation of the design- and thus the solution-space by the designer 
played a decisive role. 

Concluding, it should be mentioned that the project ‘structural surface’ was 
extremely successful as an educational experiment. The motivation of the 
students was greatly enhanced by the opportunity to actually build their design. 
Despite the tight schedule, the group was able to realize a demonstrator whose 
form generation was informed by means of simulation and optimization. The 
Möbiusbank stands as a proof of concept for this innovative design approach. 
(Rumpf, Grohmann, et al. 2015)

Fig. 4.17: Close-up of the thin high-performance concrete object Möbiusbank. 

Fig. 4.18: Realized Möbiusbank.
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4.3_Case study C2 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion – struc-
ture 
The case study referred to as Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion has been already 
discussed in the section 3.2, however, under a different perspective. 

An introduction to the project is given in section 3.2.1 as well as in section 
3.2.2. A discussion of the benefits and challenges of the implementation of sun 
studies is given in section 3.2.3. 

The structural concept as well as the use of structural simulation as a design 
driver within the design process is described in detail in the following section. 

Fig. 4.19: Visualization of the proposed slender festival pavilion at dusk/down. 
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4.3.1_Membrane bearing in lightweight demountable structures 
“Die aus Stahl und Holz produzierten Profile und Halbzeuge, ebenso wie die marktüblichen 
Schalungssysteme für Betonbauteile, implizieren eine möglichst einfache Geometrie und 
Fügung. Demzufolge sind heutige Tragkonstruktionen meistens aus biegebeanspruchten, 
masseintensiven Bauteilen zusammengesetzt. Leichte form-aktive Tragwerke […] sind dagegen 
kaum noch zu finden.”[21] (Mainka, et al. 2013)

Resource-saving use of materials 
The above quote is just one statement which underlines, that, despite the enor-
mous development with regards to digital planning, structural analysis and fabri-
cation, the rule in construction is still the use of standardized industrial products, 
which imply preferably basic geometries. Therefore, in the majority of structures, 
the load transfer occurs primarily – or at least to a considerable extent – through 
bending-stressed components, which entails a high material consumption. 

As previously discussed (section 3.2.1), the design of the pavilion strived for a 
resource-saving use of material. 

The requirement to assemble the pavilion quickly and to be able to use it 
several times meant that it had to be dismountable. This coincides with the more 
general aim to save material through the reuse of components and building mate-
rials. The ambition to save material through lightweight and efficient construc-
tions, again, coincides with the necessity that the pavilion had to be lightweight, 
due to the requirements arising from the rapid assembly, transportation and 
storage of the structure. 

As explained in the section 3.2.1, these goals were achieved by employing: 
a) planar raw material that produces little waste,
b) standardized, low-tech and easy-to-assemble hinges as a connection 

detail and 
c) a load bearing behaviour reduced to membrane action. 

A load transfer exclusively via membrane forces is at the same time a conse-
quence and a prerequisite for the fully hinged connections. 

21 Which translates to: “Off the shelf building products from steel and wood, as well as the 
commercially available formwork systems for concrete components, imply the simplest possible 
geometry and joining. Consequently, today’s structural systems are prevailingly made from 
components under bending-stressed and therefore material intensive. In contrast, lightweight 
form-active structures […] are barely to be found.”
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4.3.2_Structural concept
Overall geometry and boundary conditions
As stated before (section 3.2.2), the festival pavilion’s overall geometry is ini-
tially generated via a hanging model defined by two, three-dimensional boundary 
curves (Fig. 4.20). The boundary curves represent an approximated floorplan 
and entrance layout. The inner curve defines the base of a funnel, acting like a 
column in the centre of the pavilion. The outer curve defines three further sup-
ports, located at the perimeter of the pavilion, formulating arch-like, compressive 
shapes constituting the three entrances. The form finding approach, utilizing a 
digital hanging model, results in a double-curved shell between the inner and 
outer boundary curve. 

The derived double-curved geometry is subsequently triangulated in order 
to allow for the use of planar raw material. To assure isotropic material char-
acteristics, multi-layered plywood with biaxial fibre orientations is used. The 
sheet material can be easily and quickly processed with a CNC milling machine. 
Cavities for fitting the hinged joints in the median plane of the plates are manu-
factured in the same work step. The connection detail, similar to a door hinge, is 
made from steel. They are all identical to assure an unpretentious assembly, by 
simply inserting a bolt (Fig. 3.3). 

The three openings within each triangular element, derived from sun studies as 
well as structural considerations (This aspect is depicted in detail in 3.2.3_Super-
imposing simulations), are also produced in the same step with the CNC-router. 
With respect to the structural system, these openings not only reduce the self-
weight but they are also favourable in terms of wind loads as they release impact 
pressure. 

Fig. 4.20: A digital hanging model generates the initial overall geometry from predefined, three-dimensional boundary curves. 
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Due to the temporary use during summer time, no frost-protected foundation 
is necessary. However, punctual foundations must bear occurring uplift forces. 
(Grohmann, Eisenbach, et al. 2016)

Stability through geometric locking 
The linear hinges, interconnecting the planar, triangular elements, cannot transfer 
any bending forces orthogonal to their axis. They are located in the median plane 
of the plates, which allows to fold almost any angle between two faces of the 
tessellated structure in both directions. This local, controlled folding stabilizes 
the overall structure. 

A non-folded structure with fully hinged joints would basically collapse. Only 
through folding in a particular manner one can achieve a geometry that stiffens 
itself through locking. Two conditions have to be fulfilled, for the geometry to be 
stable: 

a) no two adjacent faces should be in the same plane (Fig. 4.21-top) and
b) no three adjacent supports or vertices should be in one line (Fig. 

4.21-buttom). 
Both (!) requirements must always be met.
One can assume that all corners of a stable subsystem can become the supports 

Fig. 4.21: A tessellated structure with 
hinged joints gains stability when no 
two faces are in one plane (top) AND no 
three adjacent supports are in one line 
(bottom). 
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for the next subsystem. Therefore, one design 
approach, ensuring that the overall structure 
is stable, may be configuring smaller groups 
of elements – possibly following a systematic 
logic – and successively stacking stable sub-
systems on top of each other (Fig. 4.22). 

To start with just any triangulated but not 
folded geometry and move the vertices of 
their faces out of plane until no two neigh-
bouring triangles are in plane and no three 
adjacent vertices are in line; i.e. the above 
listed conditions are met, is another approach 
(Fig. 4.23). 

This second, heuristic strategy is clearly 
suitable for a computational design approach 
and was employed for the design of the 
Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion. (Grohmann, 
Eisenbach, et al. 2016)

Fig. 4.22: All corners of a stable geometry can be taken as 
supports for further faces. 

Fig. 4.23: Exemplary structural manipulations illustrate the development of stability gained by folding. 
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4.3.3_Computational trial and error 
Optimization stories 
The pavilion’s stability is the result of an optimization approach to folding. The 
underlying routine of this procedure can be illustrated best on the basis of the 
simple statical model shown in Fig. 4.21-top: Two planar faces – triangles in our 
case – are connected with fully hinged joints. Three out of four corners are hav-
ing a non-displaceable but non-rigid support. The remaining, mutual corner of 
the system has no support. As long as all four corners are in plane, the structural 
system is unstable. Once one corner of the system is moved out of plane, the sys-
tem gains stability. The load-bearing capacity of the system depends, in addition 
to the material properties, on the steepness of the fold; i.e. the system’s geometry. 

Employing any iterative – in this instance evolutionary – design approach 
necessitates specific features. On the one hand, it must be possible to generated 
variants. On the other hand, there must be criteria by which the generated ver-
sions can be compared.[22] 

In the case of the folded festival pavilion, variants are obviously created by 
moving individual corners. 

A translation vector for one or multiple corners may be defined using the three 
dimensions (x-, y- and z-direction) of the coordinate system. Hence, the geomet-
ric setup can be easily defined in a parametric model with adjustable variables 
representing the translation vectors. They are referred to as genes/genomes in 
the context of genetic algorithms (GA). The range of movement must to be 
constrained to avoid unwanted proportions of the triangles as well as to ensure 
that the folded geometry does not deviate too much from the reference geometry 
generated from the suspension model. 

The criterion by which the generated versions of the folded festival pavilion 
can be compared is whether the system is stable. 

For this purpose, one could either check geometrically if the conditions that 
ensure that there is no bending stress in the hinges; i.e. no two neighbouring 
triangles are in plane and no three adjacent vertices are in line, are satisfied. Or 
one analyses directly the occurring forces within the joints. The latter approach 
was followed. 

As stated above (section 4.3.2), the linear hinges cannot transfer any bending 
forces orthogonal to their axis. Accordingly, the structure is stable when there is 

22 The strategy of automatically generating variants, comparing them by means of specified criteria 
and iteratively producing further variants from the best performing once, was already highlighted 
by the example of a bridge design (section 0.4.2).
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no bending stress in the joints. Consequently, the bending stress in the joints may 
be used as the fitness criterion, which should be minimized to zero. 

The bending forces can be simulated and analysed using a structural analysis 
tool.[23] In order to mimic the connection, flexible orthogonal to their edge, within 
the FE-analysis, the adjacent edges of the triangles are connected by two springs 
each, representing the two fully hinged joints. They do not allow translation 
along any direction. Due to the arrangement, rotation around two axes is also 
blocked by default. Let’s refer to the axis in the direction of the spring as the 
x-axis, that along the edge as the y-axis and their cross-product as the z-axis. 
Both, the rotations around the x- and z-axis are blocked by the second spring. 
Accordingly, the hinges; i.e. springs, can only rotate around their y-axis.[24] 

With this setup innumerable configurations of folding can be generated 
autonomously (trial) and it can be analyzed if there are any bending forces in 
the springs (error). If the process produces a folded geometry where the bend-
ing forces around the y-axis converge towards zero, there is no rotation and the 
system is stable. Such a configuration is depicted in Fig. 4.24. 

23 Karamba; i.e. the same tool as in the previous case study.

24 Since the structural simulation requires a stable system, the rotation around the y-axis; i.e. along 
the triangles’ common edge, is blocked by an initially high spring stiffness, which can be reduced 
successively via evolutionary optimization.

Fig. 4.24: Structural behaviour of the pavilion investigated in a live analysis within a parametric environment. The planar shell 
elements are interconnected with virtual hinges with element forces that converge to zero with the help of optimization solvers. 
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The depicted evolutionary approach was tested for the simple statical model 
shown in Fig. 4.21-top, before it was applied to the entire structure of the 
festival pavilion. With the degrees of freedom of the non-supported corner 
to move along the x-, y- and z-direction of the global coordinate-system, one 
would expect a movement in z-direction to reduce the bending forces within the 
springs. Even a minor movement, which means that the two faces are no longer 
in plane, must cause a large improvement. The optimization, employing a GA, 
shows that a movement in z-direction causes in fact a large improvement. As the 
corner moved further out of plane, the bending stress in the springs continued to 
decrease. However, this only applies up to a certain extent. It became apparent 
that the best performing folded geometry depends on the material as well as 
the cross-section of the sheets. When the triangles become too large due to the 
movement of the free corner, the bending moments inside the sheets are increas-
ing, causing bending forces inside the hinges. (Grohmann, Eisenbach, et al. 2016) 

Facilitating lightweight structures from standardized materials
The design and partial realization of the festival pavilion, fulfilling aesthetic 
expectations (eye-catcher), requirements in terms of manufacturing, construction 
and dismantling (lightweight and dismountable) as well as functional demands 
(usage and shading), has demonstrated how structural optimization becomes a 
design driver.[25] 

The overall geometry, derived from a hanging model, has been triangulated to 
allow fabrication from planar raw material with the use of a 3-axis CNC milling 
machine. Hinged joints, identical throughout the entire structure regardless of the 
angle of two adjacent plates, simplified the mounting and construction process 
significantly. 

The main aspect – at the same time a consequence and a prerequisite for the 
use of planar raw material and fully hinged connections – is the stabilizing fold-
ing that was achieved by a global, heuristic optimization approach. It employs 
an evolutionary solver striving to let virtual spring forces, mimicking the hinged 
joints, converge to zero. In an iterative process, variants are created by moving 
the vertices of the triangulated geometry and analyzed by means of structural 
simulation. 

The stabilizing manipulation of the geometry has been implemented into a 
comprehensive parametric model, accomplishing a consistent digital design 

25 Moreover, the benefits and limitations of using solar simulation as a design driver are highlighted 
in section 3.2.
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chain. As a result, a load transfer was achieved exclusively via membrane forces. 
The pavilion is therefore an alternative to the standard case in the construction 
sector described by Jeldrik Mainka et al. (2013), whereby the use of standardized 
industrial products leads to primarily simple geometries and in its consequence 
to a load transfer via bending forces and thus a high material consumption. 

This novel approach, tested and demonstrated with the Hinged Folded Festival 
Pavilion, opens up many possibilities for the design of free-form structures from 
planar raw materials, in particular, when simple and fast assembly as well as a 
non-destructive de- and reassembly is required. (Grohmann, Eisenbach, et al. 2016) 

Fig. 4.25: 3D printed model of final design in front of the 1:1 mock-up. 

Fig. 4.26: The folded structure becomes stable through geometric locking. 
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4.4_Case study C3 – Marxer Apartment Building, Vaduz
The apartment building Marxer Active Energy Building[26] in Vaduz, Liech-
tenstein was designed by falkeis architects from Vienna, Austria. Bollinger + 
Grohmann + Schneider ZT from Vienna, Austria, provided the structural design 
and engineering. The five-storey building accommodates twelve apartments and 
an underground parking lot. With a length of approximately 40 m and a width of 
about 14 m it has a gross floor area (GFA) of around 4.500 m2. 

This section focuses on the simulation and particularly optimization of the 
structure and the way these aspects were embedded into the design process. The 
energetic aspects are considered as little as the appearance (façade) of the real-
ized building. The former because it is less relevant in this context and the latter 
because the author believes that the result is unattractive and not an example 
of successful architecture – possibly due to the fact that too many ideas were 
forced onto a single project. Nevertheless, the project was chosen as a case study, 
since – as a housing project – it goes well beyond proto-architecture developed 
in an academic setting. At the same time, experimental and innovative design 

26 The name derives from the ambition to realize a building whose energy production through 
geothermal energy, photovoltaics and a novel climate regulation by wings overcompensates its 
energy consumption, combined with the name of the private clients Peter and Renate Marxer.

Fig. 4.27: Building shell with the characteristic V- and A-shaped double-columns. 
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approaches were tested and state of the art research incorporated. 
After an international architectural competition in 2010, according to Robert 

Vierlinger et. al. (2013), in February 2011; i.e. at a very early stage of the project, a 
close and intense collaboration between the architects and the structural engineer 
started. The project was completed in autumn 2017. 

The structural design was driven by two main ambitions. On the one hand, 
to minimize material consumption and, on the other hand, to maximize spatial 
flexibility. Therefore, columns substitute most load bearing walls to allow for a 
flexible floor-plan layout. In order to achieve a material efficient structure, a two-
stage computational structural optimization process was established. 

Robert Vierlinger, Arne Hoffmann and Klaus Bollinger give a detailed descrip-
tion of this strategy in their paper Emergent Hybrid Prefab Structures in Dwell-
ings (2013) that allows for elaborating on the implementation of structural simula-
tion and optimization in this precedent from architectural practice.

4.4.1_Structural concept 
The load bearing structure consists of floors as flat slabs from reinforced concrete 
and prefabricated columns from steel with a fire-protecting concrete cladding. 

According to Robert Vierlinger et. al. (2013), the irregular overall shape of the 
building in combination with the ambition to have the above mentioned free 
and flexible floor spaces, led to the decision to develop a structural concept that 
is spatially adaptive instead of a conventional column layout. V- and A-shaped 

Fig. 4.28: The four, different double-column types: asymmetric V-shaped, symmetric A-shaped, symmetric V-shaped and 
asymmetric A-shaped (from left to right). 
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double-columns allowed to free the layout of the upper floors from the regular 
grid of the underground parking lot. The columns array vertically through the 
building, causing varying spans of the floor slabs between 6 m and 12 m. 

There are only four different types of prefabricated columns; two V-shaped 
and two A-shaped double-columns, each as one symmetric and one asymmetric 
version respectively. In the symmetrical versions the double-columns form an 
isosceles triangle; in the asymmetrical versions one part is vertical and the sec-
ond part is inclined. (Fig. 4.28) Hence, unlike many projects employing adapted 
load-bearing structures, the system exhibits a high level of repetition, as Robert 
Vierlinger et. al. (2013) point out. 

While horizontal bracing is 
typically accomplished through 
shear walls, the double-columns 
of triangular shape form a bending 
stiff element together with the slabs. 
On a local level, these elements can 
transfer horizontal loads from one 
storey down to the next (Fig. 4.29). 
On a global level; i.e. the level of the 
entire building, two frames provide 
most of the stiffness in longitudi-
nal axis of the building. Each of 
these efficient bracing frames over 
multiple stories is composed of two 
strands of columns that connect at 
their top respectively. (Vierlinger, Hofmann 
and Bollinger 2013) 

4.4.2_Optimization concept
In order to generate a structure with 
an irregular appearance that is opti-
mized in regards to its load bearing 
behaviour as well as its material effi-
ciency, a two-staged computational 
structural optimization approach for 
the column layout was developed by 
the engineers of Bollinger + Gro-
hmann + Schneider ZT. 

Fig. 4.29: The bending stiff triangles formed by the double-columns 
together with the slabs are effective for both, vertical and horizontal load 
bearing mechanisms. 
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The generation of the column system had to facilitate for: 
a) rational fabrication; i.e. a limited amount of different double-column 

geometries[27]

b) various load bearing capacities in vertical and horizontal direction
c) architectural requirements; in particular programmatic zoning.

On the one hand, topology optimization and, on the other hand, optimization of 
geometry by means of metaheuristics were considered as possible optimization 
approaches. 

Evolutionary Structural Optimization (ESO) as well as Bi-directional Evo-
lutionary Structural Optimization (BESO)[28] typically implicate a continuous 
design space and thus result in structural elements of unforeseeable shape. This 
contradicts with the requirement of a limited number of different elements. 

Geometry optimization employing metaheuristics necessitates a parametric 
model whereby both topology as well as positioning of all elements are described 
by parameters available as variables for the generic algorithms. The sheer 
amount of variable necessary to parameterise this multi-story apartment building 
would exceed the amount the algorithm could handle efficiently. 

Accordingly, the process has been divided into two consecutive stages.[29]

First stage optimization
In the first stage a customized topology optimization was carried out. As opposed 
to the continuous solution space typically implicated when employing BESO 
algorithms, the highly constrained design space was set beforehand. All possible 
starting points for the columns are determined by the grid/layout of the under-

27 Eventually only two different formworks were needed to cast the fire-protecting concrete clad-
ding since the V-shaped and A-shaped double-columns are flipped versions from each other.

28 The principal of Bidirectional Evolutionary Structural Optimization (BESO) is derived from 
nature, where structural grows is characterized by the addition of matter where it is most needed 
and the removal of matter where it is least needed. Evolutionary Structural Optimization (ESO) 
is a simplified version, in which only addition is used. A computational structural optimization 
employing BESO adds material – in the form of voxels or discrete structural elements – where 
high stresses occur and, after recalculation, removes material where the stresses are the lowest, 
whereupon the structure is recalculated again. This cycle is performed iteratively until a defined 
goal is reached. (Vierlinger, Hofmann and Bollinger 2013, 3) 

29 For all stages a similar toolset was employed: Within the 3D-modelling environment of Rhi-
noceros, the graphic algorithm editor Grasshopper was used for parameterisation. Karamba was 
utilized for FEM-analysis. For these analyses a close-to-real structural FE-model was built with 
2d-shell elements for the concrete slabs and walls and beam elements for the columns. The tested 
load cases combined vertical and horizontal loads in order to realistically assess the structure’s 
behaviour. (Vierlinger, Hofmann and Bollinger 2013)
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ground parking lot. For the upper floors an initial architectural zoning defines 
areas where columns could possibly be positioned (Fig. 4.30). Based on these 
preconditions together with the given shape of the double-columns as well as the 
requirement for columns to be placed on top of each other, an adopted path-find-
ing algorithm created a set of feasible arrays of column. This led to a solution 
space consisting of 3650 elements as the basis for the topology optimization 
(Fig. 4.31). 

The BESO algorithm was applied in a reductive manner, whereby it starts with 
a fully occupied solution space; i.e. with 3650 elements, and gradually removes 

Fig. 4.30: Basis for the initial determination of the solution space – columns are only acceptable in the marked (red) area. 

Fig. 4.31: Determined solution space for the 
topology optimization. The architectural zoning, 
represented as a fuzzy grayscale map, is imple-
mented as a soft constrain in the fitness function. 
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elements over 5000 iterations. This resulted in 
a configuration with 27 columns, starting on 
17 base points in the underground parking lot, 
bundled in 15 vertical arrays. 

The solution space for the first stage of 
optimization; i.e. the topology optimization, 
had a relatively fine resolution with 3650 
elements that were reasonably even distributed. 
However, the resulting column layout had still 
potential for optimization. (Vierlinger, Hofmann and 
Bollinger 2013) 

Second stage optimization
In a second stage a geometry optimization was 
carried out employing metaheuristics. The aim 
was to improve the column orientation trading 
load bearing performance off against architec-
tural zoning. 

The starting points, number of elements and 
even sequence of column types within each 
vertical array remained unaffected and only 
the angle of rotation for each double-column 
became a variable (Fig. 4.32). 

Fig. 4.32: Rotation/Orientation are the only variables (referred to as genes in the context of genetic algorithms) for the second 
stage of structural optimization (top). This single vertical array of double-columns illustrates how elements on higher floors are 
dependent on the orientation of elements on lower floors (bottom). 
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A metaheuristic with a single-objective fitness function was employed, 
whereby the objective function combines four weighted goals: 

a) The main criterion is obviously the reduction of both vertical and hori-
zontal displacement, analysed for all load cases. 

b) The second criterion is respecting of the architectural zoning, which is 
incorporated as a fuzzy, gradual value. 

c) The third criterion is the hard constraint for placing the columns inside 
the building volume. 

d) The fourth criterion is again a hard constraint for over-utilization of the 
columns. 

Instead of ensuring the latter two hard constraints through an according par-
ametric setup, they were implemented by penalization of unsuitable solutions. 
This approach entails less effort in setting up the parameterisation. However, it 
means a harder problem for the objective function, since it treats both criteria as 
individual goals. 

Within this second stage actually two metaheuristics were applied subse-
quently; first Simulated Annealing and second a Genetic Algorithm. Vierlinger 
et. al. (2013) note in this regard that the first is particularly suited to explore a 
global range of solutions and suffers less from premature convergence on local 
optima. The second is applied on an already satisfactory solution found by the 
first algorithm, where the extents for the rotation are narrowed down significant-
ly.[30] 

30 A comprehensive overview of the different optimization methods and algorithms, as well as their 
advantages and disadvantages, is given by Thomas Wortmann and Giacomo Nannicini in their 
paper Introduction to Architectural Design Optimization (Wortmann and Nannicini 2017).

Fig. 4.33: Simulation view of the final 
arrangement of all load-bearing and 
bracing elements.
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In a final, so to say third stage, the dimensioning/sizing of the structural 
elements was conducted. For economic reasons the steel columns come in three 
different wall thicknesses, although they have been modelled equally stiff for the 
optimization process. This step did not involve computational optimization and 
is therefore not subject of this description of the design process and its optimiza-
tion approaches. 

4.4.3_Optimizing optimization
“For all optimization stages, the general strategy involves multiple runs with the same algo-
rithm, but a slightly changed setup. This way, valuable insights to the sensitivity of the process 
are gained, and a more robust optimization procedure can be established.”

The above quote from Robert Vierlinger et. al. (2013) reveals how even optimi-
zation approaches are subject to optimization.[31] Moreover, it highlights how, by 
means of simulation and optimization, fundamental insights into the behaviour of 
a system can be gained.

Strikingly, Robert Vierlinger et. al. (2013) compare, when discussing the method 
of the second stage, the chosen approach using a weighted single-objective opti-
mization with a potential multi-objective optimization approach. They see one 
major difference in the fact that the decision on the importance of any individual 
goal must be made at different times; i.e. at different moments within the design 
process. For the single-objective approach, that was chosen due to the availa-
bility of reliable and efficient standard tools back then[32], the weighting of the 
aggregated objectives has to happen in the parametric set-up. When employing 
a multi-objective approach, it can be postponed to the search process itself. The 
more important it is with the former approach, to record and be able to restore 
different states. Thus, the trade-off between different objectives can be analyzed 
in order to make informed decisions. The multi-objective approach, on the other 
hand, allows to examine the relation between the objectives based on a Pareto 
front.[33] 

31 In this particular case, it is certainly also due to the fact that the project is subject of research on 
computer-based structural optimization.

32 Robert Vierlinger himself has developed a reliable add-on named octopus (Vierlinger n.d.) which 
allows for multi-objective optimization in the meantime. He presents its development and imple-
mentation in his diploma thesis entitled Multi Objective Design Interface (Vierlinger 2013)

33 This approach was employed for the Vaulted Auditorium in Barranquilla and is discussed in the 
respective section (section 3.4). 
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A realization from the first stage optimization is the importance of adapting an 
optimization approach. It shows the need not only to know when an approach 
can be chosen, but also how. Since a rational fabrication; i.e. a limited amount 
of different double-column geometries, was a prerequisite, the BESO-algorithm 
was customized and a highly constrained design space was set beforehand. 

The same applies to the division into two consecutive stages. It was known that 
without pre-selection the range of possibilities would be too large to be handled 
by a standard stochastic optimization alone. Consequently, the solution space for 
the metaheuristic optimization approach was narrowed down in a first stage. 

In contrast to proto-architectural projects, the Marxer Active Energy Build-
ing combines functional considerations (e.g. fuzzy zoning) with the goal of an 
efficient structure. Criteria of spatial flexibility as well as material savings play a 
role while embedding structural simulation and optimization. 

Hence, Robert Vierlinger et. al. (2013) state: “The overall strategy is devel-
oped alongside the architectural design of the building, thus the setup has to 
undergo significant changes repeatedly.” 

Fig. 4.34: Part of the final column arrangement as elevation with details of the built-in components. 

Fig. 4.35: Prefabricated characteristic V- and A-shaped double-columns. 
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4.5_Informed through numbers and insights
The three case studies presented and discussed from the realm of structural 
simulation, have shown that structural simulation is particularly established and 
widespread. 

The abstraction of the diverse structural behaviours is established (also practi-
cally; i.e. in terms of tools). Structural simulation might therefore be embedded 
into the design process with reasonable effort. Structural performance can be per-
fectly numerically captured by a variety of criteria which allows for evolutionary 
optimization approaches. The correlation – although not necessarily obvious – 
between form and structural performance enables to use structural simulation and 
optimization for immediate geometry formation as well. 

Employing structural simulation is not necessarily as playful or interactive 
as with physic simulation. In the case study Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion 
(section 4.3), the designer does design the process but the actual folding is 
created by evolutionary optimization. In the case of an unsatisfactory result not 
the result itself but the process has to be adjusted. Structural efficiency, captured 
in numeric values from the simulation, drives the form, however, the insights 
gained from the solution as well as the progression of the optimization inform 
the way the set-up and approach is designed. The (indirect) definition and reeval-
uation of the search space; i.e. acceptable ranges, also plays a central role in the 
other two case studies Möbiusbank (section 4.2) and the Marxer Active Energy 
Building (section 4.4). 
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5_Generalization and conclusions 
The generalization and conclusion is divided into four parts. 

At first, and in order to generalize the findings from the nine case studies 
presented and discussed, they are assessed to what extend form finding, form 
making and informed form generation approaches have been applied respectively 
(section 5.1).  

Hereupon the developed and tested simulation and optimization approaches are 
discussed against the three issues of whether the considered aspects are scalable, 
measurable and combinable, in order to estimate their transferability and appli-
cability. This specifies the conditions for embedding simulation and optimization 
into the design process (section 5.2). 

Benefits of digital simulation and optimization are derived from the formulated 
prerequisites subsequentially (section 5.3). 

Concluding, all findings from this dissertation are summarized (section 5.4).

5.1_Assessment of tested approaches 
In the preamble it was pointed out that form finding methods are characterized by 
the fact that they are universally applicable, procedural and – which is actually 
the central feature – rationally justifiable. Further adjectives attributed to form 
finding approaches are ‘consistent’, ‘transparent’ as well as ‘systematic’. Hereby 
they stand in the tradition of the École Polytechnique and have a lot in common 
with methods known from the natural sciences. 

Form making methods, on the other hand, can be characterized as individual; 
thus, inseparable from a protagonist; i.e. the designer. Furthermore, they are 
intuitive and emotional; whereby the possibly subconscious intuitions and emo-
tions that guide the designer in his/her design decisions, need to be trained. That 
architectural design can be learned like a language, reflects the conviction behind 
the tradition of the École des Beaux-Arts, fostering learning through repetition, 
revision and imitation of the existing. The induction of knowledge from experi-
ence; i.e. empiricism, is a typical and widespread method in the humanities. 

Informed form generation is now allowing for, and promoting intuitive 
decisions of the designer within a rational form finding approach. Or respec-
tively, when viewed from the opposite angle, to inform individual form making 
approaches through systematic strategies or procedures. (Fig. 5.1)

Although it has already been addressed within the respective case studies in 
detail, below it is summarized where and how form finding approaches (section 
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5.1.1) and/or form making approaches (section 5.1.2) where employed in the 
respective design processes – and why it is considered that within the presented 
case studies informed form generation approaches were employed ultimately 
(section 5.1.3). 

5.1.1_Form finding approaches
Form finding approaches are identified in the nine case studies, among others, 
and in particular in the following moments: 

A1 – Stable Equilibrium: The design of the mobile is an ongoing play with 
gravity, to which Mark Burry refers to as “nature’s ultimate parametric design 
inputs” (M. Burry 2016, 34). The layout and arrangement; i.e. the form, which the 
elements of the mobile have to take, is determined by the force of gravity acting 
upon them. Similar to the hanging flexible line (catenary) – father of all form 
finding approaches. 

A2 – Stable Equilibrium: A digital simulation, based on the particle-spring 
method, was employed to explore what form a flexible formwork can take; i.e. to 
find feasible form with respect to the material properties. 

A3 – Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall: For the generation of the overall 
shape, a bottom-up particle-spring based computational form finding approach, 
striving for a primarily catenary geometry, was employed. 

B1 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion – shading: With a very broad defini-
tion, a form finding approach may be recognized, in the study of how shaded 
individual areas under and next to the festival pavilion are. From this study, in 
turn, conclusions about the degree of perforation were made. Thus, the desired 
size and geometry of the openings in the pavilion was ‘found’. 

B2 – Adaptable acoustic ceiling: As with the perforation pattern of the festival 
pavilion, it is difficult to identify form finding approaches in the design process 
of the acoustic ceiling. Digital acoustic simulation proved unsuitable as a design 
driver. The three-dimensional visualization of how sound propagates in space has 

Fig. 5.1: The proposed design approach ‘Informed form generation’ is positioned between the opposing poles of ‘form finding’ 
and ‘form making’ and thus neither prioritizes rational nor intuitive design approaches. 

Form makingInformed form generationForm �nding

universal, procedual 
and rational

individual, intuitive 
and emotional

universal AND individual, procedual AND intuitive 
as well as rational AND emotional
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finally provided some insights for the geometry of the ceiling. 
B3 – Vaulted Auditorium, Barranquilla: The Thrust Network Analysis (TNA) 

clearly falls into the category of (structural) form-finding methods. In addition, 
the multi-parameter optimization based on an acoustic simulation was used to 
'find' a geometry that met the desired acoustic requirements. 

C1 – Möbiusbank: Form finding, via structural simulation and optimization, 
was employed to achieve a geometry transferring loads primarily though mem-
brane action with as many double curved areas as possible to counteract the risk 
of buckling. 

C2 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion – structure: The folded form of the 
festival pavilion could not have been devised without the iterative form finding 
approach using evolutionary structural optimization. 

C3 – Marxer Apartment Building, Vaduz: While the shape of the distinctive 
V- and A-shaped columns was not found, their position was however. Their 
location and orientation were established in a two staged optimization approach, 
though within strictly limited boundaries assigned by the architect. 

5.1.2_Form making approaches
Form making approaches are identified in the nine case studies, among others, 
and in particular in the following moments: 

A1 – Stable Equilibrium: The concept for the concrete mobile is based on the 
intention of the designer to create a light and floating form from a material that is 
associated with heaviness. Thereby, the functionless (exhibition) object is given 
a level of meaning. In addition, and comparable to the nine-square grid problem, 
the design of the mobile was all about spatial effects and composition. 

A2 – Simulation formwork: Since no specific design task was given to the 
students during the Stockholm Summer School, the objects they created had an 
intrinsic motivation. Their designs were primarily driven by formal considera-
tions – both on the level of the overall form as well as the surface patterns.

A3 – Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall: Top-down form making 
approaches were used for the exhibition hall in order to adapt to conditions, such 
as architectural context and programme. 

B1 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion – shading: The design of the perfo-
ration pattern and thus the associated shadow pattern of the festival pavilion is 
primarily formally motivated. 

B2 – Adaptable acoustic ceiling: On the one hand it is the intention to rep-
resent the working philosophy of the client (design-to-production), and on the 
other hand the narration to make the acoustics of the room visible, which has led 
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the designers to give the ceiling the form it has. The three-dimensional unfolding 
of the elements has functional advantages, nevertheless it is primarily a formal 
metaphor. 

B3 – Vaulted Auditorium, Barranquilla: The initial demand for a compres-
sion-only shell (based on the designer’s research interest) implies a specific 
range of feasible forms as a given constraint. This aspect can best be described 
as an active design decision and thus falls into the category of form making. It is 
motivated by the experiences, ideas and goals of the initiator/creator.

C1 – Möbiusbank: The narrative of using the geometry of the Möbius strip as 
a symbol of the omnipresence of science at a university is a subjective deci-
sion of the designers in order to charge the object with meaning. Similar to the 
memorial tasks intended as a design exercise in which there are no requirements 
for program and function, here meaning is created by iconography and formal 
metaphors. Besides these conceptual considerations, aesthetic considerations 
have influenced the form making of the smooth curved concrete bench as well. 

C2 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion – structure: The designers’ decision to 
work with planar standard materials (which of course is based on the task and the 
underlying research interest) significantly determines the feasible forms. Creat-
ing a structure of irregular elements, which are not stacked following a system-
atic principle, is a further design decision made by the individuals responsible for 
the design – based upon their experiences and ambitions. 

C3 – Marxer Apartment Building, Vaduz: Although the (V- and A-shaped) 
form of the columns can be justified rationally – they can be used in a similar 
way to walls for horizontal bracing – however it did not originate from a classi-
cal form finding process, but was rather given/assigned/made. The architectural 
zoning follows a top-down form making approach – presumably based on the 
experience of the architect and functional requirements. 

5.1.3_Informed form generation approaches
Informed form generation brings together form finding and form making 
approaches, amongst others, and in particular in these moments within the design 
process of the nine case studies: 

A1 – Stable Equilibrium: The custom digital design tool constantly operates 
while adjusting the arrangement or changing the geometry of the elements of the 
mobile. This allows aesthetically motivated decisions to be continuously influ-
enced by physical conditions – in this instance gravity. 

A2 – Simulation formwork: In keeping with the idea that you can learn to 
design through continuous repetition and revision, the designers are given the 
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opportunity to become fully acquainted with the design possibilities of the 
formwork system, through a computational tool simulating the form a material 
(or rather material system) would ‘find’ under the given and imposed boundary 
conditions. 

A3 – Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall: The generation of the overall 
shape of the Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall is a very convenient example for 
informed form generation as the digital design tool allows to mediate between 
top-down inputs (form making) and the bottom-up catenary geometry (form 
finding). 

B1 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion – shading: The design approach for 
the perforation-, thus shadow-pattern, tends towards being mainly form making. 
However, the simulation and visual evaluation of the shadow cast still informed 
the size and pattern of the perforation, as did rational structural considerations. 

B2 – Adaptable acoustic ceiling: The visualization of three-dimensional sound 
propagation was not used directly for the generation of form. The digital acoustic 
simulation had even less influence on the form of the acoustic ceiling. Neverthe-
less, the findings, particularly from the former, have influenced the designers in 
their design decisions. 

B3 – Vaulted Auditorium, Barranquilla: The shape generation was undoubt-
edly informed by Thrust Network Analysis (TNA) as a (structural) form finding 
method, as well as the multi-parameter acoustics optimization. One could also 
speak of a controlled or guided form generation, since it happened in a very 
direct and immediate manner rather than an indirect manner via findings obtained 
from the procedures. This leaves little room for intuitive design decisions. 

C1 – Möbiusbank: The form generation of the Möbiusbank was immediately 
informed, albeit within a strictly limited range, via structural optimization. More-
over, the insights gained by the designers from interacting with the structural 
simulation, have indirectly influenced the shape created. 

C2 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion – structure: In the first place, the 
gained knowledge that it is possible to bring a folded structure into a stable state 
by means of evolutionary structural optimization, has informed the design to the 
effect that a fully hinged joint was even considered. Furthermore, the optimiza-
tion itself has then influenced the geometry of the pavilion directly. 

C3 – Marxer Apartment Building, Vaduz: With a focus on the structure and 
disregarding multiple further aspects of the design of the apartment building, 
its design was partially driven by active spatial and formal considerations of the 
designer and in parts driven; i.e. informed, through an elaborated computational 
form find approach. 
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The above summary of the form-finding, form-making, and informed 
from-generation approaches within the nine case studies has shown that in some 
cases rational form-finding approaches have been prevailing, whereas in other 
cases, emotion-driven form making were more relevant. 

For me it is important to emphasize, not to prioritize one of them (form finding 
vs. form making), as this might bring the risk to fail to acknowledge the merits 
and value of the other. Referring to Jacque Derrida and the concept of decon-
structing binary terms (as elaborated on in the section 0.3.2), one can state that 
even if both approaches may be a bit wrong, however, both sides are valuable 
and support each other. 

Rational form finding may follow a one-dimensional logic and disregard 
relevant factors (venustas) or ignore the complexity of a design task. Designs 
derived from emotional form making, on the other side, may lack structural, 
functional, energetic, acoustic performance or efficiency (firmitas/utilitas). 

The presented and discussed design approaches from the realm of informed 
form generation successfully combine aspects of venustas, utilitas and firmitas 
by position themselves between the two poles of form finding – based on knowl-
edge from the natural science – and form making – which can be seen in the 
tradition of the humanities. 

5.1.4_Flow diagrams
But how are the above depicted generations of form actually ‘informed’? In the 
case studies examined it is done in particular through computational simulation 
and optimization of different, sometimes multiple, aspects within the design pro-
cess. The flowcharts shown below, are intended to further illustrate where such 
techniques were used in the respective case studies. 

Due to the lack of sufficient information on the design process of the three 
real-scale architectural case studies Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall (section 
2.4), Vaulted Auditorium (section 3.4) and the Marxer Apartment Building in 
Vaduz (section 4.4), the flowcharts are limited to the case studies in which I was 
directly involved. 
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Fig. 5.2: Flow diagram of the design process of the case study A1 – Stable Equilibrium. (The steps in which simulation and/or 
optimization was used have thick outlines and are written in bold italic letters.) 

Fig. 5.3: Flow diagram of the design process of the case study A2 – Formwork simulation. (The steps in which simulation and/
or optimization was used have thick outlines and are written in bold italic letters.) 
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Fig. 5.5: Flow diagram of the design process of the case study B2 – Adaptable acoustic ceiling. (The steps in which simulation 
and/or optimization was used have thick outlines and are written in bold italic letters. Steps with a grey outline and grey letters 
were not fully exploited.) 

Fig. 5.4: Flow diagram of the design process of the case study B1 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion – shading. It is best un-
derstood in combination with the rest of the process; i.e. the part focusing on the structure, depicted in Fig. 5.6. (The steps in 
which simulation and/or optimization was used have thick outlines and are written in bold italic letters. Steps with a grey outline 
and grey letters were either part of the remaining process or not fully exploited.) 
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Fig. 5.7: Flow diagram of the design process of the case study C2 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion – structure. It is best un-
derstood in combination with the rest of the process; i.e. the part focusing on shading, depicted in Fig. 5.3. (The steps in which 
simulation and/or optimization was used have thick outlines and are written in bold italic letters. Steps with a grey outline and 
grey letters were part of the remaining process.) 

Fig. 5.6: Flow diagram of the design process of the case study C1 – Möbiusbank. (The steps in which simulation and/or optimi-
zation was used have thick outlines and are written in bold italic letters.) 
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What are the conditions and requirements for using a simulation and possibly 
a computational optimization of a specific aspect – at a specific moment in the 
design process – will now be elaborated in the following section.[1] 

For this purpose, it will be examined which implications the three attributes 
scalability, measurability and combinability of the specific aspects have on the 
application possibilities of simulation and optimization. 

1 The fact that digital manufacturing techniques were used in the realization of most case studies is 
self-evident and has been discussed in the descriptions of the case studies to some extent. Digital 
tools, which can be categorized as simulation or optimization, were also partly used for this 
purpose. For the sake of clarity, they were not considered in the presentation of the processes.
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5.2_Requirements for employed strategies 
In the introduction to this thesis, the question was raised how simulation and 
optimization approaches might look like, when used as a design strategy by 
itself rather than a post-design procedure (section 1.3). Hence, if simulation and 
optimization are embedded in the architectural design at an early stage. Referring 
to the current state of technology (section 1.2), it has been pointed out that many 
technical obstacles; i.e. challenges for the computational environment and tools, 
have already been solved or will surely be solved eventually. Technical aspects 
shall therefore be less subject of the following reflection on the case studies and 
their respective employed strategies. Rather, it is about how approaches and 
strategies can be generalized and what requirements have to be met in order to 
transfer them. 

Referring back to the vaguely formulated research question, three decisive 
challenges were identified:

a) Scalability 
b) Measurability
c) Combinability 

Scalability cannot be detached from abstraction. A figurative wisdom says 
that a map of the world would have to correspond in size to the actual world in 
order to achieve the same accuracy. To stay in the tools-world of architecture, 
this wisdom could be transferred to drawings and models. But which accuracy is 
necessary, or which degree of abstraction is reasonable to still achieve meaning-
ful results? When a property that is to be tested and evaluated is scalable, it will 
still be possible to derive knowledge and insights from a model or sketch. This 
also applies to simulations. Therefore, in section 5.2.1 the case studies will be 
discussed according to the scalability of the considered aspects.

If one is able to abstract an aspect; i.e. to simulate it, the question of assessa-
bility of this aspect arises. At the latest in the moment in which an optimization 
approach, to which Tomás Echenagucia (2014) fittingly refers to as ‘computational 
search’, is employed. The question of assessability actually has two levels. On 
the one level, it is about whether an objective assessment is possible or whether 
it is subjective. The second level is about the actual measurability. So the 
question of whether a criterion is quantifiable. Or at least qualifiable, even if the 
quality cannot be summarized and expressed in a numerical value. Or whether it 
is a criterion that eludes an assessment; i.e. that is intangible. Between these two 
levels there is of course an obvious connection. The more objectively an aspect 
can be assessed, the higher the likelihood that the criterion is quantifiable. And 
the more subjective an assessment is, the more likely it is that the criterion is 
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intangible or at least non-numeric. In the section 5.2.2, the nine case studies are 
categorized with regard to the assessability of the considered criteria.

It becomes highly relevant in terms of the gain of knowledge within the design 
process; i.e. the enabling of informed design decisions, when more than one 
aspect is considered. If multiple criteria are simulated and evaluated – and in 
particular, if considered criteria are conflicting – the designer is forced to weigh 
them and trade them off against each other. Thus, the engagement with the 
consequences of individual, particular design decisions is inevitable. The nine 
case studies are discussed in section 5.2.3 against the background of number and 
combinability of the considered aspects. 

5.2.1_Scalability – a matter of abstraction
The more directly a behaviour scales, the simpler it can be abstracted. And there-
fore, it typically becomes easier to simulate it. I argue that scalability, in turn, 
depends on whether the behaviour under consideration depends on geometry or 
material properties. If the former is the case, scalability and thus the ability to 
abstract and simulate the behaviour is typically easier. If the behaviour depends 
on material properties, the scalability is fundamentally harder and thus also a 
simulation more complex. 

Fig. 5.8: Scale: relating stability, stiffness and strength. 
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Stability  = independent of scale
Weight  = size3

Stiffness*  = size3 (resistance against elastic deformation)
Strength*  = size2 (resistance against plastic deformation)
*if self-weight is ignored
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Scalable vs. non-scalable properties 
The challenge of scalability can be illustrated by the influence of geometry on 
the one hand, and material properties on the other hand, on structural capacity. 
First, it must be said that there are two categories of structural behaviour: that 
which is independent of scale and that which is not.[2] 

Stability; i.e. statical equilibrium, depends naturally only on geometry and can 
therefore be scaled in direct, linear proportion. This is obvious, for instance, for 
an arch or other compression-only structures. Stability is a structural behaviour 
which is scale-independent.[3] 

Bending, on the other side, is a scale-dependent structural behaviour. As an 
example, one can think of two beams as depicted in Fig. 5.8. They are structural 
elements that are subject to bending and therefore their stiffness; i.e. the resist-
ance against elastic deformation, as well as their strength; i.e. the resistance 
against plastic deformation, are relevant. However, both structural properties do 
not scale linearly with their size. While the stiffness increases (if self-weight is 
ignored) with the cube of the increase in scale; i.e. the bigger beam is 8x harder 
to bend, the strength increases (again, if self-weight is ignored) only with the 
square of the increase in scale; i.e. the bigger beam is only 4x harder to break. 

Stiffness and strength might be a bit abstract and therefore perhaps difficult to 
comprehend. The ratio of size and self-weight might be more obvious. Accord-
ing to Bill Addis (Addis 2014, 35), this is also the earliest mentioning of nonlinearity 
of scaling – actually by Galileo Galilei (1565-1642). Galileo Galilei noted that 
while area increases with the square of the increase in linear dimension, volume, 
and hence the mass, increases as the cube of the increase in linear dimension. 
The two beams in Fig. 5.8 depict this nicely. The smaller beam is 1 × 1 m in 
section, resulting in an area of 1 m2, and the two-times bigger beam is 2 × 2 m in 
section, resulting in an area of 4 m2; i.e. a four-times bigger area. With a length 
of 10 m and 20 m respectively, the smaller beam has a volume of 10 m3 while the 
bigger beam has a volume of 80 m3, which corresponds to an eight-times larger 
volume and mass. 

Galileo Galilei used this observation, which we refer to today as the square-
cube law, to explain that the finite strength of the bone material means the size of 

2 Bill Addis provides a comprehensive overview on scale-dependent and scale-independent struc-
tural behaviours in his article Physical modelling and form finding (Addis 2014, 33 ff.). 

3 The hanging models, discussed in section 0.2.1, are also examples of scale-independent structur-
al behaviour. Their stability/equilibrium thus scales linearly, which makes them so convenient for 
form finding for their real-scale implementations in compression-only structures.
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animals cannot be scaled up indefinitely.[4] 
To leave the realm of structural systems, a further example from applied 

physics: As a cyclist one might make the depressing experience – and I did quite 
some empirical studies – that aerodynamic resistance increases exponentially 
with the increase in speed. Generally speaking, it increases more or less with the 
square of the increase in speed. In fact, the ratio of speed to air resistance is way 
more complex – and cycling industry is making considerable efforts to reduce 
the drag of components as well as materials. 

Such complex relationships must be established as a ratio, typically by empir-
ical studies, in order to examine the respective aspects abstractly; i.e. in a scale 
model or a digital simulation. The performance of a model and the respective 
real-scale object or structure are related in this case through non-dimensional 
constants. 

The case of the ‘Froude number’
The possibly first ever established non-dimensional constant is the so-called 
Froude number. William Froude (1810-1879) established a dimensionless ratio 
describing the proportion of the wave resistance of a model and a real-size 
ship hull.[5] It allows for the estimation or even prediction of the performance 
of a full-size ship according to a scale model. This had an enormous influence 
on many engineering disciplines at the end of the 19th century. According to 
Bill Addis (Addis 2007, 480), Froude’s work formed the basis for one of the most 
powerful tools available in engineering, since as long as it is possible to establish 
a suitable dimensionless constant, it is possible for the designer to use a scale 
model in order to simulate the behaviour of the full-size object. This applies also 
to digital simulations. 

In order to be able to assess how suitable a simulation is at an early design 
stage and whether it is likely that insights can be derived to inform design 
decisions, it must therefore be examined how easy it is to abstract the respective 
aspect under consideration.

Classification and discussion of case studies
Fig. 5.9 depicts the classification of the case studies with respect to the scalabil-
ity of the simulated aspects. A discussion per case study follows below. 

4 Some 300 years later, D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson (1860-1948) elaborated excessively about 
the importance of scale on animals in his seminal book On growth and form (Thompson 1917).

5 Bill Addis provides a detailed description of Froude’s invention in (Addis 2007, 479-480).
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A1 – Stable Equilibrium: The simulation used for the concrete mobile is 
almost exclusively geometry dependent. Obviously, the self-weight of concrete is 
significant for the design. However, the weight is irrelevant for the computational 
geometry generation as long as the weight is evenly distributed and the weight 
of all other components (embedded steel elements, tensioning wires, etc.) can be 
neglected. The custom design tool has to handle a purely geometrical problem. 

A2 – Simulation formwork: The simulation is used to examine problems 
that are not purely geometric. The perforated plywood formwork is subjected 
to bending. Moreover, the magnitude of hydrostatic pressure within the form-
work is dependant from the self-weight of the liquid material – in this case fresh 
concrete. The digital simulation was used merely for a broad but not necessarily 
accurate exploration of the geometric solution space. The calibration between the 
digital physic simulation and the actual prototypes was conducted on the basis 
of visual comparison; i.e. without the ambition to gain reliable numeric results. 
This was due to the nature of the question. We were not looking for a formwork 
for a particular form (under which circumstances, the case study should be sorted 
quite far on the side of ‘complex relation to scale’ in the graph in Fig. 5.9), but 
the designers were supposed to get a sense of what kind of geometries are feasi-
ble with the simulated formwork system. 

A3 – Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall: For the digital form finding a 
computational physic simulation based on the particle-spring method was used. 
The simulation approach is thus quite similar to that of the previous example. In 
fact, it is even less material-specific, as the search for an efficient, primarily com-
pression-loaded geometry was the aim. As in a catenary approach in the sense of 
Robert Hooke’s law of inversion, material properties are therefore subordinate. 

Fig. 5.9: Classification of the nine case studies with respect to scalability of the simulated aspect. 
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B1 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion – shading: Environmental performance 
simulation was employed for the development of the perforation, creating the 
vivid shading pattern. Hence, one might expect the case study to be ranked far 
to the right of the graph in Fig. 5.9; i.e. towards ‘complex relation to scale’. The 
opposite is the case, however, as it turned out that for a pavilion that merely 
serves for shading; i.e. without thermal separation, and in particular at an early 
design stage, the benefits of an environmental performance simulation cannot 
be exploited. The shadow was simulated and analysed purely geometrically. 
Nevertheless, the simulation tool was indispensable due to the complexity of the 
geometry as well as the temporal aspect of shadows; i.e. its change over the day. 
The classification in Fig. 5.9 refers only to the used geometry-dependent function 
because the energetic aspects of the simulation had no influence in the end. 

B2 – Adaptable acoustic ceiling: The Adaptable acoustic ceiling is actually 
the most obvious example of a lack of direct and significant relationship between 
geometry and (acoustic) performance. Indeed, this motivated the decision to 
employ a more open, patchwork-like methodical setting, rather than limiting 
ourselves to parametric, performance driven design approaches utilizing the 
digital acoustic simulation. The simulation for visualizing how sound propagates 
three-dimensionally in space was just as little used for the direct generation of 
form as the computational acoustic simulation. However, the former has led to 
insights and a gain of knowledge among the designers, which, in turn, has found 
influence in their design proposals. The classification in Fig. 5.9 refers to the 
computational acoustic simulation. 

B3 – Vaulted Auditorium, Barranquilla: The same computational acoustic 
simulation tool was used for the auditorium in Barranquilla as for the adaptable 
acoustic ceiling. Consequently, it can be assumed that the knowledge about 
materials and construction; i.e. the acoustic properties of all elements within the 
simulation, had to be extensive in order to achieve reliable results.[6] The compu-
tational effort for the acoustic simulation can be expected to have been extremely 
high as well.[7] The fact that the auditorium is an entirely new building without 
uncertainty about the actual built, the as-is state, has made the simulation easier. 
The decisive difference in comparison with the acoustic ceiling in terms of the 
necessary degree of abstraction lies in the considered acoustic parameters based 

6 With respect to the accuracy and reliability of the acoustic simulation no information are given in 
the existing literature. Unlike the acoustic ceiling, the auditorium has not yet been realized. Thus, 
the predictions could not be validated or falsified so far.

7 With respect to the computational effort, no information are provided in the literature on the 
project.
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on the desired acoustic quality; namely the geometry-dependent even distribution 
of sound. The acoustic simulation for the auditorium is therefore not just about 
how much sound is absorbed and how much is reflected, but in particular about 
where the sound is reflected.[8] 

C1 – Möbiusbank: The material used plays a relevant role for the design of 
the Möbiusbank. After all, one research ambition was to develop and test a rigid 
joining technique that allows to connect prefabricated elements. However, for the 
structural simulation and its embedding into the design approach, the material 
was less important. The interesting aspect about the computational structural 
simulation in this case study is that less direct or obvious relationships between 
geometry and structural performance are unveiled. Therefore, insights into more 
complex structural behaviors are gained and utilized deliberately/consciously by 
the designers. 

C2 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion – structure: Even though the structural 
principle is quite different from the Möbiusbank, this case study is comparable 
to the previous one due to the similar use of digital structural simulation. And 
hence, it is categorized correspondingly similar to the previous one in Fig. 5.9. 
The material, particularly its structural performance but also its self-weight, have 
an influence on the load bearing behavior. However, for the question, which has 
been tackled by means of simulation and optimization; i.e. whether the hinged 
folded structure is stable or unstable, the material is almost irrelevant. Its geome-
try is decisive for the stability of the pavilion. 

C3 – Marxer Apartment Building, Vaduz: The same structural simulation 
tool was used as for the Möbiusbank and the festival pavilion. The similarities 
in the employed design approach with respect to simulation and optimization are 
correspondingly large to the two previous case studies, which originated in an 
academic context. The high level of repetition with respect to structural elements, 
which is entailed by the economic constraints of a real-scale building, is per-
haps the most noticeable difference. For both structural optimization approaches 
employed (BESO in the first stage and geometry optimization in the second 
stage) the material and its characteristics are secondary. This does not mean that 
the materials used have no influence on the performance of the structure; they are 
even decisive. However, for the flow of forces, the stability and other scale-inde-
pendent aspects the shape is at least as significant. 

8 In the existing literature, no differentiated information is given for the different frequency ranges. 
As is known, the surface texture; i.e. the micro-geometry, plays a more important role than the 
overall shape for short-wave frequencies.
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Knowing what you don’t know
The reflection of the case studies has shown, that it is important to know what 
one does not know, in order to estimate the usefulness of a simulation, as very 
different levels of knowledge are necessary for different aspects, depending 
whether they are geometry or material dependent. 

5.2.2_Measurability – quantifiable, qualifiable or intangible
“The effort to state a problem in such a way that a computer can be used to solve it will distort 
your view of the problem. It will allow you to consider only those aspects of the problem which 
can be encoded — and in many cases these are the most trivial and the least relevant aspects.” 
(Christopher Alexander 1965; as cited by Rybczynski 2013) 

The initially somewhat depressing above quote is from an essay by Christo-
pher Alexander (1936-) for the seminal conference Architecture and the Com-
puter that was held in 1965 at the Boston Architectural Center. 

The skepticism about the use of computers in architecture seems odd at first, 
considering that Christopher Alexander, who is not only an architect and archi-
tectural theorist but also a system theoretician, is regarded as a pioneer in the 
rationalization of design processes. The approach of design patterns[9], which he 
has influenced to a great extent, strives to logically (!) interrelate complex design 
aspects. It seems less surprising, therefore, that Alexander’s approaches have 
been and are being repeatedly used as blueprints for the development of compu-
tational design tools. 

Witold Rybczynski, from whose enlightening article Parametric Design – 
What’s Gotten Lost Amid the Algorithms (Rybczynski 2013) the above quote is taken, 
also points out that Alexander’s ‘misfit variables’ are blueprints for what is 
nowadays often referred to as parameters. Alexander established the term ‘misfit 
variables’ as early as 1964 in his, in my estimation, most significant book Notes 
on the Synthesis of Form (Alexander 1964). His thesis was that any design problem 
can be broken down into rational subsets of functional requirements – which 
may however be overlapping and in hierarchical relations. With this approach, he 
wanted to unravel/dissolve the complexity of design problems. 

Alexander mentions in the context of these functional requirements; i.e. misfit 
variables, the necessity of measurable factors, which form one part of a set defin-
ing a system or the conditions of its operation. 

9 Alexander’s book A Pattern Language – Towns, Buildings, Construction (Alexander, Ishikawa, 
et al. 1977) can be regarded as the cornerstone of the theory of design patterns.
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Aspect vs. criteria
While Christopher Alexander addresses these measurable factors, perhaps his 
cited concern that the computer only allows to consider the most trivial and least 
relevant aspects, may become somewhat clearer. 

Relating again to the Vitruvian virtues, discussed at length in the preamble 
(section 0.1.2), makes the connection between objectivity and subjectivity 
and the use of computational approaches on the one hand, and the relation-
ship between quantifiability, qualifiability and intangibility and computational 
approaches on the other hand, even clearer. (Fig. 5.10) 

Obviously, a lot has 
happened since the 
mid-1960s and a vari-
ety of novel applica-
tions for the computer 
in architecture have 
emerged. Particularly 
computational tools, 
which model building 
performance in areas 
such as structure, 
energy, lighting and 
acoustics – inconceiv-

able more than 50 years ago. But it remains true and unchanged that it makes a 
significant difference whether the subject of our consideration is something like a 
vaguely formulated ‘aspect’, or a tangible; i.e. measurable ‘criteria’. 

The easier it is to assess an aspect as a numerically measurable criterion, the 
easier it will be to draw conclusions, even at an early stage of design. 

The more elusive the criterion is, the less likely it is to benefit from a simula-
tion or optimization. Nonetheless, the efforts made to grasp the criterion may be 
highly useful and still influence the design process. 

While I used the more general and vague term ‘aspects’ with regard to abstrac-
tability as a prerequisite for a simulation above, in the context of computational 
optimization the more specific term ‘criteria’ will be used. The nature of the 
respective criterion can be manifold. From absolute, unambiguous criteria whose 
consideration can be answered with yes/no, to criteria that allow for the classifi-
cation on a scale, graph or map, to criteria that allow only through the compari-
son of at least two variants to appraise whether one solution is better/worse. 

Fig. 5.10: Relating the ‘Vitruvian virtues’ and the measurability as well as assessa-
bility of architectural performance. 
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Classification and discussion of case studies
Fig. 5.11 depicts the classification of the case studies with respect to the meas-
urability of the simulated and possibly optimized criteria. A discussion per case 
study follows below. 

A1 – Stable Equilibrium: The performance criterion from the simulation; 
i.e. the custom design tool that keeps the geometry in equilibrium, is not only 
measurable in the sense of better/worse, but answerable with a yes/no. Either the 
concrete mobile is in balance or not. At the same time, this implies that there is 
no optimization needed. 

A2 – Simulation formwork: No optimization was employed. Not even the 
effort was made to search for criteria that would allow to filter a solution that 
performs better in comparison to another from a solution space. The simulation 
was rather about to thoroughly explore the geometric solution space. If one can 
speak of an assessment of the generated solutions at all, this evaluation happened 
against aesthetic considerations of the designers. Evidently, such an evaluation of 
intangible, aesthetic criteria is only possible if variants can ever be generated – in 
this case by means of digital simulation. 

A3 – Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall: Whether a computational opti-
mization approach was used with respect to the physic simulation using the 

Fig. 5.11: Classification of the nine case studies with respect to measurability of the simulated and possibly optimized criteria. 
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particle-spring method, is not discussed in the available sources.[10] As criteria 
for the overall geometry; i.e. the test environment for the agent-based approach, 
the structural performance is mentioned as well as a preferably intense double 
curvature. Structural efficiency increases as bending forces in the shell decrease; 
regardless of the fact that the segmental plate shell is even capable of transferring 
bending forces. The bending stress in the geometry can be analysed and meas-
ured. The intensity of double curvature can be determined geometrically through 
the (absolute) Gaussian curvature. As further requirements; i.e. criteria, demands 
on the functionality as well as spatial differentiation of the Landesgartenschau 
Exhibition Hall are stated. However, it is to be doubted that these were numeri-
cally recorded or measured. 

B1 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion – shading: The numerically measura-
ble; i.e. quantifiable results of the environmental performance simulation, were 
eventually not used for the design of the eye-catching structure casting lively 
and multifaceted shadows. The results of the shadow simulation (solar radiation) 
were visually, qualitatively evaluated. Firstly, in terms of aesthetic quality, which 
is a parameter from the field of intangible criteria. Second, in terms of whether 
the zones intended for particular functions are reasonably long and well shaded 
of and/or lit by the sun respectively. The latter may theoretically also be quanti-
fied. Presumably, an explicit specification of criteria (degree of shading, duration 
of shading) would have even produced further insights into the functional quali-
ties of the respective zones. 

B2 – Adaptable acoustic ceiling: Generally, the quantification of acoustic 
performance is, due to the subjective human perception of sound, highly prob-
lematic.[11] For an office space, however, the acoustic quality is theoretically quite 
reasonable quantifiable. This is because it is primarily determined by the rever-
beration time. In this case study, technical obstacles (computational expense, 
unknown or incorrect acoustic material properties) and, in particular, the lack of 
a direct and significant relationship between geometry and reverberation time 
have led to the conclusion that digital acoustic simulation and optimization were 
considered useless for geometry generation. 

B3 – Vaulted Auditorium, Barranquilla: This case study brings together two 
criteria, or rather groups of criteria. First, a structural criterion, namely whether 
the shell is a compression-only structure. This is not only quantifiable, but a yes/

10 The optimization using agent-based modelling, which is described in detail, refers to the indi-
vidual plates of the Exhibition Hall. Hence, other criteria are used here than for the overall geom-
etry.

11 This was discussed in detail amongst others in section 3.3.3.
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no criterion, comparable with the case study Stable equilibrium. Second, the 
acoustic quality is considered. The combination of the three acoustic parameters 
is already an attempt to make the acoustic performance of the auditorium, whose 
nature it is to be rather intangible as musicians and listeners have individual and 
distinct acoustic perceptions, qualifiable and even quantifiable.[12] 

C1 – Möbiusbank: Structural performance, as determined in this case study 
with a FEM-analysis, is clearly quantifiable. This concerns several criteria; total 
weight, utilization or maximum displacement are just a few of the numerically 
measurable quantities that the simulation provides. Rather, it raises the question 
of which criteria are used to maximize, minimize or equalize them. Amongst 
others, because it can be excellently visually represented, the minimization of the 
maximum displacement of the Möbiusbank was selected as a criterion for struc-
tural optimization. To witness in the simulation in real-time for which geometry, 
or rather change in geometry, the deformation increases or decreases in a particu-
lar area, can lead to a better comprehension of the influence of geometry on the 
load bearing behavior. The mentioned ergonomic and conceptual considerations 
were not subject of a simulation, let alone optimization. Criteria for those may 
hardly be defined. The classification on the scale in Fig. 5.11 refers therefore 
only to the structural aspects. 

C2 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion – structure: An FEM-analysis was 
used and computational optimization was employed. A numerically assessable 
criterion may be provided through the simulation and has to be provided for the 
optimization approach. The decisive criterion is to have no bending forces within 
the hinged joint. Similar to the concrete mobile – which either is in equilibrium 
or not – and the structural aspect of the Vaulted Auditorium in Barranquilla 
– which is a compression-only structure or not – the criterion of not having 
moment forces in the connection of the folded structure is also not about better/
worse, but about yes/no. 

C3 – Marxer Apartment Building, Vaduz: In terms of structural capacity, the 
criteria are, as with the previous two case studies, clearly quantifiable. Since the 
building has been realized it is obvious that the criteria meet the requirements 
(e.g. stability, maximum acceptable deformation, vibration, etc.; including the 
corresponding safety factors).[13] In addition to the structural aspects, there are 
architectural, spatial criteria from the floor plan; i.e. functionality. Architectural 

12 The accuracy and validity of the numerical results of the acoustic simulation could not be veri-
fied so far.

13 It can be assumed that criteria such as material consumption; i.e. efficiency, were also consid-
ered.
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zoning as a criterion was incorporated as a fuzzy, gradual value. Moreover, 
constraint for placing the columns inside the building volume or not over-utiliz-
ing the columns, was integrated via penalization of unsuitable solutions. Theo-
retically, qualifiable criteria (such as spatial relationships) but also quantifiable 
criteria (such as room sizes) could be established as well. Obviously, there are 
also intangible criteria (such as spatial quality). 

Knowing what you want to know
The impression may arise that only those criteria, which are objective and easily 
quantifiable are suitable to inform design decisions. This is certainly not the case. 
They may be easier to simulate and to optimize computationally – and possibly 
even suitable for directly geometry generation. The elimination of bending forces 
within the hinged joints of the folded pavilion might be mentioned as an exam-
ple. 

However, criteria that cannot be assessed through numeric values but whose 
quality can be grasped more or less objectively, force the designer to become 
even more aware of these qualities. The design of the perforation pattern of the 
festival pavilion may illustrate this, as the examination of the duration, intensity 
and shape of shading gives insights into the functional quality of the design of 
the lively and multifaceted shadow-patterns. 

As a matter of fact, dealing with intangible, highly subjective criteria, such 
as aesthetic considerations, also serves to create insights that, in turn, influence 
design decisions. This is facilitated if many possible variants may be generated 
unpretentiously. The formwork system depicts this nicely, since the geometric 
solution space was thoroughly explored by means of digital simulation. 

5.2.3_Combinability – trading off
“[…] along every design trajectory that takes idea through to artefact there are important 
differences between ambition and outcome […] The equilibrated design is an absolute condi-
tion – something that engineers might strive for, but architects might be wary of. Such a logical 
path to a design might need to be tracked differently should the design change through the 
imposition of competing parameters.” (M. Burry 2016, 34)

In the above quote Mark Burry (1957-) warns architects to aim for an “equil-
ibrated design”. But what does he mean by that? Burry referrers to such a 
(theoretical) design, which considers each and every single influencing aspect 
for the design with the ambition to find the most well-balanced of all possible 
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compromises. As conceivable influences, Burry names environmental, political, 
social, cultural, practical, economic, theoretical, philosophical and behavioural 
parameters – with the remark that this is by no means an exclusive list. 

Two more aspects shall be emphasized in Burry’s statement. First, the refer-
ence to a “logical path to a design”, which implies a rationalizable procedure; 
i.e. one that can be solved by a computer. Secondly, the term “competing param-
eters” on the basis of which he questions the logical path to design. 

As stated above, if multiple criteria are simulated and evaluated, and in 
particular if the considered criteria are conflicting – or competing in the termi-
nology of Mark Burry – the designer is forced to weigh them and trade them off 
against each other. This core task of solving architectural design problems cannot 
be rationalized conclusively. At the same time, trading-off between competing 
criteria induces the engagement with the consequences of individual, particular 
design decisions. 

Conflicting parameters 
An illustrative example for the necessity to trade off competing criteria is pro-
vided by the construction of rigid grid shells. For their construction two aspects 
are of paramount importance with respect to expenses. First is, whether the 
(glass) cladding is planar, curved or even double-curved – whereby the expenses 
increase exponentially from the first to the last. The second decisive considera-
tion is the number of beams connected at each node and the resulting complexity 
or uniformity respectively. While a triangulated gridshell ensures planar faces 
only, their layout causes nodes with more than four beams (typically six), at the 
same time. Quadrangular gridshells, with their relatively less intricate nodes, 
entail usually curved or double-curved claddings. 

In the above example the problem could of course be reduced to a purely 
economic question. It is quite possible that from a solely monetary point of view 
the most equilibrated; i.e. best, since cheapest, solution might be identified in 
a rational way. Perhaps the cheapest, however, is not the most material-saving 
solution. And a logical design process may not guarantee that the most equili-
brated solution sufficiently takes into account hardly qualifiable, let alone quanti-
fiable, aesthetic considerations. 

Nevertheless, simulation and particularly computational optimization can assist 
the designer in the design process in balancing multiple, possibly conflicting, 
criteria – if only to become aware of the relevance of individual criteria. 

At the technical level we must distinguish whether the weighting is done 
before or after the optimization. Being weighted beforehand, we speak of a 
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priori, whereby a weighted single-objective fitness function can be used for the 
optimization, resulting in the possibly best performing solution under the given 
premises.[14] 

A multi-objective fitness function is able to optimize several unweighted cri-
teria, resulting accordingly in several, comparatively best performing solutions. 
This group of solutions form a multi-dimensional solution space according to the 
number of objectives, also referred to as Pareto optimum or Pareto front.[15] Here, 
the designer must weight and select in retrospect; i.e. a posteriori. 

Against this background, the nine case studies will be discussed and catego-
rized below. Where applicable, reference should be made to three distinctions: 

a) Single-criteria vs. multi-criteria; used as the main distinguishing 
feature. All other distinctions apply only to those case studies where at 
least two criteria have been considered. 

b) Conflicting vs. non-conflicting; trading off/weighting gains significance 
when criteria are competing. 

c) Consecutive vs. parallel; rather a technical problem resulting from 
possible dependencies between the criteria and the question of whether 
these are hierarchical or non-hierarchical. 

One more note: Any architectural design problem has multiple criteria, as the 
list of possible parameters in the above quote by Mark Burry illustrates. The 
comparison of multiple criteria and possibly arising conflicts between them, will 
only be discussed for the case studies in the following, insofar as they were deci-
sive in the consideration of simulation and optimization in their design process. 
Many criteria that were not, or only marginally considered in simulation and 
optimization are thus deliberately excluded. 

Classification and discussion of case studies
Fig. 5.11 depicts the classification of the case studies with respect to the combi-
nability of the simulated and possibly optimized criteria. A discussion per case 
study follows below. 

14 The difficulties of finding the best variant in a multi-dimensional solution space by means of 
computational optimization are explained in detail in (Rutten 2011). This aspect has already been 
dealt with in the case study Möbiusbank (section 4.2).

15 A multi-objective fitness function resulting in a three-dimensional Pareto front was employed for 
the Vaulted Auditorium in Barranquilla. Details on the Pareto front are given in the respective 
section (section 3.4).
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A1 – Stable Equilibrium: The only criterion considered in the simulation is 
whether the concrete mobile is in balance or not. Therefore, there cannot be any 
conflicting criteria. At this point, and for the categorization in Fig. 5.12, aspects 
of manufacturing as well as the maximum permissible lever arms are not consid-
ered, as these were not part of the custom design tool either. 

A2 – Simulation formwork: As stated in the previous section, the formwork 
simulation did not include a criteria-based evaluation. It is sorted accordingly in 
the scale to the left of single-criteria (and depicted in grey). 

A3 – Landesgartenschau Exhibition Hall: Striving to activate membrane 
forces; i.e. reduce bending stresses, on the one hand, and maximizing double 
curvature on the other hand, can be quite conflicting.[16] The advantage is that 
with pure tensile/compressive stress, the need for double curvature becomes 
less relevant for the segmented plate shell (if manufacturing requirements are 
excluded). And vice versa, the shell is capable to transfer bending stresses better 
with a more distinctive double curvature. Since no information are provided 
about conflicts regarding spatial and/or functional architectural requirements, 
these have been excluded for classification in Fig. 5.12. 

B1 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion – shading: In terms of structural per-
formance, criteria are still aligned. Due to assumable lower forces, less material 
is needed at the top, reducing the self-weight at the same time. The conflict arises 
with the second aspect; i.e. the shading. More material is needed at the top in 
order to maximize the shade. The conflicting objectives forced the designers to 
trade structural efficiency off against functional performance; i.e. shading. Ulti-
mately, structure (firmitas) is considered more critical than the function (utilitas). 

16 Details on this topic were not given in the available sources.

Fig. 5.12: Classification of the nine case studies with respect to combinability of the simulated and possibly optimized criteria. 
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The aesthetics (venustas); in this case of the shadow pattern, is not disregarded as 
a matter of course. 

B2 – Adaptable acoustic ceiling: Since, in the context of simulation and opti-
mization, we consider this case stdy exclusively from an acoustic point of view, 
the criteria consequently come from one realm; i.e. one discipline. Although the 
main focus was on the sound absorption (by as much sound-absorbing material/
surfaces as possible), the sound scattering was, at least as a narrative, a second, 
albeit less significant, criterion. The two criteria (absorption and scattering) are 
not contradicting. The design improves both equally. By folding up the modules, 
a three-dimensional polygonal geometry is generated, which scatters sound and 
simultaneously increases the absorption area. 

B3 – Vaulted Auditorium, Barranquilla: The starting point is a conflict in 
objectives. The criteria from the realms of structure and acoustics could hardly 
be more conflicting than in the search for a compression-only geometry on the 
one hand (concave = good), and even sound distribution (convex = good) on 
the other. In addition, there must also be a trade-off between the three selected 
acoustic parameters. The desired long reverberation time, which is relevant in 
many musical performances, contradicts a good definition of sound, as required 
for lectures or theater performances. The conflict between structural efficiency 
and acoustics performance was excluded, as the chosen approach generates only 
those solutions/variants that meet the structural requirements; i.e. being com-
pression-only structures. To trade-off the acoustic criteria against each other, a 
multi-objective optimization was employed, which provides a three-dimensional 
Pareto front. 

C1 – Möbiusbank: With respect to categorization in this section, only struc-
tural aspect shall be considered for the case study. As in the previous section, 
ergonomic and conceptual considerations are not taken into account. Regarding 
structural optimization, two approaches were pursued. By adjusting the overall 
geometry, the displacement was reduced. By local adjustment of the material 
thickness/cross-section, a more even distribution of stresses was achieved. These 
two aspects are not contradicting. However, it must be stressed that they influ-
ence each other; i.e. there is a hierarchy. Therefore, both approaches cannot be 
employed in parallel, but they must be carried out in two successive steps. 

C2 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion – structure: With regard to structure 
only one criterion was considered; i.e. not to have any bending forces within 
the hinged joints. Accordingly, and similar to the installation stable equilibrium, 
there can be no conflict. Technically, however, the employed simulation and 
optimization are much more advanced, as the challenge of stability is not solved 
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geometrically, but by evolutionary optimization. It is not solved in one go, but in 
a process that converges the moment forces to zero.[17] 

C3 – Marxer Apartment Building, Vaduz: Since both structural and architec-
tural-functional aspects were considered in the depicted structural optimization, 
the criteria come from different realms or disciplines. Thus, it is not surprising 
that they are conflicting. The task is therefore similar to that of the Vaulted audi-
torium. Unlike the optimization approach employed for the auditorium, where a 
multi-objective fitness function was used, a single-objective fitness function was 
employed for the apartment building. While a multi-objective fitness function 
results in a multi-dimensional Pareto front from which the designer has to choose 
a solution/variant, a single-objective fitness function combines multiple indi-
vidual criteria in one function. In this case, the designer must weigh the criteria 
while creating the function; i.e. before the optimization is initiated.[18] As in the 
present example, in the latter approach individual criteria may be established as 
hard constraints, by assigning a penalization value to unsuitable solutions; which 
inevitably eliminates them from the circle of feasible variants. 

Knowing what you know 
The case studies reveal, that often only a single criterion was considered. Com-
plexity increases tremendously when more than one criterion is considered. As 
discussed above, however, architectural design problems generally require con-
sideration of a variety of aspects. And even with the examples in which multiple 
objectives were considered – either a priori or a posteriori to the optimization 
– one must realize that never all aspects are to be covered. As Daniel Davis has 
stated in an interview: 

“One of the problems you have with optimization is that not everything is captured by the fit-
ness function. You see this a lot in the work in the 1960s. At that time there was a lot of interest 
in optimizing floor plates and lots of that work failed. They were trying to work out the optimal 
walking distance between rooms. The algorithm failed because it couldn’t encapsulate the 
entire design space. They could find the optimum layout for walking but that wasn’t necessarily 
important in terms of architecture, or it wasn’t the only important factor in successful architec-
ture.” (Davis, Villaggi and Bailey 2014)

17 Since the statical system must be stable at first place in order for the digital structural simulation 
to function, it is initially assumed that the connection is able to transfer bending forces, which are 
successively reduced through the optimization.

18 The process of weighting has almost certainly taken place more than once, but has been re-
worked after considering first solutions.
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So, there is a risk of disregarding parameters/aspects/criteria if they do not fit 
into a fitness function. Daniel continues:

“People will optimize for something and defer the responsibility to the computer or the algo-
rithm. They’ll say that what they designed is valid because the computer did it, without leaving 
the possibility that there’s something outside of what they’ve simulated that is itself important.” 
(Davis, Villaggi and Bailey 2014)

It is all the more important to know what you know. And simulation and opti-
mization of single or multiple criteria can be utilized to become aware of their 
relationships and the consequences of changes on the performance of the design 
in the respective realm. Therefore, the goal must be to gain knowledge through 
simulation and optimization, so that these insights can inform the design – with-
out becoming exclusive determinant. 
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5.3_Benefits of informed form generation
Through clarifying the requirements and conditions for embedding simulation 
and optimization into the design process, some benefits have hopefully become 
obvious already. Three central benefits – being epistemology, iteration as well as 
precision – will be discussed in the following.  

5.3.1_Computational epistemology
“We offer three kinds of services: Good, cheap and fast. But you can only pick two. 
Good and cheap won’t be fast. 
Fast and good won’t be cheap.
Cheap and fast won’t be good.”
(ironic truism; author unknown)

Craftsmen are happy to share the above quoted ironic wisdom with their custom-
ers on a notice board or alike in their workshop. To stay with the phrases, one 
could add that there is always a little bit of truth in every joke. 

Joking aside, the statement is transferable to the effect, that it is also unlikely 
to find a solution for a design problem that perfectly meets each and every single 
requirement. Balancing the importance of the aspects against each other can thus 
have two functions. On the one hand, of course, to find a coherent; i.e. good solu-
tion. On the other hand, to gain insight into the problem – and consequently to 
question it if necessary. 

Ideally, this is done by trading off multiple aspects against each other as 
depicted for the case studies in the previous section (5.2.3). However, even by 
considering and examining one aspect individually, this does not only serve to 
find a well performing solution, but may also provide insights about effects, 
correlations and its significance for the design problem. 

When embedding computational simulation and optimization into the design 
process, the solution space is constrained by the setup (what parameters can be 
changed), the criteria (what are the goals and how can they be assessed) as well 
as the technique (how to come up with new and how to sort variants). Together 
setup, criteria and technique determined the solution space. 

It has been shown that the necessity to define set-up, criteria and technique – 
imposed by the application of computational simulation and optimization – has 
itself provided insights and shaded light on the problem. 

Within this process, which I refer to as computational epistemology, the 
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choice of aspect or aspects of a design problem that shall be assessed is decisive. 
Examples from the early days of dissemination of the computer and its advent in 
architecture in the 1960s may illustrate this. 

Legitimization by science and mathematics – system approaches in the 
1960s

Daniel Davis argues in his article Optimisation in the 1960s and 2010 (Davis 
2010), that “Arising from a sense of war-time inferiority, architects attempted to 
legitimize the profession by turning to science and mathematics.” He depicts the 
focus of computational optimization in the 1960s on making walking distances in 
a building as short as possible and states how even previous advocates of mathe-
matical plan generation concluded that “quantitative approaches have a limited 
use for certain very complex problems, and must always rely on many assump-
tions that cannot be quantified and on inherited typologies.” 

The German design theorist Horst Rittel, whose ideas were already men-
tioned in the preamble (section 0.4.3), argues that the successful use of system 
approaches by the US military and the NASA in the 1950s and early 1960s 
evoked the interest from other branches – amongst others architecture – to revise 
and update their methodologies. (Rittel, Grant and Protzen 2012, 56 f.; interview held in 1971) 

Horst Rittel himself studied theoretical physics and abstract/pure mathematics 
in Göttingen with Werner Heisenberg and Carl Friedrich von Weizäcker. And 
he was involved as a research assistant when Konrad Zuse developed his first 
computer. It is no coincident that in 1958 this Horst Rittel became a Dozent 
für Design-Methodologie, Wissenstheorie und Theorien der Kommunikation 
(Lecturer in design methodology, theory of knowledge and theories of communi-
cation) at the Hochschule für Gestaltung (HfG) in Ulm. Although Ulm remained 
an initial episode[19], it was in many ways important and formative for both, the 
mathematical thinker Rittel, as well as the discipline of design, which was setting 
out into modernity. 

Rittel’s long-time employee Wolf Reuter states with respect to Rittel’s appoint-
ment at the HfG Ulm: 

“[…] wenn wir uns vergegenwärtigen, dass seit ihren Anfängen zur Moderne ihr Anspruch 
an Rationalität gehört, dass Wissenschaft sie in höherem Maße verkörpert als jede andere 
Domäne und dass seitdem im speziellen Fall des Designs die einsehbare Vernünftigkeit eines 

19 Rittel became a professor in Berkley already five years later in 1963. As from 1972 he became a 
professor in Stuttgart in addition.
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Gebrauchsgegenstandes zu dessen Wertesystem zählt, dann wird das Motiv der Verbindung 
einsichtig.” [20] 

This emphasizes the will and motivation at this time to base design decisions 
on rational consideration – or at least to justify or legitimize them through (natu-
ral) science. 

However, Reuter confesses that Rittel’s findings must have disappointed the 
designers, since he did not offer the anticipated or desired justifications of form 
through objective, rational science. Rather, Rittel stated that aesthetics is an inde-
pendent variable that cannot be derived from functional requirement; i.e. utilitas. 
(Reuter 2012, 3-9) With respect to architecture one might extend this statement that 
aesthetics can neither be derived from structural requirements; i.e. firmitas. 

Referring back to the above stated dilemma that an unobjectionable solution, 
perfectly meeting each and every single aspect, is virtually impossible for a 
design problem, Rittel states: 

“Entscheidungen erfolgen immer aufgrund einer nicht-absoluten Prioritätenskala.” [21] (Rittel 
n.d.; as cited by Reuter 2012, 6)

The decisions Rittel is referring to are design decisions; i.e. decisions within a 
design problem. As mentioned in the preamble, Rittel established together with 
Melvin Webber the distinction between ‘tame problems’ and ‘wicked problems’ 
(section 0.4.3). The concept of ‘tame’ and ‘wicked’ problems was developed with 
respect to policy and planning, whereby problems in planning, which in Rittel’s 
broad sense of the term is also design, are considered ‘wicked’ in contrast to 
mathematical problems for instance, which are considered to be ‘tame’. The con-
cept is partially applicable to the problems in architectural design as well, since 
in architectural design problems – which should have become very clear from 
the case studies – navigate/manoeuvre between structural and other engineering 
problems (considered ‘tame’ according to Rittel and Webber) and functional 
problems as well as aesthetic problems (the latter two are considered ‘wicked’ 
according to Rittel and Webber). 

20 Which translates to: “The motive of the connection becomes obvious when we realise, that the 
aspirations for rationality belongs to modernity from its earliest days. That science embodies 
modernity to a higher degree than any other domain. And that, in the specific case of the disci-
pline of design, the graspable reasonability is an integral part of the value system of any object 
of utility.”

21 Which translates to: “Decisions are ever based on a non-absolute priority scale.”
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5.3.2_Make and break – iteration 
So, back to the question of how the computer can help us solve these ‘wicked’ 
problems. 

Clearly iteration is to be mentioned here as one approach. Bill Addis states 
that the impact of computers in building engineering has been particularly great, 
since each new building is effectively a prototype. In contrast to mass-produced 
products like cars or electronic devices, which go through a long evolution with 
many prototypes before finally a perfected version is manufactured in large 
numbers, with buildings there is just one chance to get things right. Thus, the 
safe way is to rely heavily on precedents. I would argue, this is not just true for 
engineering aspects of a building but functional and aesthetic aspects as well. 

As we cannot build prototypes of the entire building to test it – possibly to 
destruction – and maybe not even parts of the building, scale models provide the 
opportunity to investigate and improve structural, functional or aesthetic aspects 
of a design. However, this is limited due to the considerable effort and expenses 
to build (and test) scale models. As Addis points out, computers have enabled 
engineers and architects to work with mathematical models; i.e. simulations, and 
to study many alternative designs. [22] (Addis 2007, 539) 

In a lecture entitled Form-Making to Form-Finding at the AA in 2013, Mario 
Carpo has made a similar statement. Carpo compares digital simulation of 
building performance aspects with what he calls ‘make and break’ (i.e. a heu-
ristic ‘trial and error’ approach as discussed in section 0.3.1) similar to the way 
how traditional craftsman where learning; i.e. acquiring tacit knowledge, when 
saying: 

“Today, using digital simulation, designers can make and break on the screen in a minute more 
objects than a traditional craftsman would have made and broken in a lifetime.” (Carpo 2013, min 
44; transcribed by the author)

This reminds us indeed very much to the tradition of the École des Beaux-Arts. 
Not that craftsman are considered artists but they are neither – or even less – 
rational scientists. It emphasizes that iteration not only belongs to the solution of 
the respective design problem but also generates (tacit) knowledge and allows to 
gain insights. [23] 

22 This was discussed as well already in the preamble (section 0.2.2).

23 Also, iteration was already emphasized as one central topic in informed form generation when 
outlining the approach of informed form generation in the preamble (section 0.4.2).
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The design approaches of the case studies have shown that through embedding 
computational simulation and optimization into the design process, a signifi-
cantly higher number of variants could be investigated. 

5.3.3_From intuition to precision 
Besides iteration, the obvious significance of retrieving reliable information 
on the performance of various aspects with the help of the computer must be 
emphasized. 

Robert Aish wrote in the article From Intuition to Precision (Aish 2005), where 
he elaborated on the conceptual basis of his work on GenerativeComponents[24]: 
“What we have facilitated is the ability for the designer to embed design logic 
within an interactive design system which is driven by the designer’s hand and 
evaluated by the designer’s eye. This follows the fundamental precept of design, 
of combining intuition and precision in a single process, with the result of that 
process integrated and embodied in the same artefact.” (Aish 2005)

The precision Aish is mentioning refers mainly to geometric precision. How-
ever, by today; i.e. almost 15 years later, the evaluation by the designer’s eye 
is supplemented by the precise evaluation of various (performance) aspects – 
through simulation and possibly through optimization. 

Already 2005, Aish claimed to be aiming to devise a software “that is as open-
ended as the discipline itself and can be extended to respond to the vast array of 
technical, social and cultural possibilities and considerations in architecture.” 
(Aish 2005)

Various ways of retrieving precise (performance) information through digi-
tal simulation and optimisation have been demonstrated in the discussed case 
studies. 

24 The parametric CAD software GenerativeComponents (GC) was developed by Bentley Systems, 
where Aish was Director of Research at that time. It was first introduced in 2003 and became 
particularly influential in the years after through its dissemination by the SmartGeometry Group. 
GC has an interface for visual programming and can be regarded as the precursor of the now 
prevailing Grasshopper.
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5.4_Findings in a nutshell
The aim of this research was to investigate ways how simulation and optimisa-
tion may be embedded into architectural design. Strategies which are character-
ized by not favouring form finding above form making, or the other way around, 
but rather promote an informed form generation, were developed and tested in 
various case studies. 

5.4.1_Identifying simulation and optimization within design process 
One result of this research are flow-diagrams for the 6 case studies which I was 
involved in directly (section 5.1.4). The diagrams are based on the discussion, 
where and how form finding, form making as well as informed form generation 
approaches where employed in the design processes of the presented case studies 
in correlation with the use of digital simulation and optimization (section 5.1.1 – 
section 5.1.3). 

The resulting flow-diagrams shall not be misunderstood as step by step 
descriptions in the sense of a strongly determined process. Rather, they are the 
attempt trying to capture a loosely determined (or even non-determined) design 
process.

Nevertheless, they allow conclusions to be drawn as to what are the prerequi-
sites for using the various different simulation methods. 

5.4.2_Prerequisites for simulation and optimization
Thereupon, and based on the findings depicted in the flow diagrams, it has been 
worked out within this research that the three aspects of scalability, measurability 
and combinability are crucial for the integration of simulation and optimization 
into the architectural design process (section 5.2.1 – section 5.2.3). 

Scalability. 
The more directly a behaviour scales, the simpler it can be abstracted and there-
fore, it typically becomes easier to simulate it. Scalability depends on whether 
the behaviour under consideration depends on geometry or material properties. If 
the former is the case, scalability and thus the ability to abstract and simulate the 
behaviour is typically easier. If the behaviour depends on material properties, the 
scalability is fundamentally harder and thus a simulation more complex.

In order to be able to assess how suitable a simulation is at an early design 
stage and whether it is likely that insights can be derived to inform design 
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decisions, it must therefore be examined how easy it is to abstract the respective 
aspect under consideration. The reflection of the case studies has shown, that it 
is important to know what one does not know, in order to estimate the usefulness 
of a simulation, as very different levels of knowledge are necessary for different 
aspects, depending whether they are geometry or material dependent.

Measurability. 
Depending on the respective behaviour, the nature of the criterion to judge on 
can be manifold. From absolute, unambiguous criteria whose consideration can 
be answered with yes/no, to criteria that allow for the classification on a scale, 
graph or map, to criteria that allow only through the comparison of at least two 
variants to appraise whether one solution is better/worse. 

The easier it is to assess an aspect as a numerically measurable criterion, the 
easier it will be to draw conclusions, even at an early stage of design. The more 
elusive the criterion is, the less likely it is to benefit from a simulation or optimi-
zation. 

However, not only those criteria, which are objective and easily quantifiable 
are suitable to inform design decisions. They may be easier to simulate and to 
optimize computationally – and possibly even suitable for directly geometry gen-
eration. Still, the efforts made to grasp the nature of any criterion may be highly 
useful and still influence the design process. Criteria that cannot be assessed 
through numeric values but whose quality can be grasped more or less objec-
tively, force the designer to become even more aware of these qualities. If many 
possible variants may be generated unpretentiously, dealing with intangible, 
highly subjective criteria, such as aesthetic considerations, also serves to create 
insights that, in turn, influence design decisions. 

Combinability. 
Simulating and optimising is easiest, when only one single criterion is consid-
ered. Complexity increases tremendously with more than one criterion. Architec-
tural design problems, however, generally require consideration of a variety of 
aspects. And even when considering multiple objectives within a computational 
optimization, one must realize that never all aspects are to be covered. There is 
a risk of disregarding aspects of paramount importance if they do not fit into a 
fitness function. 

Simulation and optimization of single or multiple criteria can be utilized to 
become aware of their relationships and the consequences of changes on the 
performance of the design in the respective realm. Therefore, the goal must be to 
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gain knowledge through simulation and optimization, so that these insights can 
inform the design – without becoming exclusive determinant. If multiple criteria 
are simulated and evaluated, and in particular if the considered criteria are 
conflicting, the designer is forced to weigh them and trade them off against each 
other. This core task of solving architectural design problems cannot be ration-
alized conclusively. At the same time, trading-off between competing criteria 
induces the engagement with the consequences of individual, particular design 
decisions. 

Simulation and particularly computational optimization can assist the designer 
in the design process in balancing multiple, possibly conflicting, criteria – if only 
to become aware of the relevance of individual criteria. 

5.4.3_Benefits of simulation and optimization
Discussing the prerequisites for using the various different simulation and opti-
mization approaches allowed to pinpoint the benefits of informed form genera-
tion (section 5.3) – namely precision, iteration and epistemology. 

Precision. 
With the aim of digital simulation, we are not only dependent on making deci-
sions based on our trained intuitions and emotions as an individual designer. In 
this way, a possibly subconscious process can be supplemented with rationality.

Iteration. 
Computational simulation allows to create and test countless variants in a very 
short time. This rational design process does not necessarily have to lead to one 
single solution, but the designer can choose from feasible solutions on the basis 
of his intuition. 

Epistemology. 
Knowledge is gained particularly when combining contrasting criteria and trad-
ing them off against each other. Within digital optimization, we have to deter-
mine what the changeable variables are as well as what our goals and criteria are. 
Ideally, these are contrary. This increases the pressure to deal with the conse-
quences of the design decision.

Summarizing these three benefits, it can be concluded that digital simulation 
and optimization supports and promotes informed design decisions. 
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5.4.4_Achievements 
Concluding, I would like to summarize what was and what wasn’t achieved 
within the dissertation at hand. 

What was achieved: 
a) Various design approaches in which simulation and optimization were 

embedded in the design process were developed and tested as part of 
the 'design and build' projects carried out in the course of this work. 

b) The respective design processes were described, discussed/reflected and 
evaluated. 

c) Conditions and prerequisites for successfully embedding simulation 
and optimization into the architectural design process were formulated 
thereupon. 

d) Subsequently, benefits of using digital simulation and optimization in 
the architectural design process were derived. 

Ultimately, ‘informed form generation’ was established as a design approach. 

What cannot be achieved are transferable, recipe-like instructions for embed-
ding simulation and optimization into any architectural design process. There-
fore, I cannot help but contextualize the design approach of informed form 
generation against established theoretical design considerations in the following 
epilogue. 
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Now, the perspective shall once again be widened and the proposed approach 
of informed form generation that support informed decision-making within the 
design process and which was tested on the basis of the case studies, shall be dis-
cussed against the background of established design-theoretical considerations. 

A ubiquitous question during my research was, whether it is possible to gen-
eralise architectural design procedures which comprise simulation and opti-
misation. In section 5.2, generalizability and thus transferability were already 
discussed in considerable detail. The question of workflows/strategies/procedures 
in architectural design should be reflected more generally here. 

Decide and search 
A good example of the attempt to depict such a generalized procedure can be 
found again from Horst Rittel. In his paper Die Denkweise von Designern (The 
Reasoning of Designers), Rittel provides a flow chart representing, what he 
argues, is the (simplified) sequence of thoughts of a designer dealing with an 
abstracted question. 

The flow chart (Fig. 6.1) is characterized/dominated by junctions with three 
directions each, leading to a clear ‘Yes’, a ‘No’ and an ambiguous ‘?’. 

Thereby: 
Yes = go on
No = three options are proposed (at least in the first step of the sequence): 

- find an alternative ‘B’. 
- go back in your process to a point where there is no need for ‘A’. 
- be frustrated and give up on the entire project! [25] 

? = leads to the recommended action ‘Untersuchen’ (investigate). [26] 
The abstracted question, which Rittel referrers to as ‘issue, at hand is, whether 

or not action ‘A’ should be part of his design. If we now assume that it is not a 
generic issue in planning, but a problem in the context of architectural design, 
it is obvious that the means of choice for the investigation can be simulation, 
evaluation and possibly optimization. 

25 When considering over and again whether or not an ‘issue’ shall be part of the argument in a 
dissertation, this is quite often a rather tempting option ;)

26 From the first junction in the sequence of reasoning, five possible questions are proposed for the 
examination of the issue. Further on in the process, it remains the abstract instruction ‘investi-
gate’.
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Against the background of the proposed and tested approach of informed form 
generation, the ‘?’ is the most interesting and relevant part of the abstracted 
sequence in the reasoning of a designer. Each junction in the flow chart repre-
sents a decision. With a clear ‘Yes’ or ‘No’, little room for further exploration is 
left. And thus, for further insights, since arguing and weighing the pros and cons 
of a decision, allows to gain knowledge. 

Thus Rittel proclaims: “Der Prozess erweist sich als sein Wechselspiel zwis-
chen Urteilsbildung und der Suche nach Ideen.” [27] (Rittel 2012, 32; first published in 
1988). He claims that any consideration leads to a decision that might be based on 

27 Which translates to: “The process turns out to be an interplay between the formation of judgment 
and the search for ideas.”

Fig. 6.1: Flow chart by Horst Rittel, depicting the reasoning of designers. 
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the considerations, however, is not necessarily derived directly from it. Through 
trading off ‘cons’ against ‘pros’ the designer is able to constitute his own opinion. 
This is where Rittel identifies the epistemic freedom in any design process. He 
states that there are no logical or epistemological restrictions or rules that would 
dictate which of the various significant steps to take next. [28] It is left to the judg-
ment of the designer how he proceeds. (Rittel 2012, 32; first published in 1988) Neverthe-
less, it is decisive how he proceeds! 

What’s the problem?
It has already been discussed in the preamble that a ‘specific procedure’ is not 
transferable. And that a ‘general procedure’ is practically not applicable (section 
0.4.3). Hence, the procedure; i.e. approach, remains vague – which is a good 
thing! 

Reflecting on the approach is a valuable thing nevertheless. As Rittel states in 
an interview from 1971 with Donald P. Grant and Jean-Pierre Protzen on The 
State of the Art in Design Methodology: 

“The main purpose of design methodology seems to be to clarify the nature of the design 
activity and of the structure of its problems. This role of design methodology seems to me much 
more important than its practical use in dealing with concrete problems.” (Rittel, Grant and Protzen 
2012, 55; interview held in 1971)

Objectification, as directly as well as indirectly strived for through computa-
tional simulation and optimization, is also emphasized as a valuable thing by 
Rittel. On the one hand for the sake of forgetting less, or reducing the probability 
of forgetting something that will become important after the fact, and, on the 
other hand for the sake of the evocation of doubt. 

Rittel’s finding, that “the more explicitly and bluntly you must state your 
fundamental objectives, the more readily you are able to cast doubt on them” 
(Rittel, Grant and Protzen 2012, 67 f.; interview held in 1971), can be regarded as one basis of the 
developed and tested design approaches, summarized as informed form genera-
tion. 

Rittel points out that solving a design problem has little to do with solving a 
conventional problem. In order to solve a conventional problem; i.e. tame, you 
first define the problem with precise words, second you source all information 

28 Rittel notes that there would be a notorious lack of ‘reasonable justifications’ (as he calls them) 
for design decisions, and he describes ‘inherent necessities’ as excuses.
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that are supposed to be relevant and finally you search for the solution in the 
well-defined solution space. For design problems there is no clear separation 
between the tasks of problem-definition, -synthesis and -evaluation. They all 
happen at the same time. Hence: 

“Ein Entwurfsproblem verändert sich, während man es behandelt, weil das Verständnis dessen, 
was erreicht werden soll oder wie es erreicht werden könnte, sich kontinuierlich ändert. Zu ver-
stehen, was das Problem ist, ist das Problem. Was immer er [der Entwerfer] über das Problem 
erfährt, wird zum Teil seiner ‚Lösung’.” [29] (Rittel 2012, 21; first published in 1988)

This attitude emphasizes the idea of informed form generation. While you gain 
information, you reconsider your search. After you get your ‘answer’ (the result 
of a simulation > evaluation > optimization process) you might well change your 
‘question’.[30] 

29 Which translates to: “A design problem changes as you work through it, since the understanding 
of what should be achieve or how it could be achieved is constantly changing. The problem is to 
understand what is the problem. Whatever he [the designer] learns about the problem becomes 
part of his ‘solution’.”

30 From today's perspective, I can well say that this can be transferred to the development of a 
dissertation in the field of design research.
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eisenBACh, p.: Processing of Slender Concrete Shells – Fabrication and Installa-
tion; 2017

Conference Papers
eisenBACh p., GrohmAnn m.: Structural Implementation of Slender Concrete 
Shells with Prefabricated Elements; Journal of the International Association for 
Shell and Spatial Structures (J. IASS), Vol. 58 (2017) No. 1 March n. 191, ISSN: 
1028-365X; S. Adriaenssens and P. Block (Guest Editors) special issue “New 
directions for shell structures”; p. 51-64

GrohmAnn m., eisenBACh p., rumpf m.; hellmAnn, m.: Stable Equilibrium – 
on-site mounting technique of lightweight concrete structures; Proceedings of 
the IASS2015 Annual International Symposium on Future Visions, Amsterdam; 
August 2015

Exhibition
The concrete mobile ‘Stable Equilibrium’ has been exhibited in the Muziek-
gebouw aan ’t Ij in Amsterdam from 27 June till 20 August 2015 as part of an 
accompanying exhibition of the 2015 IASS Symposium. 

A2 – Stockholm Summer School 
A2.1_Involved Parties
Supervisors
University of Kassel; Faculty Architecture, Urban Planning and Landscape 
Planning; Department of Structural Design // Prof. Manfred Grohmann, Philipp 
Eisenbach and Moritz Rumpf 
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KTH Royal Institute of Technology Stockholm; School of Architecture and Built 
Environment; School of Architecture; Department of Architectural Technology 
and Computational Design // Prof. Oliver Tessmann and Prof. Jonas Runberger 

CONSOLIS Oy Ab; Finland // Topi Äikäs

Participating Students 
Adrian Golab, Zijian Han, Denitsa Koleva, Jannik Kratzenberg, Svenja Krieg, 
Florian Reichmann, Witali Suchan and Cynthia Ward (University of Kassel) 
and Lison Bader, Natalia Daukszewicz, Uuf Edgren, Felipe Saul Franco Franco, 
Mimmi Gustafsson, Benjamin Onoszko, Francesca Pernigotti and Michelle Val-
lomy (KTH Stockholm)

Sponsors
Pfeiffer-Trust for Architecture at the University of Kassel (Generous financial 
support) 

A2.2_Publications
Conference Papers
tessmAnn, o.; rumpf, m.; eisenBACh, p.; GrohmAnn, m.; äikäs, t.: Negotiate 
My Force Flow – Designing with dynamic concrete formwork; Complexity & 
Simplicity – Proceedings of the 34th eCAADe Conference – Volume 1, Oulu 
(Finland), August 2016, pp. 93-102 

B1 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion 
B1.1_Involved Parties
Supervisors 
University of Kassel; Faculty Architecture, Urban Planning and Landscape 
Planning; Department of Structural Design // Prof. Manfred Grohmann, Philipp 
Eisenbach and Moritz Rumpf

Participating Students
Patrick Euler, Cynthia Ward, Niklas Rieckmann, Yannick Wissel, Mara Kaiser, 
Selai Nasery and Lena Behrendt

Partners
FKP Scorpio Konzertproduktionen GmbH; Hamburg // Mareike Göldner
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Support fabrication 
University of Kassel; Faculty Architecture, Urban Planning and Landscape Plan-
ning; Digital Workshop // Guido Brinkmann 

Sponsors
Pfeiffer-Trust for Architecture at the University of Kassel (Generous financial 
support)

B1.2_Publications 
Conference Papers
GrohmAnn, m.; eisenBACh, p.; rumpf, m.; wArd, C.: Hinged Folded Festival 
Pavilion – Membrane Bearing in Lightweight Dismountable Structures. In Pro-
ceedings of the IASS2016 Annual International Symposium on Spatial Structures 
in the 21st Century, Tokyo (Japan); September 2016

B2 – Adaptable acoustic ceiling 
B2.1_Involved Parties
Supervisors/Team
University of Kassel; Faculty Architecture, Urban Planning and Landscape Plan-
ning; Department of Structural Design // Prof. Manfred Grohmann and Moritz 
Rumpf 

University of Kassel; School of Art and Design; Digital Design and Production 
Methods | 3D technology // Dr. Markus Schein 

Partners
Design-to-Production GmbH, Zürich // Fabian Scheurer, Hanno Stehling and 
Johannes Kuhnen

Participating Students Design (winter-term 2015/2016): 
Luis Miguel Garcia Ballesteros, Joost Fähser, Niclas Garotti, Hannah Hartmann, 
Robert Kost, Jule Leinpinsel, Andreas Merkel, Mallika Pholchop, Robert Redel, 
Oliver Schaub, Katharina Schmelting, Michael Schreiner, XiaoYue Su, Oliver 
Waldsachs and Cynthia Ward 
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Participating Students Realisation (summer-term 2016): 
Joost Fähser, Niclas Garotti, Hannah Hartmann, Jule Leinpinsel, Oliver Schaub, 
Katharina Schmelting, Michael Schreiner and Cynthia Ward

Support acoustics 
University of Kassel; Faculty Architecture, Urban Planning and Landscape 
Planning; Department of Building Physics // Prof. Dr.-Ing. Anton Maas and Marc 
Klatecki

University of Kassel; Faculty Architecture, Urban Planning and Landscape Plan-
ning; Department of Educational Arts // Anke Eckard 

Wolfram Spyra (sound artist)

Support fabrication 
University of Kassel; Faculty Architecture, Urban Planning and Landscape Plan-
ning; Digital Workshop // Guido Brinkmann and Nils Kühn

Sponsors
Design-to-Production GmbH, Zürich (Client of the acoustic ceiling)

Pfeiffer-Trust for Architecture at the University of Kassel (Generous financial 
support for the site visits)

B2.2_Publications 
Conference Papers
rumpf m., sChein m., kuhnen J., GrohmAnn m.: Adaptable acoustic structures – 
design, detailing and fabrication of a fully parametric acoustic ceiling; In: Bögle 
A., Grohmann M. (eds.) Proceedings of the IASS Annual Symposium 2017. 
Hamburg. 2017

rumpf m., sChein m., kuhnen J., GrohmAnn m.: Aspects of Sound as Design 
Driver – Parametric Design of an Acoustic Ceiling; In: De Rycke K. et al. (eds) 
Humanizing Digital Reality. Springer, Singapore, 2017, pp.189-200 
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C1 – Möbiusbank 
C1.1_Involved Parties
Supervisors/Team
University of Kassel; Faculty Architecture, Urban Planning and Landscape 
Planning; Department of Structural Design // Prof. Manfred Grohmann, Philipp 
Eisenbach and Moritz Rumpf

University of Kassel; Faculty Architecture, Urban Planning and Landscape Plan-
ning; Department of Digital Design Techniques // Ragunath Vasudevan

Partners
University of Kassel; Faculty of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Institute 
of Structural Engineering; Department of Solid Construction // Prof. Dr.-Ing. 
Ekkehard Fehling

University of Kassel; Faculty of Civil and Environmental Engineering; Institute 
of Structural Engineering; Department of Construction Materials and Construc-
tion Chemistry // Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Bernhard Middendorf

DUCON Europe GmbH & Co.KG; Darmstadt // Dr. Stephan Hauser

University of Kassel; Real Estate Management // Norbert Krempel

Sponsors
DUCON Europe GmbH & Co.KG; Darmstadt (Concrete and reinforcement 
material)

Max Frank GmbH & Co. KG; Leiblfing (Formwork coating and release agent)

Paul Bauder GmbH & Co.KG; Landsberg (Foam for formwork)

karamba3d.com; Vienna, Austria (Software licenses) 

Pfeiffer-Trust for Architecture at the University of Kassel (Generous financial 
support)

Participating Students
Shahram Abbasian, Leon Charlet, Harun Faizi, Jessica Fröse, Adrian Golab, 
Christoph Herlitze, Denitsa Koleva, Michael Korn, Jannik Kratzenberg, Svenja 
Krieg, Nils Kühn, Jakob Leppin, Nora Levsen, Alexander Lischke, Yiyang Liu, 
Henrik Neusüß, Laura Nolte, Richard Pfeiffer, Tim Reichert, Florian Reichmann, 
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Jan Niklas Rieckmann, Aliaksei Rybalchanka, Julia-Yvonne Scharf, Andreas 
Steffen, Witali Suchan, Cynthia Ward and Serge Well. 

The design ultimately realized from the entire group was proposed by: Denitsa 
Koleva, Jannik Kratzenberg, Svenja Krieg and Cynthia Ward

C1.2_Publications
Books
eisenBACh, p.: Processing of Slender Concrete Shells – Fabrication and Installa-
tion; 2017

GrohmAnn, m.; eisenBACh, p.; rumpf, m. (eds.): Structural Surface – Com-
putational design, optimization and realization of a freeform object from high 
performance concrete; 2017

Conference Papers
eisenBACh p., GrohmAnn m.: Structural Implementation of Slender Concrete 
Shells with Prefabricated Elements; Journal of the International Association for 
Shell and Spatial Structures (J. IASS), Vol. 58 (2017) No. 1 March n. 191, ISSN: 
1028-365X; S. Adriaenssens and P. Block (Guest Editors) special issue “New 
directions for shell structures”; p. 51-64

eisenBACh p., GrohmAnn m., rumpf m.; hAuser s.: Seamless rigid connections 
of thin concrete shells – a novel stop-end construction technique for prefab ele-
ments; Proceedings of the IASS2015 Annual International Symposium on Future 
Visions, Amsterdam; August 2015

rumpf, m.; GrohmAnn, m.; eisenBACh, p.; hAuser s.: Structural Surface – multi 
parameter structural optimization of a thin high performance concrete object; 
Proceedings of the IASS2015 Annual International Symposium on Future 
Visions, Amsterdam; August 2015

eisenBACh, p.; Parapluie und Möbiusban(k)d – Entwicklung und Realisierung 
ultraschlanker Schalentragwerke aus Stahlbeton; Tagungsband CiA – Compos-
ites in Architecture, 6. Internationales Symposium Leipzig; Dezember 2014

Prices
The project was awarded the prize ‘competition campus 2015’ in the category 
student work from competitionline Verlags GmbH, Berlin. 
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C2 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion 
(see section B1 – Hinged Folded Festival Pavilion) 





Informed Form Generation
Embedding simulation and optimization 
into architectural design 
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Moritz RumpfOver the past decades we witnessed a tremendous shift in the principles of architectural 
design based on the advancement of computer aided design and manufacturing. Com-
putation in architecture came with a whole new set of techniques as well as theories that 
did change the way we build and design today. 
This research investigates ways to embed computational simulation and optimisation into 
architectural design processes at an early, conceptual stage. Simulation and optimization 
are not seen as a post-design strategy to improve performance aspects of a well-devel-
oped design, but rather as design strategies in their own rights. Therefore, design ap-
proaches employing simulation and optimization were developed, tested and discussed. 
Conditions and prerequisites for successfully embedding simulation and optimization into 
architectural design processes were formulated and benefits were derived. 
Design approaches that use digital simulation and optimization are characterised by not 
favouring rational form finding above intuitive form making, or vice versa – they rather 
support informed design decisions. Therefore, Informed Form Generation is established 
as a design approach within this thesis. It is not one specific, universally applicable pro-
cess, but rather comprises a category of approaches and constitutes an attitude. 
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